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Elevated water level and large waves cause extensive damage and economic loss to coastal
communities. An integrated atmosphere-ocean-coast modeling system that links physical processes with
scales ranging from the open ocean to the surf zone has been developed for the Gulf of Maine. The
modeling system includes a hydrodynamic model, a wave overtopping model and a sediment transport
model. It is then applied to investigate and gain a comprehensive understanding of the following coastal
processes: (1) the interaction between tide-surge, waves and bathymetry, (2) coastal flooding due to wave
overtopping, and (3) sand transport.
Both coastal flooding and sand transport rely on the accurate prediction of water level, waves,
and currents at the coast. This work has demonstrated that the interactions between tide-surge, waves and
bathymetry have a significant impact on coastal waves, circulation and water level; and the interactions
exhibit strong temporal and spatial variability along the coast. The inclusion and appropriate
representation of the interaction processes in numerical modeling is important for coastlines with complex
configurations.
The integrated modeling system has been applied to predict coastal flooding due to wave
overtopping at the seawall in Scituate, Massachusetts. The capacity of the seawalls to protect coastal
communities against flooding as sea level rises is investigated. It has been shown that seawalls will have
to be elevated much more than the projected sea level rise to cope with future storms due to the presence
of larger waves approaching the coast as depth increases.

Sand transport and its response to different storm characteristics are closely linked to waves and
currents. Local bathymetry and winds are the two most important factors determining waves, currents and
sand transport. The role of wind-driven and wave-induced current for sand transport varies depending on
water depth and coastline geometry. The wind-driven current dominates in shallow water, while the
wave-induced current is more significant at headlands and around coastal structures and islands.
Differences in net sand transport mainly result from different flow patterns due to the counterbalance
between wind-driven and wave-induced currents.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
According to NOAA’s US Billion-dollar Weather and Climate Disasters report, the aggregated
economic loss due to storm surge and wave damage in US coastal areas reached approximately 700
billion dollars during major storm events between 1980 and 2017 (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/).
The risk of storm-related damage, especially coastal flooding, will increase with sea level rise and
intensification of storminess due to climate change (Nicholls, 2002; Kirshen et al., 2008; Emanuel, 2013;
Roberts et al., 2017). Beach erosion and coastline retreat are issues related to storm events that also pose a
great threat to coastal communities.
The Gulf of Maine, a large gulf of the Atlantic Ocean on the east coast of the U.S., is frequently
swept by nor’easters: intense, extratropical storms that generate large waves, elevated water level, and
coastal flooding due to a long wind fetch from the northeast off the Atlantic (Davis and Dolan, 1993). In
the past 30 years, more than 20 notable nor’easters swept through the Gulf of Maine and caused extensive
infrastructural damage, beach erosion, and sometimes loss of life (Chen et al., 2013). As a notable
example, the April 2007 nor’easter generated large waves and a pronounced storm surge along the
western periphery of the Gulf of Maine. The combination of high astronomical tides, storm surge and
large waves resulted in significant coastal flooding and severe erosion along the vulnerable sandy
coastline from southern Maine through Cape Cod, Massachusetts, U.S. Advanced coastal planning and
risk management are needed to facilitate coastal adaptation and resilience to the projected sea level rise,
increased storm frequency and intensity in the future (Kirshen et al., 2008; National Research Council,
2009).
Coastal flooding may occur under three scenarios: (1) the water level exceeds the crest elevation
of natural barriers or coastal defenses, (2) waves rush up the shore and overtop the crest of natural barriers
or coastal defenses, and (3) water flows through breaches in natural barriers or coastal defenses. In the
Gulf of Maine, many types of coastal defenses (e.g., seawalls, revetments, groins and jetties) exist along
the coast to protect buildings and infrastructure from storms and to prevent damage due to flooding and
1

erosion. Wave overtopping of seawalls occurs frequently during the storm season and seawall breaches
resulting in major flooding of coastal communities has been reported during severe storms (MADCR,
2009; MACZM, 2013). The literature on coastal flooding due to wave overtopping at coastal defenses
such as seawalls in the Gulf of Maine is limited (Zou et al., 2013). It is critical to develop predictive
methods to quantify water level and waves during storms to assess the capacity of seawalls to protect
communities against wave overtopping during future storms, and to provide guidance for the adaptation
of coastal structures to reduce loss of life and property.
Storm-related sand transport and beach erosion are also problematic along the sandy coastline
from southern Maine to Massachusetts in the Gulf of Maine. Large waves and strong currents are
generated during storms, which alter the pattern of hydrodynamics and sediment transport both on
continental shelves and in coastal bays and inlets (Warner et al., 2008; Warner et al., 2010; Mulligan et
al., 2008, 2010; Orescanin et al., 2014; Wargula et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Li et al.,
2017). Understanding the patterns of erosion and deposition during severe storms is thus important for
coastal resources management and adaptation. However, due to the complex interactions between waves,
currents and bathymetry, coastal hydrodynamics and sediment transport can present high variability both
in space and time. Different storm conditions may add to the complexity because the magnitude and
pattern of the waves and currents depend on storm characteristics (Young, 1988, 2006; Rego and Li,
2009, 2010; Holthuijsen, 2010; Li et al., 2017). The dominant processes driving both hydrodynamics and
sand transport need to be clarified along with the impacts of different storm characteristics on coastal
hydrodynamics and sand transport.
Coastal flooding, sand transport and beach erosion in the Gulf of Maine can be addressed based
on the investigation of coastal hydrodynamics during storm events. The importance of investigating
coastal hydrodynamics in the Gulf of Maine can be illustrated by demonstrating the ways that interactions
between physical factors at different spatial and temporal scales influence: (1) the accurate prediction of
locally elevated water levels and the battering waves that cause coastal flooding; (2) sediment transport in
the littoral zone; (3) the delivery of nutrition and flushing of wastes at aquaculture facilities; and (4) the
2

design and robustness of coastal structures. However, the reliable prediction of storm surge, waves and
their interaction in the Gulf of Maine remains a major challenge due to the complex bathymetry and
topography, and large tidal range in this region. Prior to this work, there was a lack of comprehensive
study of tide-surge and wave interaction throughout the Gulf of Maine.
The goal of this work was to develop an integrated atmosphere-ocean-coast model that links
processes ranging from open ocean to surf zone scales and to apply it to the Gulf of Maine to (1) more
accurately model the hydrodynamics of the region by including the interaction between tide-surge and
waves; (2) model coastal flooding due to wave overtopping the seawall in Scituate, Massachusetts during
a notable nor’easter storm and investigate the impact of sea level rise under similar storm conditions; (3)
link the hydrodynamic model to sand transport and determine the response of sand transport to different
storm characteristics.
The detailed objectives were as follows:
(1) To develop an integrated atmosphere-ocean-coast model that accurately predicts coastal
hydrodynamics, flooding and sand transport for the planning and design of coastal
adaptation strategies and structures.
(2) To incorporate tide-surge and wave interaction in shallow water areas of the Gulf of
Maine, where the impact of currents, waves and surges are closely linked;
(3) To produce a better understanding of the coupling between tide-surge and waves during
extratropical storms such as the April 2007 nor’easter in the Gulf of Maine.
(4) To accurately predict coastal flooding due to wave overtopping at a beach-seawall
system.
(5) To investigate the impact of sea level rise on flooding behind seawalls due to wave
overtopping for the planning and design of coastal defenses.
(6) To compare the hydrodynamic responses to storms with different tracks, intensities and
durations in a coastal bay in the Gulf of Maine;

3

(7) To identify the contributions of waves, wave-induced current and wind-driven current to
storm-induced sand transport;
(8) To investigate the spatial and temporal variations of storm-induced sand transport flux in
a coastal bay in the Gulf of Maine.
The following chapters of the dissertation are focused on answering the questions raised above.
Chapter 2 describes the application of the state-of-the-art two-way coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model on
an unstructured grid covering the Gulf of Maine to simulate the hydrodynamic response in the Gulf of
Maine during the April 2007 nor’easter. Chapter 3 investigates the tide-surge and wave interaction in
shallow water areas in the Gulf of Maine, including in Saco Bay and over Georges Bank. Chapter 4
couples the hydrodynamic model with a surf zone model and a wave overtopping model to predict coastal
flooding due to wave overtopping, and the impact of sea level rise at the seawall in Scituate,
Massachusetts, to inform planning and design of coastal defenses. Chapter 5 investigates differences in
the hydrodynamic responses to storms with different tracks, intensities and durations in Saco Bay and
identifies the contributions of different forcing terms on storm-induced sand transport. The hydrodynamic
model is also linked with a sand transport model to investigate spatial and temporal variations of sand
transport flux in Saco Bay under storm conditions. Chapter 6 brings together the conclusions and includes
a discussion of potential work to further improve the current study.
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CHAPTER 2
APPLICATION OF SWAN+ADCIRC TO TIDE-SURGE AND WAVE SIMULATION IN THE
GULF OF MAINE DURING THE APRIL 2007 NOR’EASTER
2.1 Background
Coastal flooding along the southern coast surrounding the Gulf of Maine is mainly caused by the
combination of elevated water levels and waves during nor’easters. Nor’easters, so named for the
direction from which their winds blow over land, are the cyclonic storms battering the northeastern coast
of the United States from October through April (Davis and Dolan, 1993). In the past 30 years, more than
20 notable nor’easters swept through the Gulf of Maine and caused extensive infrastructural damage,
beach erosion, and sometimes loss of lives (Chen et al., 2013).
The predictions of storm surges, waves, and coastal flooding in the area remains a challenging
issue, which can be addressed from two aspects. First, the nonlinear interaction between tides, storm
surges, and waves needs to be resolved with the presence of complex bathymetry and configuration of the
coastline. Waves and currents interact with each other through the following physical mechanisms: (1)
surface shear stress: the surface drag coefficient is modified with the presence of surface waves (Warner
et al., 2008); (2) bottom stress: waves enhance turbulent mixing, and, therefore, modify the bottom stress
experienced by currents (Grant and Madsen, 1979; Zou, 2004); and (3) radiation stress, which represents
the excessive momentum flux within the circulation due to the presence of waves (Longuet-Higgins and
Stewart, 1964; Zou et al., 2006 ). It is well understood that waves contribute to the total water level by
wave set-up through radiation stress (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1962), while wave transformation
and propagation are affected by the water depth and currents. Other interaction processes between waves
and currents, including the surface wind stress and bottom friction, require further exploration. The other
aspect is the role of wave action in contributing to coastal damage. Large battering waves can cause
significant damage by means of wave run-up and overtopping/splash-over despite water levels below the
flood stage.
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Numerical studies of hydrodynamic processes in the Gulf of Maine during extratropical storm
events fall into three categories: (1) wave models (Sucsy et al., 1993; Panchang et al., 2008), (2) tidesurge models (Bernier and Thompson, 2007), and (3) coupled circulation and wave models (Beardsley et
al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013). Only recently, fully-coupled circulation and wave models have been used to
assess the contribution of wave-current interaction to coastal flooding (Beardsley et al., 2013; Chen et al.,
2013). While Beardsley et al. (2013) and Chen et al. (2013) mainly focused on model skill assessment,
the contribution of waves to circulation and surface elevation was not examined in detail.
In this study, a state-of-the-art fully-coupled model, the Simulating WAves Nearshore (SWAN)
model with an unstructured grid and the ADvanced CIRCulation (ADCIRC) model, was used to
investigate tide-surges and waves in the Gulf of Maine during the April 2007 Nor’easter. The chapter is
organized as follows: Section 2.2 briefly introduces the Gulf of Maine. In Section 2.3, the April 2007
Nor’easter is described. A brief introduction of the numerical models, the ADCIRC and SWAN models,
is presented in Section 2.4. The following two sections describe model setup, results, and discussion.
Finally, conclusions are provided.
2.2 Gulf of Maine
The Gulf of Maine (Figure 2.1) is a mid-latitude marginal sea located on the North American
continental shelf. It is bounded by the New England coastlines of the United States and Atlantic Canada.
The seaward flank of the Gulf of Maine is the Georges Bank, a shallow submarine bank that separates the
Gulf of Maine from the Northwest Atlantic Ocean, with a minimum water depth of less than 20 m. The
geometry of the Gulf of Maine is characterized by several deep basins and shallow submarine banks. It
also has the world’s largest tidal range in the Bay of Fundy, the northern part of the Gulf of Maine.
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Figure 2.1. Map of Gulf of Maine and its adjacent shelf/slope region.
2.3 April 2007 nor’easter
The April 2007 Nor’easter severely impacted the northeastern United States from April 15 to 18,
2007. The surface low pressure system that triggered the development of the nor’easter originated in the
southwestern United States. It intensified into a major storm as rapid cyclogenesis occurred well off the
Mid-Atlantic Seaboard. A vigorous upper level low briefly retrograded the storm on a dangerous path
toward the coastline, eventually allowing the system to become quasi-stationary near New York City on
Monday morning, April 16. The lowest central barometric pressure recorded was 968 hPa, with its
intensity similar to a moderate category II hurricane. The storm produced intense winds in the Gulf of
Maine, with its peak wind gust above 70 m/s (Marrone, 2008).
The storm generated a pronounced storm surge and large waves acting along the western
periphery of the Gulf of Maine. The recorded storm tide corresponded to a 10-year return period event in
Portland, Maine. The storm tide peaked at Fort Point, New Hampshire, with a return period exceeding 50
years. The highest waves recorded by nearshore buoys were approximately 9 m (Marrone, 2008; Douglas
and Fairbank, 2010). The combination of high astronomical tides, storm surges, and large battering waves
resulted in significant coastal flooding and severe erosion along the vulnerable sandy coastline from
southern Maine through Cape Cod, Massachusetts.
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2.4 Methods
2.4.1 Advanced circulation model
The ADCIRC model, developed by Luettich et al. (1992) and Westerink et al. (1994), was used to
simulate the response of water levels and currents to the April 2007 Nor’easter in the Gulf of Maine. The
two-dimensional (2D) depth-integrated version, often referred to as ADCIRC-2DDI, was used in this
study. It basically solves generalized wave continuity equations on an unstructured triangular mesh with a
continuous Galerkin finite-element method. By using an unstructured triangular mesh, the model can
resolve complex geometry and bathymetry. The governing equations in spherical coordinates are as
follows:
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(Equation 2.3)

where 𝑡 is time; 𝜆 and 𝜙 are longitude and latitude, respectively; 𝜁 is the free surface elevation
relative to the geoid; U and V are depth-integrated velocity components in west-east and south-north
directions, respectively; 𝐻 = 𝜁 + ℎ is the total water depth and h is the bathymetric water depth relative
to the geoid; 𝑓 = 2Ωsinϕ is the Coriolis parameter and Ω represents the angular speed of the earth; 𝑝𝑠 is
the atmospheric pressure at the free surface; η is the Newtonian equilibrium tide potential; α is the
effective earth elasticity factor; ρ0 0 is the reference density of water; R is the radius of the earth; g is
gravitational acceleration; τ𝑠𝜆 and τ𝑠𝜙 are the surface wind stresses in the longitudinal and latitudinal
direction, which is computed by a standard quadratic air-sea drag law, and the air-sea drag coefficient is
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defined by Garratt’s drag formula (Garratt, 1977); τ∗ is the bottom friction term; and v𝑇 is the depthaveraged horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient. The bottom friction term τ∗ is defined as

 *  Cf (U 2  V 2 )1/ 2 H

(Equation 2.4)

where C𝑓 is the bottom friction coefficient.
2.4.2 Simulating waves nearshore model
A third-generation spectrum wave model, the SWAN model (Booij et al., 1999; Ris et al., 1999),
was used for wave simulation in this study. The SWAN model solves the wave action balance equation
and obtains wave parameters by integrating a 2D wave energy spectrum in the frequency and direction
domain. Its governing equation in spherical coordinates is as follows:
c cos  N c N c N S tot
N c N
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(Equation 2.5)

where σ is the relative radian or circular frequency; θ is the wave propagation direction; c𝜆 and
c𝜙 denotes the speed of wave energy propagation in the longitudinal and latitudinal direction; c𝜎 and c𝜃
are the wave energy propagation velocities in spectral space (σ, θ); 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the source/sink term that
represents all physical processes which generate, dissipate, or redistribute wave energy; and N is the wave
action density, which is defined as:

N ( ,  ,  ,  )  E ( ,  ,  ,  ) / 

(Equation 2.6)

in which E represents the wave energy density. The source term on the right side of Equation
(2.5) includes input energy from wind, dissipation by the bottom friction, wave breaking, and nonlinear
wave-wave interactions.
2.4.3 SWAN+ADCIRC coupled model
Dietrich et al. (2011) integrated the unstructured-mesh SWAN model and the ADCIRC model,
which is known as the SWAN+ADCIRC model. By sharing the same unstructured finite element mesh,
the ADCIRC model and the SWAN model are coupled in the following way: the ADCIRC model first
interpolates the input wind spatially and temporally onto the computational vertices and runs to calculate
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water levels and currents. The wind field, water level, and currents are then passed to the SWAN model to
obtain the wave spectrum by solving the wave action density balance equation. The radiation stress due to
the presence of surface gravity waves (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1962) is then passed to the
ADCIRC model to predict the water levels and currents.
2.5 Model setup
2.5.1 Model domain
The model domain for tide-surge and wave simulations covers the Gulf of Maine and waters
surrounding Cape Cod, Nantucket Sound, Buzzards Bay, and Nova Scotia (for the sake of simplicity, this
area is referred to as the Gulf of Maine) (Figure 2.2). The water depth within the model domain ranges
from about 4000 m in the deep ocean to less than 1 m in the coastal area. An unstructured mesh was
created in the model domain as shown in Figure 2.2a, with 233939 nodes and 442641 triangular elements.
The grid resolution ranges from 25 km along the offshore boundary to 10 m in the coastal area to locally
resolve the bathymetry gradient and complicated geometry of coastline. Figure 2.2b shows the
bathymetry and locations of wave buoys and tide gauges within the model domain, including wave buoys
44017 (Montauk Point, New York), 44027 (Jonesport, Maine), 44033 (West Penobscot Bay, Maine), and
44034 (Eastern Maine Shelf), and tide gauges 8418150 (Portland, Maine), 8423898 (Fort Point, New
Hampshire), and 8452660 (Newport, Rhode Island).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2. Finite element grids, wave buoys, and tide gauges in model domain.
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2.5.2 Surface wind and air pressure forcing
The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)/North American Regional Reanalysis
(NARR) dataset (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/) was used as the surface wind and pressure forcing for
the model. Covering the North American region, the NARR dataset uses the high-resolution NCEP Eta
Model (32 km/45 layers) together with the regional data assimilation system (RDAS). With improved
modeling and assimilation, the NARR dataset is more accurate than the other reanalysis dataset available
in this area. Currently, it contains eight daily outputs (00Z, 03Z, 06Z, 09Z, 12Z, 15Z, 18Z, and 21Z) at 29
levels of temperature, wind, pressure, and precipitation.
The wind outputs at 10 meters above the sea surface were compared with the wave buoy
measurements in the Gulf of Maine. Figure 2.3 shows the comparison of wind speed and direction at two
wave buoys, in which Obs denotes the wave buoy observations and NARR denotes the NARR outputs.
The NARR outputs agree reasonably well with the wave buoy observations, which provides confidence
for wave and tide-surge modeling.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.3. Comparison of NARR wind outputs with wave buoy observations during April 2007
Nor’easter.

2.5.3 Model parameters
The ADCIRC-2DDI model is used for tide-surge simulation. The finite amplitude and convection
terms are activated. Lateral viscosity is set at a constant of 5 m/s 2 through the whole domain (Yang and
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Myers, 2008). The hybrid bottom friction relationship is used to specify a varying bottom friction
coefficient depending on water depth (Luettich and Westerink, 2006):
H


Cf  Cf min 1  ( break )f 
H



 f / f

(Equation 2.7)

where 𝐶𝑓 is the bottom friction coefficient, 𝐶𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum bottom friction coefficient,
𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 is the break depth, 𝜃𝑓 is a dimensionless parameter that determines how rapidly the hybrid bottom
friction coefficient approaches its deep water and shallow water limits when the water depth is greater
than or less than 𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 , and 𝛾𝑓 is a dimensionless parameter that determines how the friction factor
increases as the water depth decreases. When the water depth is below 𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 , the formulation applies a
depth-dependent, Manning-type friction law, while a standard Chezy friction law is used when the depth
is greater than 𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 . The parameters in the Equation (2.7) are set to 𝐶𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.03, 𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 2.0 m, 𝜃𝑓 =
10, and 𝛾𝑓 = 1.33333 as recommended by Luettich and Westerink (2006).
For the calculation of surface wind stress, the wind drag coefficient described by Garratt (1977)
with a cap of 𝐶𝑑 ≤ 0.0035 is used. The eight most significant astronomical tide constituents (M2, S2, N2,
K2, K1, P1, O1, and Q1) are used to drive the model along the open boundary. The corresponding
harmonic constants of the eight tidal constituents are interpolated from the OSU TOPEX/Poseidon Global
Inverse solution TPXO (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002). The time step for the ADCIRC model is set to one
second to maintain computational stability.
The wave simulation model, i.e., the SWAN model, shares the same unstructured mesh and
surface wind forcing with the ADCIRC model. Along the offshore boundary, wave spectra based on
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) WAVEWATCHIII hindcast reanalysis data
in the northwestern Atlantic Ocean (ftp://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/pub/history/waves) are used to allow swells
generated outside of the model domain to propagate reasonably into the model domain.
The prescribed spectrum frequencies range from 0.04 to 1.00 Hz and are discretized into 34 bins
on a logarithmic scale. The wave spectrum is solved in full circles with the directional resolution being 10
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degrees. The Jonswap formulation (Hasselmann et al., 1973) is used for the bottom friction. The friction
coefficient of 0.038 m2/s3 is used for both wind waves and swells (Zijlema et al., 2012). The time step for
integration is set to 600 seconds.
The coupling interval of the model is the same as the time step for wave integration. The
ADCIRC model passes wind forcing, water levels, and currents to the SWAN model every 600 seconds,
while the SWAN model passes radiation stress to the ADCIRC model to update circulation calculations.
The model ran for 30 days from April 1, 2007 to April 30, 2007 from a cold start. The elevation-specified
boundary condition was first ramped up for five days with a hyperbolic tangent function until an
equilibrium state was reached before surface wind and pressure forcing were applied.
Three cases were run in this study: (1) the ADCIRC model run for tide-surge simulation, (2) the
SWAN model run for waves, and (3) a fully coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model run considering wave
effects on circulation.
2.6 Results and discussion
2.6.1 Tide and surge validation
The tide simulated by the ADCIRC model during the April 2007 Nor’easter was first compared
with observed data from tide gauge data. This is a prerequisite since coastal flooding often coincides with
high tides. The water level recorded by NOAA/CO-OPS tidal stations was analyzed using the MATLAB
harmonic analysis toolbox T-Tide (Pawlowicz et al., 2002) to extract tidal components. The extracted tide
series was then compared with the model prediction. Figure 2.4 shows the comparison results at three tide
gauges along the coast of the Gulf of Maine: tide gauges 8418150, 8423898, and 8452660. In Figure 2.4,
astronomic tide denotes the tide level generated by harmonic analysis of the recorded tide gauge data and
ADCIRC tide denotes model simulation results. Generally, the simulated tide agrees with the observation
both in magnitude and phase. The simulated tide is slightly lower than that of observed data at high tide,
which may be due to the overestimated bottom friction coefficient in the model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.4. Comparison of simulated tide level with astronomic tide level during April 2007 Nor’easter at
different tide gauges.

The surface wind and pressure forcing were then added to the model to simulate storm surges
during the April 2007 Nor’easter. Figure 2.5 shows the comparison of simulated surge levels with
observations. Obs denotes the observed storm surge level and ADCIRC surge denotes modeling results.
(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 2.5. Comparison of computed storm surge with observed data during April 2007 Nor’easter at
different tide gauges.

At tide gauges 8418150 and 8423898, the predicted peak surge level agrees with the observed
data. The oscillation after a surge peak with a similar frequency of tides may be due to strong surge-tide
interactions. At tide gauge 8452660, the surge peak is under-predicted by approximately 0.2 m. After the
peak of the surge, the surge level is under-predicted, which can be explained by the short fetch from the
east boundary of the mode domain to the western periphery of the Gulf of Maine. A simple way to
estimate storm surge formation is described by Pugh (1987). For an equilibrium state with a constant
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wind field, the sea surface slope can be expressed by a simple linear, steady-state expression so that the
surge level at the coast is as follows:



Cd  AW 2 L
g D

(Equation 2.8)

where 𝜁 is the surge level at the coast, 𝐿 is the shelf width, 𝐷 is the averaged water depth, 𝑊 is
the wind speed, 𝐶𝑑 is the wind drag coefficient, 𝜌Α is air density, and 𝜌 is the density of sea water. When
offshore wind veers from the southeast to the east as the storm moves to the east, the shelf width L within
the model domain is not long enough to predict the observed surge at the coast without proper offshore
surge boundary conditions. In this case, it may be more reasonable to specify water level or current
velocity instead of tidal constituents to take the surge along the open boundary into consideration.
2.6.2 Wave validation
Wave simulations were compared with buoy data in Figure 2.6, in which Obs denotes observed
buoy data and SWAN wave denotes simulated results. Figures 2.6a through (d) are the comparisons of
significant wave height (SWH) and Figures 2.6e through (h) show the comparisons of dominant wave
period (DPD).
Figure 2.6. Comparison of simulated wave parameters with buoy data during April 2007 Nor’easter at
different wave buoys.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Figure 2.6 Continued
(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Wave growth and decay can be well reproduced by the model. The peak SWH was
underestimated by approximately 1.4 m at buoys 44027, 44034, and 44017, while the DPD was generally
in agreement with observations. The underestimation can be largely attributed to the error in surface wind
forcing. It is widely accepted that 10 percent error in the input wind speed will result in 20 to 25 percent
error in the simulation of SWH (Teixeira et al., 1995). The NARR wind data were measured every three
hours, with a grid resolution of 32 km, which can be improved to produce better results.
2.6.3 Evolution of waves
Snapshots of wind and wave fields at 1400 coordinated universal time (UTC), April 16, 2007 are
presented in this section to describe wave evolution in the modeling domain. The SWH and water level
reached their maxima in the southern part of the Gulf of Maine at this moment.
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7. Snapshots of wind and wave fields at 1400 UTC April 16, 2007.
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As shown in Figure 2.7b, the storm-generated SWH exceeds 5.0 m over most of the model
domain, with its maximum being approximately 9.0 m off the Georges Bank. The wave distribution can
be approximated by spectral theory depending on whether it is fetch-limited or duration-limited. While
SWH will grow in the downwind direction, wave energy will be dissipated by processes including
whitecapping, bottom friction, and wave breaking. When waves propagate from deep water into the inner
gulf area, wave energy is dissipated over the Georges Bank, as characterized by several troughs and
ridges and the minimum water depth of less than 20 m. This phenomenon indicates that the Georges Bank
plays an important role in decreasing SWH propagation from offshore into the inner gulf area. Also, SWH
further decreases toward the shore due to the bottom friction and wave breaking.
2.6.4 Depth-averaged currents
The depth-averaged current fields for the three study cases in the Gulf of Maine at 1400 UTC
April 16, 2007 are plotted in Figure 2.8. Figure 2.8a shows tidal circulation only, Figure 2.8b presents the
combination of circulations driven by tide and meteorological forcing, and Figure 2.8c considers the
effect of waves on circulation by the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model.
Figure 2.8 Snapshots of circulation in Gulf of Maine at 1400 UTC April 16, 2007.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 2.8 Continued

(c)

The tidal current is dominant over most of the modeling domain, except areas adjacent to the
coastline, by comparing Figures 2.8a and 2.8b. The maximum tidal current occurs within the Bay of
Fundy and can reach 2.0 m/s. The Georges Bank is another area where large tidal currents are found. At
the southern flank of the bank, the depth-averaged tidal current ranges from 0.6 m/s to 0.8 m/s. At the
northern flank, the tidal current is slightly larger, between 0.7 m/s and 0.9 m/s. Over the bank with the
minimum water depth, the tidal current speed can reach 1.0 m/s.
Figure 2.8b shows the combined depth-averaged velocity driven by both tides and the
meteorological forcing. The magnitude of depth-averaged velocity driven by the meteorological forcing
significantly increases in the coastal area. Along the west coast of the Gulf of Maine, the current exceeds
0.5 m/s in most areas and is generally in the longshore direction. A simple model can be used to explain
this. In the vicinity of the coast, where the condition of no cross-boundary flow can be applied, longshore
currents will be generated by the surface wind stress acting parallel to the coastline. The magnitude of the
current will generally be inversely proportional to the water depth and eventually be limited by the bottom
friction (Pugh, 1987). Meanwhile, in the cross-shore direction, a sea-level gradient normal to the coast
will be generated to balance the surface wind stress in the cross-shore direction. Over the Georges Bank,
the magnitude of depth-averaged velocity increases and the current direction shifts further north, driven
by the meteorological forcing.
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Figure 2.8c shows the circulation field considering wave effects on currents through the wave
radiation stress, which is mainly significant in shallow water areas where the wave height changes
drastically due to wave transformation, e.g., the shoaling effect, wave refraction, bottom friction
dissipation, and wave breaking. The depth-averaged velocity mostly increases over the Georges Bank by
approximately 0.2 m/s when compared with Figure 2.8b. Since wave energy significantly dissipates over
the Georges Bank when it propagates from offshore into the inner gulf (Figure 2.7b), it exerts excess
momentum flux on mean circulation, adding net transport into the inner gulf area.
2.6.5 Residual currents
The meteorological and wave-driven residual currents are further analyzed at 1400 UTC April 16,
2007 in this section. Figures 2.9a and 2.9b show the residual water level and currents driven by the
meteorological forcing and waves, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9. Snapshots of meteorological and wave-driven residual currents at 1400 UTC, April 16, 2007.

The storm surge level driven by the meteorological forcing can reach 0.8 m at the western coast
of the Gulf of Maine (Figure 2.9a), which agrees with the results obtained by Marrone (2008). The current
driven by the meteorological forcing is mainly significant over the Georges Bank and along the coast, the
magnitude of which reaches 0.3 m/s.
The wave-driven residual current shows a different pattern (Figure 2.9b) compared with that
driven by the meteorological forcing. The wave set-up by radiation stress reaches its maximum of 0.3 m
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in the Bay of Fundy and decreases from north to south, as well as from the coast to offshore. The
maximum wave-driven current is over the Georges Bank and along the coast, with its magnitude being
0.2 m/s. Over the Georges Bank, the residual current mainly travels to the north, adding net volume
transport into the inner gulf area. Along the coast, the longshore residual current mainly comes from the
oblique incidence of waves, introducing longshore wave radiation stress exerted on the mean current. This
longshore current will be limited by the bottom friction.
2.7 Conclusions
In April of 2007, an intense nor’easter, the April 2007 Nor’easter, swept through the coast of the
Gulf of Maine and caused significant coastal flooding and severe beach erosion along the New England
coastline. A state-of-the-art fully coupled model, the SWAN+ADCIRC model, was used to study the
hydrodynamic response to this notable storm in the Gulf of Maine. The model reasonably reproduced the
tides, storm surges, and large waves when compared with tide gauge and wave buoy data. Wave
distribution and circulation were analyzed and the following can be concluded:
(1) Wave energy generated by wind well offshore is significantly dissipated over Georges Bank,
a region characterized by several deep troughs and shallow ridges, indicating that Georges
Bank plays an important role in decreasing SWH when waves propagate from the open
northwest Atlantic Ocean toward the inner Gulf of Maine.
(2) The residual currents driven by the meteorological forcing and waves, which reach their
maxima of 0.3 m/s and 0.2 m/s, respectively, are enhanced over the Georges Bank and along
the western coast of the Gulf of Maine.
(3) Near the coast, where the condition of no normal flow can be applied, the longshore current
generated by the wind and wave radiation stress is inversely proportional to the water depth
and eventually limited by the bottom friction. The wave set-up due to the radiation stress
gradient reaches 0.2 m along the western coast, which has an important implication for
coastal flooding.
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CHAPTER 3
TIDE-SURGE AND WAVE INTERACTION IN THE GULF OF MAINE DURING AN
EXTRATROPICAL STORM
3.1 Background
The interaction between tide, surge and wave during storm events can be significant in shallow
waters where it is enhanced by complicated bathymetric features and geometric configurations (e.g. Wolf,
2009; Nicolle, 2009). Accurate prediction of water level and waves in coastal areas, especially low-lying
areas prone to flooding, requires a better understanding of these processes (Zou et al., 2013). Tide, surge
and wave interaction have also been found to have significant impacts on sediment transport in the littoral
zone (e.g. Warner et al., 2008; Warner et al., 2010).
Tide-surge and waves interact with each other through their influences on the mean water
depth/water level and currents. Wave and current in turn is coupled through wave radiation stress (e.g.
Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1962, 1964; Zou et al., 2006; Ardhuin et al., 2008; Mellor, 2005, 2008),
bottom stress (e.g. Grant and Madsen, 1979; Zou, 2004) and surface stress in the presence of waves (e.g.
Johnson et al., 1998; Taylor et al., 2001; Moon et al., 2004a, 2004b; Haus, 2007). The mechanisms of
tide-surge and wave interaction have been summarized in several papers (e.g. Ozer et al., 2000; Wolf,
2009).
In addition, it is well known that waves give rise to near-surface drift currents known as the
Stokes drift. Wind-generated surface currents are modified by wind-wave and wave-current momentum
transfer (e.g. Jenkins, 1986, 1987a, 1987b, 1989). The total surface current is the sum of the wave
modified current, the Stokes drift and the tidal current (e.g. Perrie et al., 2003; Tang et al., 2007). While
3D wave radiation stress has been derived (e.g. Mellor, 2005, 2008; Ardhuin et al., 2008), the 2D wave
radiation stress by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1962, 1964) is still widely used (e.g. Dietrich et al.,
2012; Bolaños et al., 2014). In shallow water, wave propagation and transformation is strongly dependent
on water depth, and therefore on tide and surge level. Currents also cause a Doppler shift of wave
frequency and refraction due to horizontal current and current gradients (Komen et al., 1996).
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In the coastal area, waves contribute to water level through wave setup and drive longshore and
cross-shore current due to the excess momentum flux induced by waves, which is parameterized as wave
radiation stress (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1961, 1962, 1964; Xia et al., 2004; Zou et al., 2006;
Mellor, 2005, 2008; Ardhuin et al., 2008; Bennis et al., 2011; Sheng et al., 2011). Waves affect surge
generation through wave-induced surface roughness and stress (e.g. Janssen, 1989, 1991; Craig and
Banner, 1994; Brown and Wolf, 2009). In shallow water, waves enhance the bottom friction experienced
by currents (e.g. Grant and Madsen, 1979; Christoffersen and Jonsson, 1985; Xie et al., 2001; Zou, 2004).
Many other studies of wave-current interaction have been carried out previously, e.g., Perrie et al. (2003),
Tang et al. (2007) and Uchiyama et al. (2009, 2010).
In this paper, we mainly focus on addressing tide-surge and wave interaction in shallow water
areas in the Gulf of Maine, where the impacts of currents, waves and surges are closely linked. Since
wave radiation stress is only significant where wave height changes drastically due to wave energy
dissipation by wave breaking and bottom friction, its impact on mean current in the deep ocean is
negligible.
The Gulf of Maine is an area frequently attacked by nor’easters, the intense, extratropical storms
with a prolonged northeast fetch off the Atlantic which generate large waves and elevated water level and
cause coastal flooding. The April 2007 Nor’easter in April 2007 is a notable example of nor’easter
storms. The lowest central barometric pressure recorded was 968 hPa, with its intensity like a moderate
category II hurricane. The storm took a dangerous path toward the coastline (Figure 3.1) and swept
through the northeastern United States during April 15-18, 2007. It became quasi-stationary near New
York City in the morning of April 16, generating persisting strong southeast wind in the Gulf of Maine,
with its peak wind gust above 70 m/s (Marrone, 2008). The storm quickly weakened and moved to the
east on April 17. It intensified again on April 18 and produced strong northeast wind in the Gulf of Maine
(Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2).
The storm generated a pronounced storm surge and large waves along the western periphery of
the Gulf of Maine. The combination of high astronomical tides, storm surge, and large battering waves
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resulted in significant coastal flooding and severe erosion along the vulnerable sandy coastline from
southern Maine through Cape Cod, Massachusetts. The storm tide near Portland exceeded that of the
1991 “Perfect Storm”. The widespread and severe coastal flooding caused an estimated $22 million in
damage to public coastal infrastructure (Marrone, 2008).

Figure 3.1. Storm track of the April 2007 Nor’easter created by NCEP North American Regional
Reanalysis meteorological data. The circles are the locations of the storm center at 6-hourly time interval
from 0000UTC 4/16/2007 to 1200 UTC 4/19/2007.

The reliable prediction of storm surge and waves in the Gulf of Maine remains a major challenge
due to the complex bathymetry and topography and large tidal range in this region. The accuracy of the
wave and surge forecasts is largely dependent on the quality of ocean bathymetry and meteorological
forcing that drives the model. Maine has an extremely complex coastline and rapidly changing
bathymetry on all scales, so both wind and wave fields are subject to drastic changes along the coast.
Wave propagation, growth and dissipation will be heavily influenced by the local wind, bathymetry and
surrounding islands (Panchang et al., 2008).
In the past, the numerical studies of tide-surge and waves in the Gulf of Maine have been carried
out separately and mainly on nested structured grids. For example, Panchang et al. (2008) conducted
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numerical simulation on waves and analyzed wave climate in the Gulf of Maine. In this study, they
coupled NOAA’s open ocean wave predictions to two coastal, high-resolution, regional and local domain
structured grids. Bernier and Thompson (2007) used a modified version of the Princeton Ocean Model to
investigate tide-surge interaction in the Gulf of Maine. Only recently, a fully-coupled circulation and
wave model, FVCOM-SWAVE on unstructured grids (Sun et al., 2013; Beardsley et al., 2013; Chen et
al., 2013) was applied to study waves and circulation in the Gulf of Maine. Sun et al. (2013) investigated
the effect of wave-current interaction on storm surge prediction. Chen et al. (2013) evaluated the
performance of three fully-coupled current-wave ocean models (ADCIRC/SWAN, FVCOM/SWAVE,
SELFE/WWM) for the prediction of coastal inundation at Scituate harbor, Massachusetts during two
nor’easters including the April 2007 Nor’easter.
Panchang et al. (2008) pointed out that due to the large tidal range in Maine, the tidal currents are
likely to have significant impact on wave propagation. Up to now, however, there is little knowledge of
the tide and current effects on waves in the Gulf of Maine. Only very recently, Sun et al. (2013)
investigated the wave-current interaction during Hurricane Bob using FVCOM-SWAVE model. But for
this storm, they found little tidal effect on surface waves. Xie et al. (2016) applied ADCIRC and SWAN
to study tide-surge and waves respectively without considering wave-current interaction at the coast of the
Gulf of Maine. In this paper, we examine the tide-surge effect on waves at the coastal areas of Maine
during the April 2007 Nor’easter.
The tide-surge model ADCIRC coupled with the nearshore spectral wave model SWAN on the
same shared unstructured mesh will be used in this study. ADCIRC’s finite element method based
approach enables the discrete points to be placed in a highly flexible and unstructured fashion with high
resolution in coastal regions and low resolution in deep ocean. The complex bathymetry and topography
of the coast of Maine including the nearby mainland, islands, jetties and other structures is best captured
in this way. Numerous studies have shown this model to be accurate for computing the variations in water
level during extreme events throughout the Western North Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico region (Luettich
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et al., 1994; Mukai et al., 2001; Westerink et al., 2008). Zijlema (2010) developed and tested an updated
version of SWAN on unstructured grids.
Currently there is a lack of comprehensive study of tide-surge and wave interaction throughout
the Gulf of Maine. The objective of this paper is to better understand the coupling between tide-surge and
waves during an extratropical storm such as the April 2007 Nor’easter in the Gulf of Maine, with special
attention to Georges Bank and Saco Bay. The former is one of the most productive shelf ecosystems in
the world (Fry, 1988) and the latter has suffered from severe erosion in the past decades (Hill et al.,
2004).
The chapter is organized as follows. A brief description of the fully coupled tide-surge-wave
model SWAN+ADCIRC and model setup are given in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, the model prediction is
validated against the measurements. The tide-surge and wave interaction in the Gulf of Maine is evaluated
based on model results and discussed in Section 3.4. Finally, conclusions and discussions are presented in
Section 3.5.
Figure 3.2. Time evolution of pressure and wind fields during the April 2007 Nor’easter by NCEP North
American Regional Reanalysis meteorological data from April 16 to April 18, 2007. The color maps
illustrate atmospheric pressure at the sea surface. The vectors represent the wind field at 10 m above the
sea surface.
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3.2 SWAN+ADCIRC model
3.2.1 Model description
The ADvanced CIRCulation (ADCIRC) model was used to simulate the response of water level
and currents in the Gulf of Maine during the April 2007 Nor’easter. The model was originally developed
by Luettich et al. (1992) and Westerink et al. (1994). The two-dimensional (2-D) depth-integrated
version, often referred to as ADCIRC-2DDI, was used in this work. This model solves generalized wave
continuity equations on an unstructured finite element mesh with a continuous-Galerkin finite-element
formation. By using an unstructured triangular mesh, the model provides considerable flexibility in
resolving complex geometry and bathymetry. The ADCIRC-2DDI is particularly suitable for predicting
storm surge and coastal inundation with high computing efficiency (Luettich et al., 1992; Westerink et al.,
1994; Dietrich et al., 2012). It has been implemented to model coastal circulation by Chen et al. (2008)
and Dietrich et al. (2010). In this paper, we mainly focus on wave-current interaction in relatively shallow
water areas, i.e., Georges Bank and Saco Bay, where the 2-D model is appropriate.
The third-generation spectrum wave model Simulating WAves Nearshore (SWAN) model is a
third-generation phase averaged wave model that computes random, short-crested wind-generated waves
in coastal regions and inland water based on wind, bottom topography, currents and tides (Booij et al.,
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1999; Ris et al., 1999). The SWAN model accounts for wave triad and quartet interactions, depth-induced
wave breaking, bottom friction and whitecapping dissipation. It solves the wave action balance equation
and obtains wave parameters by integrating the two-dimensional wave energy spectrum in the frequency
and direction domain. Zijlema (2010) developed a new unstructured-grid procedure for the spectral windwave model SWAN. The unstructured-grid version of SWAN uses a vertex-based, fully implicit, finite
difference method which can accommodate unstructured meshes with a high variability in geographic
resolution. Although the unstructured version of SWAN is numerically stable in time integration which
adopts the first order implicit Euler scheme, the model results may also be improved by reducing the time
step based on our sensitivity tests and previous study by Zijlema (2010).
ADCIRC and SWAN share the same unstructured finite element mesh when they are coupled.
ADCIRC interpolates the input wind spatially and temporally onto the computational vertices to calculate
water level and currents. The wind field, water level and currents are then passed to the SWAN model.
SWAN is run on the same interval, using the average of the ADCIRC variables from the interval in its
computations to predict directional wave spectra by solving the wave action density balance equation.
After its time step, SWAN computes the radiation stress gradients and passes them to ADCIRC, which
then begins the process anew on the next interval (Dietrich et al., 2011). The radiation stress (LonguetHiggins and Stewart, 1964) is important in predicting water levels and currents especially within the surf
zone area (Dietrich et al., 2011).
3.2.2 Model domain
The model domain covers the Gulf of Maine and adjacent waters surrounding Cape Cod,
Nantucket Sound, Buzzards Bay and Nova Scotia (for simplicity, this area is referred to as the Gulf of
Maine). The water depth ranges from about 4,000m in the deep ocean to less than 1m in the coastal area.
An unstructured mesh was created with 170,970 nodes and 317,992 triangular elements. The grid
resolution ranges from 25,000 m along the offshore boundary to 15 m in the coastal area to locally resolve
the bathymetry and complicated geometry of coastline. Figure 3.3 shows the model coverage and the
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unstructured mesh. The detailed information of wave buoys and tide gauges within the model domain is
listed in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, respectively.
The model domain was selected based on previous and present domain and grid sensitivity
studies of SWAN+ADCIRC for severe storms. For example, the hurricane storm surge study by Blain et
al. (1994) indicates that the domain with deep Atlantic Ocean boundaries minimizes the influence of
boundary conditions. Chen et al. (2013) and Beardsley et al. (2013) also selected a domain with
boundaries well off continental shelf break for coastal inundation simulation in the Gulf of Maine.
Nevertheless, the 2-D Depth Integrated (2DDI) model of ADCIRC is likely to not properly resolve the
current in deep ocean where the vertical variation of the current becomes important.
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Figure 3.3. Model domain covering the Gulf of Maine. (a) Bathymetry, wave buoys () and tide gauges
(); (b) Finite element mesh.

Table 3.1. Wave buoys in the Gulf of Maine
Wave buoy

Buoy location

Water depth / m

44005

Gulf of Maine, 78 NM East of Portsmouth, NH

206.0

44008

Nantucket, 54NM Southeast of Nantucket

66.4

44011

Georges Bank, 170 NM East of Hyannis, MA

82.9

44017

Montauk Point, 23 NM SSW of Montauk Point, NY

52.4
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Table 3.1 Continued
44018

Cape Cod, 24 NM East of Provincetown, MA

217.6

44024

Northeast Channel

225.0

44030

Western Maine Shelf

62.0

44032

Central Maine Shelf

100.0

44033

West Penobscot Bay

110.0

44034

Eastern Maine Shelf

100.0

Table 3.2. Tide gauges in the Gulf of Maine
Tide gauge

Location

Water depth / m

8413320

Bar Harbor, ME

6.0

8418150

Portland, ME

12.0

8423898

Fort Point, NH

9.0

8447930

Woods Hole, MA

5.0

3.2.3 Surface wind and pressure forcing
Two sets of wind for wave and surge simulation in the Gulf of Maine, the NASA CrossCalibrated Multi-Platform (CCMP) ocean surface wind (http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds745.1) and NCEP
North American Regional Analysis (NARR) wind data (http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds608.0) were
compared. The 6-hourly CCMP wind covers globally with 0.25-degree grid resolution, while the 3-hourly
NARR wind covers Continental US with 32 km (approximately 0.30 degree) grid resolution. We found
that the NARR wind performed better compared with the CCMP wind in terms of simulation results for
the April 2007 Nor’easter. In this paper, simulation results driven by NCEP North American Regional
Reanalysis (NARR) database are presented. This database is generated using the high resolution 32 km
NCEP Eta Model with 45 vertical layers output together with the Regional Data Assimilation System. By
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incorporating regional data assimilation in the North America, the dataset has better accuracy of
temperature, winds and precipitation than other datasets available in this area. It outputs wind, air
pressure, precipitation and other meteorological parameters 3 hourly at 29 vertical levels.
Wind field at 10 m above sea surface and sea surface pressure were used as meteorological
forcing for the ADCIRC and SWAN model. Figure 3.4 shows the comparison of wind vectors at 10 m
above sea surface at four wave buoys in the Gulf of Maine. The magnitude and direction of NARR wind
output agree reasonably well with buoy measurements, which provides confidence for wave and surge
modeling.
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of NARR winds with buoy measurements at buoy 44005, 44008, 44017 and
44033. Measurement data (black dash-dotted vector); NARR reanalysis wind output at buoy stations
(black solid vector).

3.2.4 Model set-up and implementation
The 2-D depth integrated version of ADCICR (ADCIRC-2DDI) was used for tide and storm
surge prediction. The finite amplitude and convection terms were activated. Lateral viscosity was set with
a constant of 5 m2/s following Yang and Myers (2007) and Bunya et al. (2010) through the whole domain.
The air-sea drag coefficient defined by Garratt’s drag formula (Garratt, 1977) was used with a cap of
C𝑑 ≤ 0.0035. The drag coefficient formula of Garratt (1977) is consistent with the relation proposed by
Charnock (1955) between aerodynamic roughness length (z0 ) and friction velocity (u∗ ), viz, z0 = 𝛼u2∗ /
gwhen 𝛼 = 0.0144 over the ocean. Garratt (1977) approximated Charnock’s relation (1955) based on
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previous observations of wind stress and wind profiles over the ocean using a neutral drag coefficient
(referred to 10 m) for 10 m wind speed ranging between 4 m/s and 21 m/s. The drag coefficient of Garratt
(1977) is still widely used in recent work on storm surge modeling in the literature, e.g. Westerink et al.
(2008), Bunya et al. (2010) and Dietrich et al. (2010).
The hybrid friction relationship is used to specify a spatially varying bottom friction coefficient
depending on water-depth (Luettich and Westerink, 2006),
H

 
C f  C f min 1  ( break ) f 
H



 f / f

(Equation 3.1)

When the water depth is larger than 𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 , a constant friction coefficient 𝐶𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 based on
standard Chezy friction law is applied; when the water depth is less than 𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 , the Manning type
friction law is applied where the friction coefficient increases with decreasing water depth, which is more
realistic in shallow water areas. The parameters 𝐶𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.03 , 𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 2.0 𝑚 , 𝜃𝑓 = 10 and 𝛾𝑓 =
1.33333 were used as recommended by Luettich and Westerink (2006).
The eight most significant astronomical tide constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, P1, O1 and Q1)
were used to drive the model along the open boundary. The corresponding harmonic constants of the
eight tidal constituents were interpolated from the global model of ocean tides TPXO
(http://volkov.oce.orst.edu/tides/global.html). The time step for ADCIRC was set to 1s to maintain
computational stability.
The wave model SWAN shares the same unstructured mesh and surface wind forcing with
ADCIRC. The 2D wave spectra output by SWAN hindcast in the Western North Atlantic Ocean was used
as the offshore boundary conditions, to allow swell generated outside of the model domain to propagate
reasonably into the model domain.
The prescribed spectrum frequencies range from 0.031384 to 1.420416 Hz and are discretized
into 40 bins on a logarithmic scale. The wave spectrum is solved in full circle with a directional resolution
of 10 degrees. The JONSWAP formulation (Hasselmann et al. 1973) was used for bottom friction. The
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friction coefficient of 0.038 m2s-3 was used for both wind waves and swell (Zijlema et al., 2012). The time
step for integration is set to 600s.
The coupling interval of the ADCIRC and SWAN models is the same as the time step for SWAN.
ADCIRC will pass wind forcing, water level and currents to SWAN every 600s, while SWAN passes
radiation stress to ADCIRC to update the calculation. The model ran for 30 days from 4/1/2007 to
4/30/2007 from cold start. The elevation specified boundary condition was first ramped up for 5 days with
a hyperbolic tangent function until an equilibrium state was reached before surface wind and pressure
forcing were applied.
Three cases were run: (1) tide-surge predictions without wave effects; (2) wave prediction
without temporal varying water level and currents; (3) a fully coupled SWAN+ADCIRC run to include
tide-surge and wave interaction.
3.3 Model validation
The model prediction of water level, depth-averaged current and wave parameters were validated
hourly during the storm period. The tide and surge levels were validated at four coastal tide gauges. The
depth-averaged current was validated by the vertical current profiles measured by Acoustic Doppler
Current Profilers (ADCP) at two buoy sites. The significant wave height and dominant wave period were
validated at four wave buoys over the continental shelf and within coastal bays. The following statistical
parameters are used to quantify model-data comparisons:
i) Mean Bias, the difference between the mean of observed data and model result;
ii) Peak Bias, the difference between the observed data and model result at the storm peak;
iii) RMSE, the root mean square error to evaluate the average accuracy of model prediction over the
duration of the storm.
3.3.1 Tide and surge
The predicted astronomical tide during the modeling period was first compared with data from
NOAA/CO-OPS tide gauges, which is a prerequisite since coastal flooding often happens at or near high
tide especially at high latitudes (Wolf et al., 2009). The water level recorded by NOAA/CO-OPS tide
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gauges was analyzed using the MATLAB harmonic analysis toolbox T-Tide (Pawlowicz et al., 2002) to
separate tidal components and residuals. The extracted tidal level was then compared with model
predictions. Figure 3.5 shows the comparison result at four tide gauges along the coast of the Gulf of
Maine, including gauge 8413320 (Bar Harbor, Maine), 8418150 (Portland, Maine), 8423898 (Fort Point,
New Hampshire) and 8447930 (Woods Hole, Massachusetts) from north to south. Table 3.3 summarizes
the validation metrics. The model prediction agrees well with measurement both in magnitude and phase.
The observed tidal level at high tide is slightly under-predicted except at tide gauge 8447930, possibly
due to the overestimated bottom dissipation and numerical diffusion accumulated with time.
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of predicted astronomical tides with measurements. Measurement (black dots);
model prediction (black solid line).
Table 3.3. Error in model predictions of observed tidal level by tide gauges
Tide gauge

Mean Bias (m)

RMSE (m)

8413320

0.011

0.182

8418150

0.018

0.148

8423898

0.055

0.128

8447930

-0.029

0.063
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Figure 3.6 shows the comparison of predicted surge level with measurement at the same four tide
gauges. Since the wave effect on surge level is negligible at these four tide gauges, only surge level due to
direct meteorological forcing was plotted in Figure 3.6 to compare with recorded residuals by the tide
gauges. The wave effect on surge level at these four tide gauges is negligible mainly because these gauges
are in estuaries sheltered from offshore storms. However, wave contribution to surge level can be
significant in shallow open coast (Brown et al., 2013).
The measured surge by tide gauges was reasonably predicted. Strong tidal modulation of surge
can be identified at tide gauge 8413320, 8418150 and 8423898, where tidal range is over 4.0 m. While the
first peak of surge level was well reproduced, the second peak was underestimated by approximately 0.2
m. This deficit is due to the following reasons: (1) The Ekman transport (Sverdrup et al. 1942) becomes
important as the wind direction changed from southeast to east when the storm gradually moved to the
east from April 17 to April 18 (cf. Figure 3.1 and 3.2). When the wind veered to the east, the surface wind
stress produced Ekman transport along the offshore boundary of model domain, which contributes to
elevated water level along the coastline at the second storm peak; (2) The elevated water level along the
lateral boundary at Scotian Shelf (Figure 3.3a) is not negligible. In the present model, only tidal
constituents were specified along the ocean boundary, while the effect of elevated water level by surge at
the lateral boundary and Ekman transport at the offshore boundary were both neglected. This deficit may
be minimized by either extending the model domain so the model results are less sensitive to offshore and
lateral boundary conditions or applying more realistic boundary conditions, e.g., current velocity and
water level (e.g. Blain et al. 1994). In this study, we will focus on tide-surge and wave interaction during
the tidal cycle containing the first storm peak when the model predictions compare well with
measurements.
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Figure 3.6. Predicted storm surge in comparison with measurements. Measurements (black dots); model
prediction with (black solid line) and without (black dash line) tide-surge and wave interaction. The two
peaks of storm surge are marked by dash line.

Table 3.4. Error in model prediction of observed surge level by tide gauges
Tide gauge

Mean bias (m)

Peak Bias (m)

RMSE (m)

8413320

0.066

0.029

0.116

8418150

0.085

0.175

0.124

8423898

0.095

0.145

0.127

8447930

0.051

0.020

0.080

3.3.2 Currents
The total current driven by tide, direct meteorological forcing and wave were validated in this
section. The vertical current profile by ADCP at two buoy sites, buoy 44024 and buoy 44033, was
integrated to obtain depth-averaged current and compare with model prediction.
The ADCP measurements of depth-averaged current at the wave buoys are in good agreement
with model prediction. Currents at these two buoys are mainly driven by the tide. The east component of
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the current, U, at both buoy sites was slightly overpredicted. The wave effect on the depth-averaged
current at the two buoy sites is negligible because the water depth at both locations is in the order of 100
m, where the wave radiation stress is small. However, along the shallow open coast where considerable
wave transformation and dissipation take place, wave effect on current can be significant. ADCIRC
currently only includes wave radiation stress in the wave current interaction but not Stokes drift. It also
neglects the wave-current interaction through surface stress and bottom stress.
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Figure 3.7. The predicted water level (upper) and the comparisons of the predicted depth-averaged current
velocity in the east, U, (middle) and north direction, V, (lower) with the ADCP measurements. ADCP
measurements (black dots); model prediction with wave-current interaction (black solid line); model
prediction without wave-current interaction (black dash line).
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Table 3.5. Error in model prediction of observed current by ADCP
Without tide-surge and wave interaction
U component

V component

With tide-surge and wave interaction
U component

V component

ADCP
Mean

RMSE

Mean

RMSE

Mean

RMSE

Mean

RMSE

Bias (m)

(m)

Bias (m)

(m)

Bias (m)

(m)

Bias (m)

(m)

44024

-0.022

0.161

-0.091

0.154

-0.016

0.176

-0.103

0.172

44033

-0.034

0.052

0.003

0.109

-0.051

0.067

0.051

0.136

3.3.3 Waves
Wave predictions with and without tide-surge and wave interactions are compared with
measurements in Figure 3.8. Wave growth and decay before and after the storm are well predicted. The
prediction with and without wave-current interaction is similar at the four wave buoys, indicating that
wave-current interaction at these buoys is negligible. Since these buoys are in relatively deep water where
the local current is small (see Table 3.1 for the water depth for all buoys), negligible current effect on
waves is expected. This may not be the case at other locations, where the current is large, e.g., over
Georges Bank where detailed analysis of current effect on directional wave spectra is carried out in
section 4. While the peak of significant wave height was captured well by the model, the wave height
after storm peak was underestimated. The rapid evolution of the storm after April 17 (Figure 3.1 and
Figure 3.2) generated fast transient wind. The NOAA NARR reanalysis wind with 3-hourly interval
cannot capture the rapid variations of wind. In general, it is expected that higher resolution wind at higher
sampling rate will likely improve the model prediction (e.g. Zou et al., 2013).
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Figure 3.8. Comparison of predicted wave parameters with buoy measurements. Significant wave height
(Left) and dominant wave period (Right). Wave buoy data (black dots); model prediction with (black
solid line) and without (black dash line) wave-current interaction.
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Table 3.6. Errors in model prediction of observed significant wave height by wave buoys
Without tide-surge and wave interaction
Wave buoy

Mean Bias

Peak Bias

With tide-surge and wave interaction
Mean Bias

Peak Bias

(m)

(m)

RMSE (m)

RMSE (m)

(m)

(m)

44030

0.561

0.580

0.798

0.583

0.499

0.811

44032

0.314

0.425

0.609

0.369

0.319

0.655

44033

-0.419

-0.763

0.685

-0.490

-1.147

0.801

44034

0.283

1.074

0.558

0.341

1.200

0.605

3.4 Model results
In this section, analysis of tide-surge and wave interaction on circulation and wave was carried
out by comparing the wave and circulation at the peak of the storm (1400UTC April 16, 2007) for
different scenarios. The wave setup and wave-induced current in Saco Bay over the tidal cycle at the peak
of the storm was also analyzed.
3.4.1 Wave effects on circulation
Figure 3.9 shows the depth-averaged velocity in the Gulf of Maine at the storm peak. The depthaveraged velocity is relatively large in the Bay of Fundy and over Georges Bank. The maximum current
speed is identified within the Bay of Fundy and reaches 2.0 m/s. At the southern flank of the Georges
Bank, the depth-averaged current ranges from 0.6 m/s to 1.0 m/s. At the northern flank, the tidal current
speed is slightly larger, between 0.8 m/s and 1.2 m/s. At locations over the Georges Bank with minimum
water depth, the depth-averaged current speed reaches 1.4 m/s. The predicted circulation pattern in
shallow water region of the Gulf of Maine by the present 2-D model in Figure 3.9 agrees reasonably well
with the numerical results by Greenberg (1983) and Xue et al. (2000) and field observations by Pettigrew
et al. (2005).
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By comparing Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.9b, the effect of wave current interaction on circulation is
most significant over Georges Bank. Over the bank, the depth-averaged velocity is increased by
approximately 0.2 m/s by the presence of waves through wave radiation stress, which is mainly due to the
shallow water depth. The Georges Bank dissipates a significant amount of wave energy through bottom
friction and breaking, which leads to decrease in wave height, therefore, wave radiation stress. The wave
radiation stress is proportional to the square of wave height. The corresponding excessive momentum flux
on the circulation generates the wave-induced circulation in Figure 3.9c.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.9. Depth-averaged velocity at the peak of the storm (1400UTC April 16, 2007). (a) Without
wave effect; (b) with wave effect; (c) wave-induced current.

Since the wave radiation stress gradient becomes significant mainly in coastal areas where wave
height changes drastically due to shallow water wave processes such as wave refraction, wave diffraction,
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bottom friction effect and wave breaking, its contribution to circulation is more evident in these areas.
The Saco Bay was selected to illustrate the wave effect on water level and circulation during the storm.
The low-lying coast of this area is prone to flooding due to the combined effect of elevated water level
and large waves during storm events. The coastal dynamics and sediment transport in the bay have been
examined using observation data in several studies (e.g. Hill et al., 2004; Kelley et al., 2005; Brother et
al., 2008; Tilburg et al., 2011), however, no previous study has focused on tide-surge and waves in
response to storms in the bay using numerical modeling. Figure 3.10 shows the bathymetry of the Saco
Bay. The time series of wave parameters, tidal level, surge level and wave setup was output at point A in
Figure 3.10 where the water depth is 3.5 m.

Figure 3.10. Bathymetry of the Saco Bay. Time series of water level and current predicted by the present
model in Figure 3.12 is the output at point A denoted by the black circle here.

Figure 3.11c shows the wave field at the peak of the storm in the Saco Bay. The contour of the
significant wave height is in parallel with the depth contour in Figure 3.10 due to wave refraction. As the
wave propagates toward the shore, wave height increases due to the shoaling effect and decreases due to
directional spreading, bottom friction and wave breaking, which generate excess momentum flux, i.e.
wave radiation stress. The wave radiation stress exerts on the mean flow and generates wave setup and
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wave-induced current. Figure 3.11d shows the radiation stress gradients. The radiation stress gradients are
relatively large where bottom topography changes abruptly. Along the central part of the coast in this
area, the radiation stress gradients are generally normal toward the coastline and reaches maximum when
significant wave height changes most. While at both the northern end and southern end of the coast, the
radiation stress gradients are at an oblique angle with the coastline, exerting longshore stress on the
circulation. The magnitude of radiation stress gradients ranges from 0.0024 N/m2 to 0.0060 N/m2 along
the coastline.
Figure 3.11a and 3.11b shows the surface elevation and depth-averaged velocity with and without
wave effect at the peak of the storm. The surface elevation is increased by 0.2 m along the coast due to
wave setup, which accounts for 20% of the total surge level. The maximum wave setup is at the river
mouth of the Saco River. The depth-averaged velocity is also significantly enhanced by the presence of
waves. Wave-induced current is dominant in the bay and reaches over 1.0 m/s, which is in the same order
of magnitude as that measured by Hill et al. (2004). A clockwise circulation gyre is identified at the
offshore of the Saco River. When tide-surge and wave interaction is considered, the gyre is greatly
enhanced and moved further offshore (Figure 3.11b). Along the central part of the coast, the southward
and northward longshore current converges and produces a strong current in the offshore direction due to
mass conservation in the same fashion as rip current. The offshore current further veers to the south. Part
of the southward current continues to the south while the rest merges into the clockwise circulation. The
wave-induced circulation in the Saco bay is a major driving force for the sediment transport and beach
erosion and accretion in the bay.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.11. Snapshot of circulation and wave field in Saco Bay at 1400UTC April 16, 2007. (a)
Circulation without wave effect; (b) circulation with wave effect; (c) wave field; (d) radiation stress
gradients.

The time series of predicted tidal level, surge level, significant wave height and wave setup at
point A was plotted in Figure 3.12 to further analyze the effect of tide-surge and wave interaction. At
point A, while the maximum surge level of 0.9 m occurs two hours before the high tide, the maximum
wave setup coincides with high tide as well as maximum significant wave height. Wave setup is mainly
related to wave radiation stress gradients in the cross-shore direction. At the coast, tide plays a significant
role in modulating wave height (Zou et al., 2013). The wave height is dependent on water depth due to
wave shoaling, refraction and breaking. At high tide, excess momentum flux is generated by wave
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transformation and breaking in the cross-shore direction and results in elevated water level through wave
setup. As tidal level falls, the significant wave height decreases and wave setup decreases
correspondingly.
Both wave setup and wave-induced currents in Saco Bay at the four tidal phases illustrated in
Figure 3.12 were shown in Figure 3.13. As tidal level increases, significant wave height and wave setup
increases and reaches their maxima at high tide. Two clockwise circulation gyres are formed and located
close to the headlands to the north and south of Saco Bay. The two gyres sustained for 26 hours during
the storm. Wave energy converges at the headlands and diverges in the bay, which generates large
momentum fluxes from the headlands to the inner bay and forms the gyres. The two gyres are also
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Figure 3.12. Time series of modeled elevation, significant wave height and wave setup at point A in Saco
Bay indicated in Figure 3.7. The four vertical dash lines denote the four tidal phases, in which LW is for
low water, RMW is for rising mid-water, HW is for high water and FMW is for falling mid-water,
respectively.
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Figure 3.13. The wave fields (top panel), the tide-surge level and associated current (the second panel), the wave
setup (the third panel) and wave-induced current (the bottom panel) in Saco Bay at the four tidal phases marked
in Figure 3.10.

3.4.2 The impact of tide-surge on waves
The analysis of tide-surge and wave interaction on wave prediction is carried out in this section. It
is evident from Figure 3.14 that wave distribution within the model domain is similar with and without
tide-surge and wave interaction. The storm-generated significant wave height exceeded 7.0 m over most
of the model domain at the storm peak. The impact of tide-surge and the associated current on waves is
significant over Georges Bank (the square box in Figure 3.14). Over the bank, the significant wave height
is decreased by 0.3~0.5 m mainly due to current effect. While the tidal range over the bank is relatively
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small compared to the water depth, increasing from 1.0 m at the southern flank to 2.0 m at the northern
flank, the current has a magnitude of 1.0 m/s. At the storm peak, the current flows toward the northeast
and is normal to the mean wave direction, it slightly refracts waves.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.14. Wave fields at 1400UTC April 16, 2007. (a) without tide-surge effect; (b) with tide-surge
effect; (c)with minus without tide-surge effect, in which red color indicates the increase of wave height by
tide-surge effect while blue color indicates the decrease of wave height.

2D directional wave variance density spectra at four wave buoys (buoy 44005, 44008, 44011 and
44018) were further analyzed to assess the contribution of tide-surge and the associated current to waves.
Buoy 44008 and 44011 are located at the southern flank of Georges Bank, and buoy 44005 and 44018 are
located at the inner Gulf of Maine (Figure 3.3a). Current has a significant impact on wave energy
redistribution over frequency and directional domain. The frequency range of wave spectra is generally
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extended to higher frequencies by considering tide-surge and wave interaction, which can be explained by
Doppler shift of wave frequency in the presence of current. At buoy 44005, while wave variance density
remains the same at peak wave frequency, it decreases from the east and increases from the south with
tide-surge effect. The peak wave variance density is significantly reduced by the tide and surge current at
buoy 44008, 44011 and 44018. At the two buoys located at the southern flank of the Georges Bank, buoy
44008 and 44011, the reduction of peak wave variance density is largest. Over the Georges Bank, the
depth-averaged current speed reaches 1.2 m/s and strong current shear is present, which alters the
direction and frequency distribution of wave energy.
Figure 3.15. Directional wave variance density spectra at four wave buoys 44005, 44008, 44011 and
44018. The unit of the variance density is m2/Hz/deg. (a)(d)(g)(j) without tide-surge effect, (b)(e)(h)(k)
with tide-surge effect, (c)(f)(i)(l) with minus without tide-surge effect.
Without tide-surge effect

With tide-surge effect

Difference

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)
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Figure 3.15 Continued
(j)

(k)

(l)

The impact of tide-surge and the associated current on waves at the storm peak in the Saco Bay is
shown in Figure 3.16. While wave distribution is similar with and without tide and surge effect, the
significant wave height near the coast is increased by 0.8~1.0 m with the presence of the tide-surge. For
example, the 5m contour line of significant wave height moves further toward the coastline due to the
tide-surge effect. The mean tidal range in Saco Bay is 2.7 m. The peak surge level of 0.8 m occurred 2
hours before high tide. The elevated water level significantly increases water depth in Saco Bay. Toward
the coast, wave propagation and transformation is dictated by water depth and wave height contours are
parallel with depth contours. Figure 3.16c indicates that waves slightly converge from the northern and
southern end of Saco Bay toward its mid-coast due to current refraction.
Figure 3.16. Wave field in Saco Bay at 1400UTC April 16, 2007. (a) Without tide-surge effect; (b) with
tide-surge effect; (c) the difference of wave height and wave direction with and without tide-surge effect,
in which red color indicates the increase of wave height by tide-surge effect while blue color indicates the
decrease of wave height.
(b)

(a)
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Figure 3.16 Continued
(c)

3.5 Conclusions and discussions
The fully-coupled spectral wave and circulation model SWAN+ADCIRC was applied to
investigate tide-surge and wave interaction in the Gulf of Maine during an extratropical storm, the April
2007 Nor’easter, which retrograded toward the coastline and caused significant coastal flooding and
severe beach erosion along the New England coast.
In the Gulf of Maine, tide-surge and wave interaction is significant over Georges Bank and in the
coastal areas. During the April 2007 Nor’easter, over Georges Bank, the wind-induced current was
approximately 0.2 m/s, accounting for 17% of total current at the storm peak. The wave-induced current
mainly occurs at the shallow bathymetry over the Bank, where the wave energy was dissipated
significantly by bottom friction and generated momentum flux exerting on the mean flow in the crossbank direction. Within Saco Bay, the circulation was dominated by wave-induced current during the
storm. The magnitude of wave-induced current reached 1.0 m/s, comparable with previous studies. Two
clockwise circulation gyres formed in the bay, mainly driven by waves and due to the shallow water
bathymetry and configuration of the coastline. When waves entered Saco Bay, wave energy converged at
the headlands at the northern and southern ends of the bay and diverged at the inner bay, generating a
radiation stress gradient that drives a longshore current from both ends to the inner bay coast. These
longshore currents converged and fed into a current directed away from shore at the mid-coast of Saco
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Bay. To our knowledge, wave-induced currents over Georges Bank and in the Saco bay have not been
studied previously.
Wave setup at the storm peak was 0.2 m along the coast of Saco Bay and reached its maximum at
the mouth of the Saco River. Both wave setup and wave-induced current were significantly modulated by
the tide in Saco Bay. During the tidal cycle containing the storm peak, wave setup increased with tidal
level and the maximum wave setup coincided with the high tide. The clockwise circulation gyres were
also intensified at high tide. At the coast, wave transformation is mainly dependent on water depth. At
high tide, the wave height gradient reached its maximum, as did the wave radiation stress gradient in the
cross-shore direction, producing the maximum wave setup.
The wave prediction was improved significantly by including the tide-surge effect in these two
regions. Over Georges Bank, the significant wave height was decreased by 0.3~0.5 m due to wave
refraction by current over the bank. Wave height in Saco Bay was modulated by the tide along the coast
and it increased with tidal level. The predicted directional wave spectra at the four wave buoy locations in
the Gulf of Maine indicate that wave energy is shifted to higher frequencies by the tide-surge interaction,
however, the current had a negligible effect on the directional distribution of spectral wave energy at
these locations.
In the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model, ADCIRC calculates water level and depth-averaged
currents and passes them to SWAN, SWAN then computes the radiation stress gradients and passes them
to ADCIRC (Dietrich et al. 2011). The 2-D depth uniform wave radiation stress formula proposed by
Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1962, 1964) used here is proportional to the square of wave height. The
response of the flow to the wave radiation stresses tends to increase with decreasing water depth
(Longuet-Higgins 1962). Since wave radiation stress gradient is only significant where wave height
changes drastically, its impact on mean current and water level in the deep ocean is negligible. In the deep
water, the 2-D model may not be adequate and the 3-D modelling approach including depth-dependent
radiation stress such as those proposed by Mellor (2005) and Smith (2006) may be required to resolve the
wave current interaction properly.
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CHAPTER 4
AN INTEGRATED MODELING SYSTEM TO PREDICT COSATAL FLOODING FROM
WAVE OVERTOPPING IN THE NORTHEASTERN USA
4.1 Background
Low-lying coastal communities are vulnerable to flooding due to elevated water level, large
battering waves or the combined effects of both during storm events (Kirshen et al., 2008). Coastal
flooding may occur under three scenarios: (1) the water level exceeds the crest elevation of natural
barriers or coastal defenses, (2) waves rush up the shore and overtop the crest of natural barriers or coastal
defenses, and (3) water flows through breaches in natural barriers or coastal defenses. According to the
US Billion-dollar Weather/Climate Disaster report by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s National Centers for Environmental Information, the aggregated economic loss due to
storm surge and wave damage in US coastal areas reached approximately 700 billion dollars during major
storm events between 1980 and 2017 (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/). The risk of coastal flooding
will increase with sea level rise and intensification of storminess due to climate change (Nicholls, 2002;
Kirshen et al., 2008; Emanuel, 2013; Roberts et al., 2017). The global mean sea level is predicted to rise
on the order of 0.3-1.0 m by 2100 under the presumed low to high greenhouse gas emission scenarios
(Church et al., 2013). Nicholls (2002) identified enhanced storm flooding and lowland inundation as one
of the four major impacts of sea level rise. Kirshen et al. (2008) concluded that the current 100-year storm
surge elevation may be exceeded every 70 years to 30 years by 2050 under low to high greenhouse gas
emission scenarios respectively in the northeastern United States. At more exposed locations like Boston,
Massachusetts (MA), the recurrence intervals of the current 100-year storm surge elevation may be even
reduced to 8-30 years by 2050 (Kirshen et al., 2008).
In the northeastern coast of the United States, many types of coastal defenses, e.g. seawalls,
revetments, groins and jetties, exist along the coast to protect buildings and infrastructure from storms and
to prevent damage due to flooding and erosion. In Massachusetts, approximately 586 km of the 1770 km
of ocean-facing coastline is protected by coastal structures. Of this, approximately 360 km, or 20 percent
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of the coastline, is protected by seawalls. Wave overtopping of seawalls occurs frequently during the
storm season and seawall breaches resulting in major flooding of coastal communities has been reported
during severe storms (MADCR, 2009; MACZM, 2013a). Massachusetts is expecting and planning for
0.25-2.08 m sea level rise along the coast by the year 2100 (MACZM, 2013b). The Town of Scituate,
MA, for example, which has experienced its worst flooding in recent years, is planning to elevate the
seawall by 0.60 m to help protect against future flooding (MACZM, 2016). It is critical to develop
predictive methods to quantify water level and waves during storms to assess the capacity of seawalls to
protect communities against wave overtopping during future storms, and provide guidance for the
adaptation of coastal structures to reduce loss of life and property.
Advanced coastal planning and risk management are required to facilitate coastal adaptation and
resilience to the projected increased flooding risk due to sea level rise and increased storm frequency and
intensity in the future (Kirshen et al., 2008; National Research Council, 2009). Coastal inundation models
have become popular tools to achieve this objective over the past decade (e.g. Bates et al., 2005; Bunya et
al., 2010; Dietrich et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2013; Zou et al., 2013; Gallien et al., 2014; Orton et al., 2015;
Gallien, 2016). However, most coastal inundation studies do not consider wave overtopping at coastal
defenses (e.g. Bates et al., 2005; Bunya et al., 2010; Dietrich et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2013). Only
recently, a few studies have focused on coastal flooding due to wave overtopping using numerical models
(Zou et al., 2013; Gallien et al., 2014; Gallien, 2016). Also, there is a lack of field data of wave
overtopping at the seawalls in the United States to validate the model predictions.
Currently, the literature on integrated atmosphere-ocean-coast (“clouds-to-coast”) modeling of
flooding due to wave overtopping at coastal defenses such as seawalls is limited (Zou et al., 2013). This
type of coastal flooding modeling requires resolution of processes with different spatial and temporal
scales from ocean basin to coast to surf zone, e.g., wave-current interaction and wave breaking. Numerous
studies have described the interactions between waves and circulation and their effects on tides, storm
surges and waves (e.g. Cavaleri et al., 2007; Wolf, 2009; Dodet et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Xie et al.,
2016; Zou and Xie, 2016). At the ocean surface, the presence of waves modifies the wind stress through
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ocean surface roughness (Janssen, 1991; Donelan, 1993; Taylor and Yelland, 2001; Drennan et al., 2003;
Powell et al., 2003). Several studies on storm surge have incorporated the effect of waves on surface
roughness for storm surge simulation (Brown and Wolf, 2009; Bertin et al., 2012). Waves also contribute
to mean flow by Stokes Drift due to wave nonlinearity (Jenkins, 1987b) and wave radiation stress
(Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1962, 1964; Mellor, 2005; Zou, 2006; Ardhuin et al., 2008). The bottom
friction experienced by mean current is also modified in the presence of waves (Grant and Madsen, 1979;
Zou, 2004).
Current, in turn, affects wind-wave generation (Ardhuin et al., 2012), wave energy dissipation
(Ardhuin et al., 2012; van der Westhuysen, 2012) and wave propagation (Komen et al., 1994). In shallow
water, wave-current interaction is manifested. Wave radiation stress and its horizontal gradients (LonguetHiggins and Stewart, 1962, 1964) significantly impact both water level and current through wave setup
and set-down, and by generating longshore current when waves approach the coastline at an oblique angle
(Bowen, 1969; Longuet-Higgins, 1970). The water level affects wave propagation and refraction because
wave propagation is dependent on water depth. The presence of current also results in wave refraction and
wave frequency shifts (Komen et al., 1994).
In the surf zone, phase-averaged spectral wave models such as SWAN (Booij et al., 1999; Ris et
al., 1999) are unable to resolve the complicated wave breaking processes. Approaches used to model
wave propagation and transformation in the surf zone for natural beaches range from energy flux balance
models (Goda, 1975; Thornton and Guza, 1983; Battjes and Stive, 1985), Boussinesq-type wave models
(Wei and Kirby, 1995; Kennedy et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2000; Shi et al., 2012), and nonlinear shallow
water models (Zijlema and Stelling, 2005, 2008; Zijlema et al., 2011; Smit et al., 2013), to sophisticated
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes models with free surface capturing techniques (Lin and Liu, 1998,
Dalrymple and Rogers, 2006; Wang et al., 2009, Higuera et al., 2013). The energy flux balance models
are simple and work well by incorporating some simplifying assumptions (Thornton and Guza, 1983).
Methods used to predict wave overtopping include empirical formulae based on extensive
physical model tests (Hedges and Reis, 1998; EurOtop, 2016); Neural Networks (van Gent et al., 2007;
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Verhaeghe et al., 2008); and numerical models that are based on nonlinear shallow water equations (Hu et
al., 2000), Boussinesq-type models (Lynett et al., 2010; McCabe et al., 2013) and the RANS-VOF model
solving the 2-D Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (Lara et al., 2006; Losada et al., 2008; Reeve
et al., 2008; Peng and Zou, 2011; Zou and Peng, 2011). While sophisticated numerical models like
RANS-VOF model can incorporate the effects of complex shoreline geometry including coastal
structures, they are computationally demanding and involve a steep learning curve for users. The
empirical models have been widely used and provide a robust alternative to predict wave overtopping for
the design of coastal structures (EurOtop, 2016).
Currently, there is a lack of study on coastal flooding due to wave overtopping at coastal defenses
along the US coasts. Zou et al. (2013) used an integrated meteorological, regional-hydrodynamic and
surf-zone-hydrodynamic model to study coastal flood risk due to wave overtopping and found the
interlinked ensemble modeling framework provides an efficient way to quantify the uncertainty
associated with model predictions. Gallien et al. (2014) and Gallien (2016) integrated a hydrodynamic
model based on the shallow-water equations for overland flow simulation with wave overtopping, flood
defenses and drainage to investigate the urban coastal flood at Newport and Imperial Beach during two
storms in California. Both studies found that the hydrodynamic model provides high accuracy for flood
prediction by resolving flood defenses and flow routing in transient conditions. The main objective of this
work was to develop an integrated atmosphere-ocean-coast model that accurately predicts coastal
flooding due to wave overtopping for the planning and design of coastal defenses while minimizing the
complexity of the model. To accomplish this, we used the integrated modeling framework following the
approach described in Zou et al. (2013), and validated the model for the Gulf of Maine during a major
storm event in Xie et al. (2016) and Zou and Xie (2016). We extended the modeling capability in this
work by coupling the spectral wave and circulation model to a surf zone model, a wave overtopping
model and a drainage model to predict flooding caused by wave overtopping at seawalls. For model
validation, water level data collected during the January 2015 North American blizzard in the Avenues
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Basin in Scituate, MA, was combined with USGS LIDAR area relief data to determine the volume of
water in the basin.
The chapter is composed of seven sections. Section 4.2 describes the site and field measurement.
Section 4.3 focuses on the modeling approach. Model setup and parameters are defined and explained in
Section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses the results from the coupled wave and circulation model. Wave
overtopping results are analyzed and discussed in Section 4.6. Conclusions are drawn in the final section.
4.2 Site description and field measurement
4.2.1 Site description
The town of Scituate, MA, with its 94.5 km coastline, is located approximately 40 km to the
southeast of Boston (Figure 4.1a). During winter storms, the coast is frequently subjected to large ocean
waves generated by northeasterly winds in the Gulf of Maine. As a defense against waves, an extensive
network of hard structures has been constructed, including concrete seawalls, stone masonry seawalls,
revetments, dunes, and stone jetties which extend for approximately 32 km. A basin located along
Oceanside Drive behind the seawall in the northern part of Scituate (Figure 4.1a), locally known as the
Avenues Basin, is periodically flooded due to storm waves overtopping the seawall and overwhelming the
drainage system, which results in the flooding of homes and roads during extreme storm events. The
basin drainage system consists of a 0.9 m outlet pipe that runs from the Oceanside Drive, under the
seawall to discharge to the ocean (Figure 4.1b). The outlet pipe is fitted with a flap gate to prevent ocean
water from entering the drainage system during elevated tide levels. Although the Avenues Basin is a
closed basin area, once the water level reaches an elevation more than 4.36 m above local mean sea level,
water begins to flow out of the basin through a corridor parallel to Ocean Drive at the southeast corner as
indicated by the blue arrow in Figure 4.1b. Incoming water can overwhelm the drainage flow rate and
water level continues to rise until the top of the seawall is reached at an elevation of 5.00 m above the
local mean sea level.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. Location of Scituate, MA and the Avenues Basin in Scituate. (a) The location of Scituate,
MA. (b) The Avenues Basin. The pink circle marks the location of the Solinst LTC Levelogger Edge in
the Avenues Basin. The red triangle shows the location of the drainage pipe on the seaside of the basin.
The blue arrow represents the corridor through which the water flows out of the Avenues Basin after the
water level reaches 4.36m above the local mean sea level in the basin. The corridor is located at the
southeast corner of the basin. The four squares denoted by S1 to S4 mark the locations where the site
survey of the cross-shore profiles from the seawall to the end of the foreshore was conducted. The length
of the seawall contributing to flooded water through wave overtopping is 449.3 m in total.

The Avenues Basin has been extensively flooded during several major storms, e.g.,
the Northeastern United States blizzard of 1978 (February 7, 1978), the 1991 Perfect Storm (October 31,
1991), the December 2010 North American blizzard (December 27, 2010), the Early February 2013 North
American blizzard (February 9-10, 2013), the January 2015 North American blizzard (January 27, 2015)
and the January 2016 United States blizzard (January 27, 2016).
4.2.2 Storm event description
The January 2015 North American blizzard was a powerful extratropical storm that swept along
the coast of the northeastern United States in late January of 2015. The lowest recorded pressure was 970
hPa and the highest wind gust reached 42.5 m/s. From January 27 to 28, the storm moved northeastward
off the Mid-Atlantic coast to the east coast of Canada as depicted in Figure 4.2a. The track of the storm
maintained the northeasterly wind wave fetch across the Gulf of Maine in the cold air mass for the entire
event. When the air temperature stays below the ocean surface temperature, the ocean surface boundary
layer becomes much more unstable thus transporting higher winds to the ocean surface. Another
important meteorological feature of the storm was the presence of a strong elongated high-pressure
system to the north of the region (Figure 4.2b). The interaction of the two pressure systems strengthened
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the pressure gradient across the Gulf of Maine, and the east-west elongation of the high-pressure system
produced a long fetch distance. The presence of the high-pressure system also impeded the forward
movement of the low-pressure system, which resulted in a long duration of winds across the fetch area.
The strong northeasterly wind in the fetch area generated a pronounced storm surge and large waves.
Significant flooding was reported in Scituate and seawalls were damaged at some other coastal locations
in Massachusetts (MACZM, 2016).
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Figure 4.2. The January 2015 North American blizzard. (a) The storm track: the red solid line with
squares marks the track; (b) Surface atmospheric pressure analysis at 9:00 UTC, 1/27/2015. Intense low
pressure to the southeast of Scituate in conjunction with strong high pressure to the north produces a
strong northeasterly wind fetch across the Gulf of Maine. “L” denotes low pressure and “H” denotes high
pressure. The solid blue line with triangles marks the cold front. The solid red line with semicircles marks
the warm front. The solid purple line with semicircles and triangles marks the occluded front. The Isobars
are drawn for every 4 hPa.

4.2.3 Field measurement
A Solinst LTC Levelogger Edge, which combines a datalogger, a Hastelloy pressure sensor, a
temperature detector and a conductivity sensor, was deployed to measure the water level, temperature and
conductivity in the Avenues Basin during storms. Contained in a PVC pipe, the device was secured to a
telephone pole next to a staff gauge on the 7th Avenue in the basin prior to several storm events. The
datalogger was set to record water level at a 6-minute interval, which was chosen to be the same as the
time interval of the data collection at the nearest tide gauge in Boston Harbor. Since the LTC Levelogger
Edge measures the absolute pressure, which includes both the water pressure and the atmospheric
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pressure to obtain water level, a Solinst Barologger Edge was used to compensate the atmospheric
pressure fluctuations. The overtopping water volume was estimated by combining the measured water
depth from the bottom of the Avenues Basin with the basin volume determined by the USGS LIDAR data
(Heidemann, 2014). The field measurements were used to validate the model prediction of wave
overtopping at the seawall.
The water level recorded by the datalogger during the January 2015 North American blizzard is
shown in Figure 4.3b. The area of the basin was determined by plotting the USGS LIDAR data of
topography in the basin at 0.3048 m elevation contour intervals using ArcGIS. The area in square meters
was then calculated for each 0.3048 m slice, from the bottom of the basin at an elevation level of 2.48 m
to the seawall crest at 5.00 m above the local mean sea level. To translate the water level recorded by the
datalogger to the volume of water in the basin, a 4th order polynomial curve was fit to the basin area data
derived using ArcGIS (Figure 4.3a) and the water volume was obtained by integrating the area data over
the whole range of water level (Figure 4.3b). During the January 2015 North American blizzard, the
maximum water level in the basin reached the crest of the seawall at 10:24 UTC on January 27. The
corresponding peak accumulated water volume in the basin was 166,509 m3 (Figure 4.3b).
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Figure 4.3. Water level, basin area and water volume measured in the Avenues Basin during January 2015
North American blizzard. (a) Basin area; (b) Water level recorded by the datalogger and the
corresponding water volume.

About 449.3 m of seawall along the Avenues Basin contributes to the flooding through
overtopping. Site survey was conducted at four locations S1-S4 (Figure 4.1b) along the seawall to obtain
the crest and toe elevations of the seawall at these locations. The cross-shore profiles from the seawall to
the end of the foreshore at these four locations were then determined by combining the site survey data
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with USGS LIDAR data. Figure 4.4 shows the sketch of the cross-shore profile at site S2 (Figure 4.1b).
The beach profiles consist of two sections: a steep slope adjacent to the seawall and a mild slope further
offshore. The steep slope is treated as a sloping structure in this study and the mild slope further offshore
is treated as the foreshore in front of the structure. Table 4.1 lists the site survey data necessary for
overtopping prediction, including the crest elevation of the vertical wall, the toe elevation of the vertical
wall, the steep slope in front of the vertical wall, the toe elevation of the steep slope and the mild slope
further offshore.
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Figure 4.4. The sketch of the cross-shore profile from the seawall to the end of foreshore at S2 (Figure
4.1b).

Table 4.1. Detailed information of the seawalls along the Avenues Basin in Scituate, MA (All elevations
are referred to local mean sea level in Scituate, MA)
Crest elevation

Steep slope

Toe elevation of

adjacent to

the steep slope

seawall α (-)

(m)

Toe elevation of
Site

of vertical wall

Mild slope

vertical wall (m)
(m)

offshore (-)

S1

5.00

2.82

0.125

-0.87

0.021

S2

5.00

2.08

0.154

-0.87

0.021

S3

5.00

1.19

0.113

-0.87

0.036

S4

5.00

2.74

0.148

0.04

0.032
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4.3 Methodology
Coastal flooding prediction presents several challenges: (1) accurate description of processes at
various spatial and temporal scales, (2) geometric complexities of the coastal environment (natural
barriers, seawalls), (3) nonlinear hydro-morphological interactions, (4) lack of field observation for model
validation and (5) the uncertainty propagating from the meteorological forcing to coastal flood risk
prediction (Du et al., 2010; Gallien et al., 2014; Zou et al., 2013). In this study, an integrated multiscale
model framework was developed to investigate the impacts of tide, surge and waves on coastal flooding
in the northeastern United States (Figure 4.5). The integrated model system consists of four components:
(i) a tide, surge and wave coupled hydrodynamic model SWAN+ADCIRC (Dietrich et al. (2011, 2012)
spanning from the oceanic to nearshore region; (ii) a surf zone model by Goda (1975, 2009), (iii) a wave
overtopping model (EurOtop, 2016) and (iv) a drainage model (Henderson, 1966) to estimate the
discharge from the basin behind the seawall. The coupled tide, surge and wave model incorporates the
meteorological and tidal forcing to obtain nearshore hydrodynamics. The wave overtopping formula
requires input of wave height and period at the toe of the seawall for wave overtopping prediction. The
finest grid resolution of the unstructured grid along the Scituate coast is 60 m, which is not sufficient to
properly resolve the wave parameters at the toe of the seawall. Also, SWAN cannot resolve wave
processes in the surf zone properly, so that a surf zone model is required to propagate waves generated by
SWAN from nearshore to the toe of coastal structures. The wave parameters and water level at the toe of
the structures predicted by the surf zone model are then fed into a wave overtopping model to predict the
coastal flooding due to overtopping. The water volume in the basin is then calculated by subtracting the
water drained from the total water volume that overtops the seawall.
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Figure 4.5. Integrated modeling system for coastal flooding arising from wave overtopping at a seawall.

4.3.1 Tide, surge and wave models
The northeastern coast of United States is both a geometrically and hydrodynamically complex
region due to its intricate coastline and complex bathymetric features. Simulation of the hydrodynamics in
this region requires an accurate description of processes at various spatial and temporal scales from the
ocean basin to the inlet and estuary. It is therefore advantageous to use the ADvanced CIRCulation
(ADCIRC) model on an unstructured grid to capture the hydrodynamic response to both meteorological
and tide forcing in this region. Originally developed by Luettich and Westerink (2004), the twodimensional (2-D) depth-integrated version of ADCIRC, often referred to as ADCIRC-2DDI, was used in
this work. The ADCIRC-2DDI (Luettich and Westerink, 2004) solves the depth-integrated shallow water
equation on an unstructured triangular mesh using a coupled discontinuous-continuous Galerkin finite
element method (Dawson et al., 2006). The depth-integrated shallow water equation couples a hyperbolic
continuity equation for water elevation and momentum equations for the horizontal depth-averaged
velocities. By adopting an unstructured triangular mesh, the ADCIRC-2DDI model provides considerable
flexibility in resolving complex geometry and bathymetry while maintaining computational efficiency
when solving multiscale hydrodynamic processes ranging from the deep ocean to the coast. ADCIRC also
includes a robust wetting and drying algorithm to predict changes in the location of the water line as the
water level rises and falls. In past decades, ADCIRC has gained popularity as a tool to predict coastal
inundation.
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The third-generation spectral wave model Simulating WAves Nearshore (SWAN) solves the
wave action balance equation for wave spectra of random short-crested, wind-generated waves and swell
based on winds, bottom topography, tides and currents (Booij et al., 1999; Ris et al., 1999). The model is
particularly applicable in coastal waters because it accounts for several shallow water wave processes,
i.e., triad-wave interaction, depth-induced wave breaking and bottom friction dissipation. Zijlema (2010)
adapted the original SWAN code on structured grid to run on an unstructured grid by using a vertexbased, fully implicit, finite difference algorithm. SWAN on an unstructured grid can simulate multiscale
wave hydrodynamic processes ranging from the deep ocean to the coast without the traditional nesting
technique. While widely applied for wave simulation in the nearshore, the application of SWAN in surf
zone may result in inaccurate prediction of wave parameters.
Dietrich et al. (2011, 2012) integrated SWAN and ADCIRC. The coupled model runs on the same
unstructured mesh, which allows seamless information exchange between the two model components. For
practical implementation, ADCIRC first interpolates meteorological forcing on each node of the shared
unstructured mesh and solves the generalized wave continuity equation for water level and depthintegrated current. It then passes the wind stress, water level and current to SWAN. SWAN solves the
wave action balance equation and integrates over the spectral domain for wave radiation stress, which is
subsequently passed back to ADCIRC to be included in the vertically-integrated momentum equation for
a new calculation of water level and current. ADCIRC is typically run at much shorter time step than
SWAN. For two-way coupling between ADCIRC and SWAN, the information exchange between the two
model components happens at the same interval as the integration time step of SWAN.
4.3.2 Surf zone model
The surf zone model by Goda (1975, 2009) is used to propagate waves from the seaward edge of
the surf zone to the toe of coastal defenses in this study. Goda (1975) proposed an empirical formula
based on the compilation of laboratory results of wave breaking for random waves. In Goda’s model, the
breaker index, which is the ratio of limiting breaker height to water depth is dependent on the bottom
slope and the relative water depth. The breaker index is expressed as follows,
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Hb
A
πhb
=
(1 + 15tan4/3 θ)]}
{1 − exp [
hb hb /L0
L0

(Equation 4.1)

Where Hb and hb are wave height and water depth when wave breaks. L0 is the deepwater wave
length corresponding to the spectral mean wave period. tanθ is the bottom slope. When applied for
irregular waves, the empirical constant A is set at 0.18 for the upper limit and 0.12 for the lower limit of
the triangular cut of the probability density function of the Rayleigh distribution.
The actual formulae for approximation of significant wave height at the shoreline are as follows.
K H′
∶ h/L0 ≥ 0.2
H1/3 = { s 0
′
′
′}
min{(β0 H0 + β1 h), βmax H0 , K s H0 ∶ h/L0 < 0.2

(Equation 4.2)

Where K s is the shoaling coefficient and is calculated based on linear wave shoaling theory (Dean
and Dalrymple, 1984); H0′ is the equivalent deepwater significant wave height with the inclusion of wave
refraction; and h is the still water depth. The three coefficients β0 , β1 and βmax are calculated as below.
β0 = 0.028(H0′ /L0 )−0.38 exp[20tan1.5 θ]
β1 = 0.52exp[4.2tanθ]
}
′
−0.29
βmax = max{0.92,0.32(H0 /L0 )
exp[2.4tanθ]}

(Equation 4.3)

Goda’s model (1975, 2009) is robust and considers the effects of several dynamic processes, e.g.
wave setup and surf beats on breaking wave height. However, it is only applicable for unidirectional
random waves propagating on a beach of uniform slope, and reasonable results are obtained for bottom
slopes ranging from 1/200 to 1/10.
4.3.3 Wave overtopping model
The EurOtop (2016) empirical model for wave overtopping was used in this study. The vertical
seawall at the Avenues Basin and the relatively steep slope in front of the seawall were treated as an
integral structure, with the seawall being a wave wall on top of a slope. The empirical formulae from
EurOtop (2016), in which the wave overtopping discharge per unit width is scaled by the relative
freeboard, i.e. the height difference between the structural crest and the instantaneous water level, were
applied for the corresponding simplified structural configuration. Based on EurOtop (2016), the
dimensionless wave overtopping discharge is calculated as follows:
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(1) With submerged wave wall toe
q

=

3
√g ∗ Hm0

0.023
√tanα

with a maximum of

γb ∗ ξm−1,0 ∗ exp[−(2.7 ∗

q
√g∗H3m0

Rc
)1.3 ]
ξm−1,0 ∗ Hm0 ∗ γb ∗ γf ∗ γβ ∗ γv

= 0.09 ∗ exp[−(1.5 ∗ H

Rc
1.3
]
∗)
∗γ
m0 f ∗γβ ∗γ

(Equation 4.4)

(Equation 4.5)

(2) With emerged wave wall toe
q

= 0.09 ∗ exp[−(1.5 ∗

3
√g ∗ Hm0

γ∗ = γv = exp(−0.56 ∗

Rc
)1.3 ]
Hm0 ∗ γ∗

(Equation 4.6)

hwall
)
Rc

(Equation 4.7)

Where q is the mean overtopping discharge. Hm0 is the incident wave height at the toe of the
structure. In this study, Hm0 refers to the significant wave height at the toe of the steep slope in front of
the seawall if not described otherwise. tanα is the characteristic slope of the structure designated “steep
slope at the toe of the seawall” in Table 4.1, ξm−1,0 is the breaker parameter, R c is the crest freeboard, γb
is the influence factor for a berm, γf is the influence factor for roughness elements on a slope, γβ is the
influence factor for oblique wave attack, γv is the influence factor for a wave wall, hwall is the height of
the wave wall.
When the toe of the wave wall is submerged, the wave wall is treated as a 1:1 slope while keeping
the same relative freeboard. An iterative process is applied to determine the average slope of the integral
structure. More details of the procedure for implementing the above overtopping model are given in
Appendix A.
4.3.4 Drainage model
The water in the flooded Avenues Basin caused by wave overtopping flows out through a
drainage pipe and the corridor of the Oceanside Drive at the southeast corner of the basin as described in
Section 2.1. During storm events with large wave overtopping discharge, the water mainly flows out
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through the Oceanside Drive corridor because the flow rate through the drainage system is limited due to
snow, ice and other debris.
Manning’s equation (Henderson, 1966) for open channel flow was used to estimate the flow rate
through the Oceanside Drive corridor. Manning’s equation calculates steady uniform flow velocity in
open channels as a function of Manning’s roughness coefficient, hydraulic radius and friction slope.
1
1/2
V = R2/3 Sf
n

(Equation 4.8)

Where V is flow velocity, n is Manning roughness coefficient, R is hydraulic radius of open
channels, Sf is friction slope. For uniform flow, the friction slope Sf can be replaced by the bed slope of
open channels S0 .
4.4 Model setup
4.4.1 Model domain and bathymetry
Accurate simulation of coastal circulation requires resolving processes ranging from channelscale to ocean basins (Bunya et al., 2010; Warner et al., 2008; Zhang and Baptista, 2008). To develop a
storm surge model at any location, three important factors are considered: (1) the accurate representation
of bathymetric and geometric features by model grid, (2) appropriate boundary conditions and (3) the
reasonable representation of resonant modes (Blain et al., 1994). While large domains are usually
required to reasonably capture the physical responses and simplify the boundary conditions (Blain et al.,
1994; Westerink et al., 1994), they can be computationally demanding. The unstructured mesh can
accommodate larger domains for coastal ocean circulation and wave models with locally refined grids to
resolve shallow bathymetry, steep bathymetric gradients and intricate shorelines (Hagen et al., 2001).
Although we mainly focus on surge and wave response along the coast of the northeastern United States,
the model grid was set up to cover the entire east coast to minimize the influence of open boundary
conditions, while providing high resolution within regions of rapidly varying geometry and flow response
(Blain et al., 1994; Westerink et al., 1994; Westerink et al., 2008). The current model domain (Figure 4.6)
is an evolution of the Eastcoast domain by Blain and Westerink (1994) and Westerink and Muccino
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(1994) and the domain for the Gulf of Maine by Yang and Myers (2007), Xie et al. (2016) and Zou and
Xie (2016). The model domain covers the western North Atlantic, the Caribbean Sea, the Gulf of Mexico
and the Gulf of Maine. The open boundary of the domain is extended further to the east along the 56 oW
meridian compared to the Eastcoast domain to allow longer fetch for surge and wave generation. Also,
because the open boundary is located primarily in deep-water, the impact of nonlinear processes is
limited.

Figure 4.6. Comparison of model domains for wave and surge modeling. The black solid line marks the
current model domain. The red solid line marks the Eastcoast model domain used by Blain and Westerink
(1994) and Westerink and Muccino (1994). The blue solid line marks the model domain for the Gulf of
Maine by Yang and Myers (2007), Xie et al. (2016) and Zou and Xie (2016).

The bathymetric data in the model domain consists of 4 datasets: (1) the ETOPO1 1 arc-minute
Global Relief Model by the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (Amante and Eakins, 2009); (2) the 3 arc-second digital elevation
model of the Gulf of Maine (Twomey and Signell, 2013); (3) the 1/3 arc-second digital elevation model
of Portland, Maine (Lim et al., 2009); (4) the 1/9 arc-second USGS National Elevation Dataset (NED) for
southern Maine (https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/viewer/). The NOAA VDatum software was used to
convert the dataset elevations to a mean sea level datum when applicable (http://vdatum.noaa.gov). The
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bathymetry, and locations of wave buoys and tide gauges are shown in Figure 4.7. The wave buoys and
tide gauges in Figure 4.7b are listed in Table 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7. The bathymetry within the model domain. (a) The bathymetry for the east coast of United
States. (b) Bathymetry for the Gulf of Maine indicated by the black rectangle in (a). (c) Bathymetry for
the offshore of Massachusetts, USA indicated by the black rectangle in (b). (d) Bathymetry for the coast
of Scituate, MA, USA indicated by the black rectangle in (c) The black triangle indicates the location of
the seawall along the Avenues Basin.

Table 4.2. Wave buoys in the Gulf of Maine
Wave buoy

Buoy location

Water depth / m

44007

Southeast of Portland, Maine

26.5

44008

Southeast of Nantucket, Massachusetts

66.4

44013

East of Boston, Massachusetts

64.5
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Table 4.2 Continued
44027

Southeast of Jonesport, Maine

178.6

44030

Western Maine Shelf

62.0

44037

Jordan Basin

285.0

Tide gauge

Location

Water depth / m

8418150

Portland, Maine

11.5

8423898

Fort Point, New Hampshire

3.0

8443970

Boston Massachusetts

5.0

Table 4.3. Tide gauges in the Gulf of Maine

The unstructured triangular mesh for the model domain consists of 245,838 nodes and 463,593
elements. The water surface elevation, flow velocity and wave spectra are computed at each node. The
grid resolution ranges from 100 km in deep basin to 10 m at the coast, providing sufficient resolution for
tide, surge and wave propagation at the coast without compromising computational efficiency. Along the
Scituate coast, the grid resolution is 60 to 100 m.
4.4.2 Surface wind and pressure forcing
Surface wind and pressure data from two meteorological datasets, the NCEP Climate Forecast
System Version 2 (CFSv2) (Saha et al., 2014) and NCEP North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR)
(Mesinger et al., 2006), were compared to determine which produced the more accurate storm surge and
wave prediction during the January 2015 North American blizzard. The CFSv2 is a quasi-global, fully
coupled atmosphere-ocean-land surface-ice model, which incorporates two data assimilation systems and
two forecast models. The two assimilation systems provide the atmospheric, land surface and ocean initial
conditions for model simulation. The CFSv2 model has a global coverage with 0.5-degree grid resolution
and generates atmospheric output at hourly intervals. NARR produces a long-term and high-resolution
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atmospheric and land surface hydrology dataset for the North American domain by blending a forecast
model, a data assimilation system and a global reanalysis system. Currently, NARR generates 3-hourly
wind and pressure data covering the Continental US with 32 km (approximately 0.30 degree) grid
resolution.
Both datasets were applied for storm surge and wave prediction during the January 2015 North
American blizzard. We found that incorporation of wind and pressure data from the CFSv2 dataset
yielded a better prediction of storm surge and wave parameters than the NARR dataset. Even though the
NARR model generates higher spatial resolution output than CFSv2, it is optimized to improve prediction
of precipitation over land rather than the accuracy of wind and atmospheric pressure over the ocean. Zou
et al. (2013) found that increased spatial resolution does not significantly improve the accuracy and
reliability of surface wind and pressure values over the open ocean. Also, the hourly output of CFSv2 can
more accurately represent the evolution of the storm compared with the 3-hourly output of NARR data.
In this paper, we only show model results with CFSv2 wind and pressure forcing. The ocean
surface pressure and wind field at 10 m above ocean surface were used as meteorological forcing for the
ADCIRC and SWAN model.
4.4.3 Boundary conditions
The choice of boundary conditions can have a significant impact on the modeling results for the
area of interest. To accurately predict those conditions, the tide and the storm-induced surge and waves at
the open boundaries must be properly included. Since the open boundary for the coupled
SWAN+ADCIRC model domain is placed mostly in deep ocean, the effects of shallow water nonlinear
processes on the tide are ignored. The storm surge response is mainly an inverted barometer pressure
effect at deep water and can be easily calculated. A decrease of 100 Pa in barometric pressure corresponds
to a rise in sea level by 0.01 m. In this case, the storm surge due to the inverted barometric pressure effect
was negligible. The storm tracked close to the east coast where the storm surge was significant, therefore
the lateral boundary condition of storm surge near the Scotian Shelf was neglected. The waves generated
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outside of the model domain can propagate into the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC domain to account for the
swell impact.
At the open boundary, both tidal response and waves were prescribed for the January 2015 North
American blizzard. The eight most significant astronomical tide constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, P1,
O1, Q1) were used. The harmonic constants were interpolated from the global model of ocean tides
TPXO (Egbert et al., 1994). A SWAN model covering the North Atlantic was set up to run on a
structured grid to generate 2D spectra at the boundary nodes that were subsequently used as the wave
boundary condition for the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model.
4.4.4 Model parameters
The two-dimensional depth-integrated version of ADCIRC was used to simulate the water level
and circulation during the January 2015 North American blizzard. The wind stress was calculated by a
standard quadratic law. The air-sea drag coefficient defined by Garratt’s drag formula (Garratt, 1977) was
used with a cap of Cd ≤ 0.0035. Garratt’s drag coefficient is widely used for storm surge modeling (e.g.,
Westerink et al., 2008; Bunya et al., 2010; and Dietrich et al., 2010). The bottom stress was computed by
the standard quadratic parameterization. The bottom friction coefficient was calculated using a Manning’s
n formation.
Cf =

gn2

(Equation 4.9)

3

√H

Where Cf is the bottom friction coefficient, n is the Manning coefficient, H is the total water
depth, g is gravitational acceleration. The Manning n was assigned at each node of the unstructured
triangular mesh based on the USGS National Land Cover (Bunya et al., 2010). In the open ocean, the
Manning n was assigned a value of 0.025.
The finite amplitude and convection terms were activated to include the nonlinear processes. A
wetting and drying algorithm was applied as well. The lateral viscosity was set at 5 m2/s for the ocean
following Yang and Myers (2007) and 50 m2/s for the land. The time step for ADCIRC was set to 0.5 s to
maintain computational stability.
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The SWAN and ADCIRC models share the same unstructured mesh and surface wind forcing.
The SWAN model was run with prescribed spectrum frequencies between 0.031384 and 1.420416 Hz.
The range was discretized into 40 bins on a logarithmic scale. The wave spectrum was solved in 360
degrees with a directional resolution of 10 degrees. The JONSWAP formulation (Hasselmann et al.,
1973) was used for bottom friction. The friction coefficient of 0.038 m2s-3 was used for both wind waves
and swell (Zijlema et al., 2012). The time step for integration was set to 360 s.
The coupling interval at which information is passed between the models was the same as the
time step for SWAN. ADCIRC passes wind stress, water level and currents to SWAN every 360 s, while
SWAN passes radiation stress to ADCIRC to update the calculation of water level and current. A
hyperbolic tangent function was applied for five days until the tidal component reached equilibrium prior
to applying surface wind and pressure within the ADCIRC model
Three cases were run: (1) tide-surge simulation without wave effects; (2) wave simulation
without tide-surge and the associated current; (3) a fully coupled SWAN+ADCIRC run to include tidesurge and wave interactions.
4.5 Tide-surge and wave interaction
4.5.1 Model validation
The model-predicted tides were compared with field measurements at three tide gauges in the
Gulf of Maine. Tide gauge 8443970 is the nearest to the area of interest and located approximately 31 km
northwest of Scituate, MA. The tidal amplitudes and phases for the five major tidal constituents (M2, S2,
N2, K1 and O1) in the Gulf of Maine were obtained using the MATLAB harmonic analysis toolbox
T_Tide (Pawlowicz et al., 2002). The time for harmonic analysis spans from 1:00 UTC 12/16/2014 to
0:00 UTC 2/1/2015. For simplicity, 1:00 UTC 12/16/2014 was used as the phase reference. Comparisons
of observed and predicted tidal amplitudes and phases for the five major tidal constituents were carried
out. The tidal amplitudes and phases are very well reproduced in general. The error of tidal amplitudes
was in the range of 0.00-0.09 m. The dominant constituent M2 had an error of 0.07-0.09 m, accounting
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for 5-7 percent of the mean tidal amplitude. The error of tidal phases was less than 11 o. The dominant
constituent M2 had an error of 8o, accounting for 8 percent of the mean tidal phase.
A comparison of the predicted and observed water level at the three tide gauges is shown in
Figure 4.8. The model results with and without wave effect compared well with the tide gauge data. The
surge level was slightly under-predicted in general. Increased storm surge level was observed at the three
tide gauges when the wave effects were included. In shallow water, breaking waves generate radiation
stress forcing water onshore. The cross-shore wave radiation stress gradient is balanced in turn by an
increased pressure gradient. At the storm peak, the wave setup was 0.14 m at both tide gauge 8423898
and 8443970, accounting for 14 percent and 11 percent of the surge levels respectively. The inclusion of
wave effects on surge level significantly increased the accuracy of prediction. After January 28, the surge
level was slightly underestimated. A possible cause is that the water level fluctuation generated by the
wind and atmospheric pressure anomaly at the open ocean boundary plays a significant role as the storm
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of predicted wave level with tide gauge data during the 2015 North American
blizzard.
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Wave comparisons are shown in Figure 4.9. Among the five buoys compared, buoy 44013 is
located 16 km to the northeast of Scituate. The wave height and period were reasonably well reproduced
by model prediction with and without tide-surge effect, however the simulation results were slightly
improved when accounting for the tide-surge effect. At buoy 44013, the inclusion of the tide-surge effect
increased significant wave height by 0.85 m at the storm peak. The predicted peak wave period was also
more accurate when the water level and current effects were considered, indicating more accurate wave
spectral distribution. Since the wave buoy in relatively deep water (Table 4.2), the impact of tide-surge on
waves is not as significant as that at the coast, where the wave height is significantly modulated by tidesurge through water depth (Zou and Xie, 2016). Current also plays a significant role due to wave
refraction and the Doppler effect.
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4.5.2 Impact of waves on tide-surge
The impact of tide-surge and wave interaction on waves and circulation was analyzed at the
Scituate coast. During the January 2015 North American blizzard, the peak wave height offshore of
Scituate occurred at 18:00 UTC on January 27th when the total water level was close to mean sea level at
the Scituate coast. The peak surge level appeared at 15:00 UTC on January 27th at low tide. The phase
lag of peak wave and peak surge was mainly attributed to the modulation of water level on waves and
storm surge. While peak surge level usually coincides with low tide, the peak wave appears when less
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depth-limited wave breaking happens. The wave and circulation fields were plotted at four tidal phases,
i.e. high tide at 10:00 UTC 1/27/2015, falling mid-tide at 13:00 UTC 1/27/2015, low tide at 16:00 UTC
1/27/2015 and rising mid-tide at 19:00 UTC 1/27/2015, to analyze the interaction between tide-surge and
waves over one tidal cycle.
The effect of waves on circulation at different tidal phases is shown in Figure 4.10. The waves
contribute to increased water level and current through wave radiation stress. The wave setup varied along
the coast depending on the geometry of the coastline, as well as the wave-induced current. At high tide,
the water depth was increased by 2.5 m at the coast, allowing large waves to propagate toward shore
without breaking. The wave setup was thus expected to be smaller, with a magnitude of 0.15 m north of
the headland in Scituate. A small clockwise circulation gyre also formed north of the southern headland
due to waves, which tend to increase the water level at the south end of the gyre. At the three other tidal
phases, the wave setup was more pronounced and reached 0.25 m north of the headland in general. The
increased wave setup was mainly caused by: (1) the increased wave height offshore of Scituate; (2) more
pronounced depth-limited wave breaking due to smaller water depth at the coast compared to high tide.
At low-tide and falling mid-tide, 0.05 m of wave set-down occurred offshore of Scituate, and the waveinduced clockwise circulation gyre gradually disappeared. The onshore current due to waves intensified
with increased wave height gradient in the cross-shore direction. Enhanced water level and circulation has
been identified due to the wave effect in other open bays as well (Olabarrieta et al., 2014; Zou and Xie,
2016).
At the storm peak, wave setup contributed approximately 0.3 m to the water level along the coast
of the Avenues Basin. While the wind-driven current was to the south, the contribution of waves added
complexity to the circulation field. A strong wave-induced current flowed in the onshore direction and
gradually veered northward to the north of the headland in Scituate, and southward to the south of that
point. The wind-driven current ranged from 0.2 to 0.5 m/s. The wave-induced current reached 1.0 m/s and
was dominant in the system.
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Figure 4.10. Water level and circulation fields at four tidal phases during the January 2015 North
American blizzard. (a)(b)(c) show water level and circulation fields at high tide at 10:00 UTC 1/27/2015,
(d)(e)(f) show water level and circulation fields at falling mid-tide at 13:00 UTC 1/27/2015, (g)(h)(i)
show water level and circulation fields at low tide at 16:00 UTC 1/27/2015, (j)(k)(l) show water level and
circulation fields at rising mid-tide at 19:00 UTC 1/27/2015.

4.5.3 Impact of tide-surge on waves
The modulation of tidal phases on waves is significant both at the coast and offshore (Figure
4.11). At high tide, the wave height was increased by 0.7-1.0 m at water depth greater than 10 m when the
tide-surge effect was included. The tide-surge effect on waves was more pronounced at the coast, with
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increased wave heights of 1.3-1.6 m. This is mainly attributed to less wave breaking due to increased
water depth. At low tide, the wave height was increased in the offshore region and decreased at the coast.
Similarly, at falling and rising mid-water, the wave height increase was greater offshore than that at the
coast.
When the significant wave height reached its peak offshore of Scituate at 18:00 UTC 1/27/2015,
the impact of tide-surge and its associated current on waves was greater in deeper water than at the coast.
In relatively deeper water, the significant wave height increased by 0.5 to 1.5 m with the tide-surge effect.
At the coast, the impact of tide-surge was negligible because the wave height reached its peak near rising
mid-tide. At this moment, the wave height at the coast was mainly limited by depth-induced wave
breaking. The peak wave period increased by 2 to 4 s from offshore to the coast with tide-surge effect,
while mean wave direction remained the same because it is mainly determined by wave refraction in
shallow water and the wave crests were generally parallel to the depth contour lines.
Figure 4.11. Wave fields during the January 2015 North American blizzard. (a)(b)(c) show wave fields at
high tide at 10:00 UTC 1/27/2015, (d)(e)(f) show wave fields at falling mid-tide at 13:00 UTC 1/27/2015,
(g)(h)(i) show wave fields at low tide at 16:00 UTC 1/27/2015, (j)(k)(l) show wave fields at rising midtide at 19:00 UTC 1/27/2015.
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Figure 4.11 Continued
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4.6 Wave overtopping in Scituate, Massachusetts
4.6.1 Drainage parameterization
Drainage of the Avenues Basin in Scituate, MA occurs through a drainage pipe and a flow
corridor at the southeast corner of the basin. The drainage rate through the outlet pipe was 0.7 m3/s during
the January 2015 North American blizzard. The cross-section of the flow corridor at the southeast corner
of the Avenues Basin was simplified as an isosceles trapezoid. The width of the bottom base of the
corridor is 4.60 m at 4.36 m above mean sea level and the base angle is 166 degrees. Flood water flows
through this corridor when the water level reaches 4.36 m above mean sea level. The drainage rate was
then calculated at 6-minute intervals based on the measured water level in the basin using the drainage
model described in Section 3.4. The drainage rate through the corridor increased rapidly after the water
level reached 4.36 m above the mean sea level in the basin. When the water level reached its peak in the
basin at 10:24 UTC on January 27, the discharge rate through the corridor was 19.0 m3/s. The flow
discharge rate through the outlet pipe was significantly lower than via the corridor after the water level in
the basin reached 4.36 m above the local mean sea level.
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4.6.2 Wave overtopping validation
The wave overtopping model computes overtopping discharge per meter length of the seawall.
The average wave overtopping discharge for the entire length of the seawall contributing to flooding the
basin was calculated as the weighted average of the wave overtopping discharge at the 4 site survey
locations as follows:
qavg = qS1 ∗ 32.8 + (qS2 + q S3 )/2.0 ∗ 343.7 + qS4 ∗ 72.8

(Equation 4.10)

Where qavg is the average overtopping discharge along the seawall; qS1 , qS2 , qS3 and qS4 are the
wave overtopping discharges at locations S1-S4 respectively; the three constant numbers are the sectional
lengths of the seawall marked in Figure 4.1b.
The wave and water level computed by the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model were subsequently
used to drive the surf zone and wave overtopping models to simulate wave overtopping along the coast of
Avenues Basin. The predicted water volume in the basin contributed by wave overtopping minus that by
drainage was then compared with the volume calculated using the water level data obtained as described
in section 4.2.3.
Figure 4.12 shows the wave overtopping discharges at the 4 survey locations during the tidal
cycle when the storm surge and waves reached their peaks. At S2 and S3, the wave overtopping discharge
reached 0.10 and 0.08 m3/s.m, while the wave overtopping at S1 and S4 was negligible. The wave
overtopping discharge was in general in phase with water level at the seawall toe. At the storm peak, the
storm tide reached 2.71 m above the mean water level, resulting in a submerged seawall toe at S2 and S3,
while the seawall toe at S1 and S4 was still emergent. Even though the waves had broken before they
reached the structure, the elevated water level allowed larger waves to propagate further toward shore
until they reached the seawall toe because wave height is mainly depth-limited after breaking. Larger
waves at the toe of the seawall produced significant overtopping at S2 and S3. The wave overtopping
discharge at S2 increased more rapidly than that at S3 due to more vigorous wave breaking caused by the
larger slope at S2.
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Figure 4.12. Water level and wave overtopping discharge at the four survey locations S1-S4. The
tide&surge level were extracted at the toe of the steep slope in front of the seawall at S2 in the Avenues
Baisn.

Figure 4.13 further illustrates the relationships between seawall toe elevation, water level, waves
and wave overtopping discharge at S2. Due to the phase difference between the peak swell waves
offshore and the highest water level at the coast, the peak significant wave height at 10 m water depth
lagged slightly behind the highest water level (Figure 4.13a). However, the wave height was in phase with
the total water level at the toe of the steep slope in front of the seawall due the modulating effect of water
depth on wave height (Figure 4.13b). While the peak surge level reached 1.30 m approximately one hour
before low tide, the highest water level coincided with high tide when the surge level was 0.97 m (Figure
4.13b). Between 8:12 UTC and 11:24 UTC on 1/27/2015, the seawall toe at S2 became submerged. With
increased water level during this period, the significant wave height at the toe of the integral structure
increased accordingly. Large waves rushed up the structure, resulting in significant wave overtopping at
this site.
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Figure 4.13. Wave overtopping discharge, water level and significant wave height at 10 m water depth
and S2 in Avenues Basin, Scituate, MA. (a) Water level and significant wave height at 10 m water depth
offshore of the Scituate seawall; (b) Water level and significant wave height at the toe of the steep slope
in front of the seawall at S2 in Aveues Basin, Scituate, MA; (c) Tide&surge level at the toe of steep slope,
the elevation of the seawall toe and wave overtopping discharge.

Based on the wave overtopping and drainage prediction, the accumulated water volume in the
basin was determined. Figure 4.14 shows the comparison between the measured and predicted water
volumes in the basin. The prediction agrees reasonably well with the measurement. The measured water
volume reached its peak with 166509 m3 at 10:24 UTC on 1/27/2015 and the predicted peak water
volume was 166,124 m3 at 11:12 UTC on 1/27/2015. While the magnitude of water volume agrees well,
the predicted peak lagged slightly behind the measurement data. Since waves are modulated by water
level and wave overtopping mainly occurs during the rising and high water, a slight phase difference
between the predicted water level and observed data may result in the shift of the predicted wave
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overtopping results. After the water volume reached its peak, the model predicted a rapid decrease of
water volume in the basin. This may be partially attributed to the parameterization of flow rate through
the corridor. Since the flow rate was calculated based on the water level recorded by the datalogger, there
was a slight mismatch in phase with the overtopping prediction. Also, the flow was calculated as a
uniform flow at every 6-minute interval based on the water level at the beginning of the interval, which
may result in under- or overestimation of flow rate during that interval, depending on whether the water
level is rising or falling. The nonlinear hydro-morphological interaction could potentially contribute to the
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slight mismatch, which was not considered in this study (Du et al., 2010).
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Figure 4.14. Comparison of predicted and measured volume of water in the Avenues Basin during the
January 2015 North American blizzard. The solid line represents model prediction, and the dashed line
represents field measurement.

4.6.3 The impact of tide-surge and wave interaction on wave overtopping
Another numerical simulation was conducted to investigate the effect of the tide-surge and wave
interaction on wave overtopping. SWAN and ADCIRC were run independently for wave parameters and
water level at the boundary of the surf zone model. The significant wave height, mean wave period and
water level were then used as input for the surf zone model and wave overtopping model. The wave
overtopping discharges were compared with the overtopping discharges obtained using the coupled
SWAN+ADCIRC output as the input for the surf zone and overtopping models. The results from 8:18
UTC to 11:18 UTC on 1/27/2015 are shown in Figure 4.15.
The wave overtopping discharge obtained when the tide-surge and wave interaction at the
boundary of the surf zone model was omitted was 20 percent of that obtained with the interaction
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included. While the water level at the toe of the steep slope was similar in the two cases, the significant
wave height was smaller when the interaction was not included. The wave overtopping discharge is
greatly affected by the significant wave height and relative freeboard at the toe of the structure (EurOtop,
2016). On one hand, the decrease of 10 percent in the significant wave height will result in approximately
15 percent decrease in the wave overtopping discharge since the wave overtopping discharge is
proportional to 2/3 power of the wave height. On the other hand, the wave overtopping discharge
decreases exponentially with increased dimensionless relative freeboard due to the decrease of significant
wave height (Figure 4.15c). The decreased significant wave height also reduced the Iribarren number
when the tide-surge and wave interaction was not included. The Iribarren number was larger than 2.0
when the interaction was included and smaller than 2.0 without the interaction when wave overtopping
occurred. The combined effect of both smaller waves and more wave breaking contributed to a lower
estimation of wave overtopping when the tide-surge and wave interaction was not included.
This result mainly arises from the location of the offshore boundary, which was set at the location
where the slope of bathymetry changes abruptly for the application of the surf zone model. The water
depth relative to mean sea level ranges from 5.5 to 8.5 m, which is shallow enough that the waves are
modulated by tide and surge level (Zou et al., 2013). Even though the wave height was adjusted to
deepwater wave height by including shoaling effects at these locations, the effect of water level cannot be
eliminated. This result justifies the use of a coupled tide, surge, circulation and wave model to simulate
water level and wave parameters to provide boundary conditions for wave overtopping prediction.
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Figure 4.15. Comparison of wave overtopping at S2 with and without the inclusion of tide-surge and
wave interaction at the boundary of surf zone model. (a) Water level at the toe of the steep slope, (b) wave
3
height at the toe of the steep slope, (c) dimensionless overtopping discharge Q = q/√gHm0
against the

dimensionless relative freeboard R = R c /Hm0 ξm−1,0 , (d) wave overtopping discharge. The black solid
lines labeled “Baseline” are results obtained using the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC results as the input for
surf zone and wave overtopping models. The black dashed lines labeled “No interaction” are results
obtained using waves and water level from running SWAN and ADCIRC independently.

4.6.4 The impact of sea level rise and increased seawall crest on wave overtopping
As mentioned in the introduction, Massachusetts is planning for a 0.25-2.08 m sea level rise along
the coast by the year of 2100. By the year of 2050, the predicted sea level rise is 0.36 m for an
intermediate high scenario. In this section, the impacts of 0.36 m rise in the sea level and the seawall crest
height on wave overtopping were evaluated for a storm like the January 2015 North American blizzard.
The 0.36 m sea level rise was added to the mean sea level for the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC
simulation to generated waves and water level for the surf zone and wave overtopping models. The
increased sea level contributes to increased overtopping not only through decreased relative freeboard of
the structure, but also due to increased significant wave height at the toe of the structure. While the 0.36
m sea level rise has negligible impact on the water level at the toe of the steep slope, the significant wave
height is increased by 0.23 m (Figure 4.16a). As explained in Section 4.6.3, the increase of 10 percent in
the significant wave height will result in approximately 15 percent increase in wave overtopping
discharge. The dimensionless relative freeboard is also significantly decreased with the 0.36 m sea level
rise and the corresponding increase in the wave height. The lowest dimensionless relative freeboard
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decreases from 0.47 to 0.38 with the sea level rise (Figure 4.16b). Due to these two effects, the wave
overtopping discharge doubled and reached 0.2 m3/s.m with 0.36 m sea level rise at the storm peak
(Figure 4.16c).
Increasing the seawall crest elevation is an efficient way to reduce wave overtopping since it
increases the relative freeboard. At the current sea level, raising the seawall crest by 0.36 m does not
completely protect against flooding during a storm of this magnitude, although it would reduce discharge
to about 75 percent of the current level at storm peak. The predicted wave overtopping discharge at the
storm peak when both the sea level and the seawall crest elevation were increased by 0.36 m would
increase roughly by 50 percent of the baseline case, or account for 75 percent of the overtopping
discharge estimated for the case where the seawall crest is not raised. Wave overtopping discharge could
be limited to that of the baseline case by raising the seawall crest by 0.9 m in a scenario with a future 0.36
m sea level rise (Figure 4.16c).

Water level or wave
height (m)

Figure 4.16. Impact of sea level rise and seawall crest level on wave overtopping discharge at S2. (a)
Water level (WL) and significant wave height (Hs) at the toe of the seawall with and without sea level
rise (SLR), (b) dimensionless overtopping discharge against the dimensionless relative freeboard as
defined in Figure 4.15, (c) wave overtopping discharge with different combinations of sea level rise and
crest eleveation (Crest).
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4.7 Summary and conclusion
In the present study, the meteorological forcing was used to drive an integrated modelling
framework that consists the fully coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model, a surf zone and a wave overtopping
model to predict the tide, surge and wave hydrodynamics and wave overtopping in the northeastern USA
during the January 2015 North American blizzard.
At the coast, the interaction between tide-surge and waves has an important effect on the water
level, waves and overtopping. Strong tidal modulation of wave height is observed at the coast. For
example, at a water depth less than 10 m, the wave height was increased by 1.3-1.6 m at high tide and
decreased by 0.2 m at low tide. At the storm peak, the wave height was in-creased by 0.7 m at the Scituate
coast by tide and surge. The wave setup along the coast varied from 0.1 m to 0.25 m depending on the
coastline geometry and tidal phases. The wave setup was larger at the small inlet in Scituate than at the
open coastline. Larger wave setup was also observed at low and mid-tide than that at high tide, mainly
due to the enhanced wave breaking at low and mid-tide.
The predicted wave and water level by the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model were then used to
drive the surf zone model to obtain the wave height at the toe of the steep beach slope in front of the
seawall, which in turn was used to drive the wave overtopping model. Unlike previ-ous studies such as
Zou et al (2013), the seawall was treated as a wave wall, i.e. vertical wall on a steep slope embankment,
to account for the steep beach slope in front of the Scituate seawall, MA.
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Field measurements of water level collected by a Solinst LTC Levelogger Edge in the Ave-nues
Basin behind the Scituate seawall in combination with a drainage model was used to esti-mate the
measured wave overtopping discharge at the seawall. The model prediction agreed well with the field
measurements for the January 2015 North American blizzard but with a slight shift in the timing of peak
wave overtopping, which might have arisen from the slight phase shift of the predicted water level at the
Scituate coast and the parameterization of drain-age flow. The tide-surge and wave interaction increased
the predicted wave overtopping dis-charge by 80 percent, mainly due to larger waves arriving at the
seawall without breaking as a result of increased water depth by tide and surge.
The predicted wave overtopping at the Scituate seawall under different sea level rise and raised
seawall crest scenarios indicated that a 0.36 m sea level rise in the future would double the peak
overtopping discharge during a storm like the January 2015 North American blizzard. Wave overtopping
discharge would increase by 50 percent if the seawall crest was raised by the same amount as the sea level
rise, due to the increased wave height with the greater depth at the seawall toe. Since the wave
overtopping discharge is the product of wave height to the power of 3/2 and the exponential function of
wave height, it increases with wave height at a much fast rate than the water level. The model results
indicate that increasing the seawall crest elevation by 0.9 m is required to keep the wave overtopping
discharge at the current level in the scenario of 0.36 m sea level rise.
The present integrated multi-system modelling framework provides a useful planning tool to
guide communities to upgrade their coastal defenses to adapt to the expected sea level rise. The model
results show that the increased depth at the coastal structure due to sea level rise would not only decrease
the free board but also increase the wave height. The latter causes the wave overtopping to increase at a
much faster rate than the former so that coastal defenses will need to be raised much more than the
expected rise in sea level. Also, the worst scenario when the high surge coincides with the high tide needs
to be considered in the design of the seawall as an adaptation strategy to the future sea level rise.
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CHAPTER 5
HYDRODYNAMIC AND SAND TRANSPORT SIMULATION IN THE SACO BAY
5.1 Background
Both waves and currents may play important roles in sediment transport in coastal settings
(Soulsby, 1997). Large waves and strong currents are generated during storm events, which alter the
pattern of hydrodynamics and sediment transport both on continental shelves and in coastal bays and
inlets (Warner et al., 2008; Warner et al., 2010; Mulligan et al., 2008, 2010; Orescanin et al., 2014;
Wargula et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017). Understanding the response of
coastal processes to severe storms is thus important for coastal resources management and adaptation.
However, due to the complex interactions between waves, currents and bathymetry, the hydrodynamics
and sediment transport can present high variability both in space and time. Different storm conditions
may compound the complexity because the magnitude and pattern of the waves and currents depends on
storm characteristics (Young, 1988, 2006; Rego and Li, 2009, 2010; Holthuijsen, 2010; Li et al., 2017).
While field measurements provide information on local waves, currents and sediment transport at
specific sampling points and time, a comprehensive understanding of these processes over different
spatial and temporal scales and under different meteorological conditions still relies on numerical
simulation (Elias et al., 2006; Bertin et al., 2009; Warner et al., 2008; Warner et al., 2010). Numerical
modeling has been applied to investigate the response of hydrodynamics and sediment transport to wind
stress and atmospheric pressure forcing during storms in coastal bays and inlets (Elias et al., 2006;
Warner et al., 2008; Warner et al., 2010; Mulligan et al., 2008, 2010; Bertin et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2009;
Dodet et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017; Zou and Xie, 2016; Marsooli et al.,
2017). Many prior studies have focused on two aspects: (1) investigating the interaction between waves,
currents and bathymetry, and (2) identifying the driving mechanisms influencing hydrodynamics in
coastal bays or inlet systems (Signell et al., 1990; Mulligan et al., 2008, 2010; Olabarrieta et al., 2011;
Dodet et al., 2013; Marsooli et al., 2017). Recently, numerical modeling has produced more insights into
the sediment transport in combination with hydrodynamics (Elias et al., 2006; Warner et al., 2008, 2010;
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Hu et al., 2009; Silva et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017). However, only a limited number of
studies have focused on the forcing mechanisms, especially the importance of waves and wave-current
interaction on sediment transport (Warner et al., 2008, 2010; Dodet et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015).
Field observations have demonstrated the importance of waves and wave-current interaction on
coastal circulation (e.g. Mulligan et al., 2010; Orescanin et al., 2014; Wargula et al., 2014). Hench and
Luettich (2003) concluded that the horizontal pressure gradient and bottom friction are the dominant
terms in the momentum balance in coastal areas in the absence of waves, which is corroborated by
Olabarrieta et al. (2011). However, this balance is changed when wave forces are present (Olabarrieta et
al., 2011). Waves can even dominate coastal processes by generating wave radiation stress due to wave
breaking (Mulligan et al., 2008, 2010; Olabarrieta et al., 2011; Orescanin et al., 2014; Wargula et al.,
2014). The effect of wave radiation stress and stress gradients on coastal circulation is also well
reproduced by numerical modeling (Mulligan et al., 2008, 2010; Olabarrieta et al., 2011; Dodet et al.,
2013). Olabarrieta et al. (2011) observed that wave-breaking-induced wave radiation stress gradients were
among the leading forcing terms that produced current variations in Willapa Bay. The dominant role of
wave radiation stress gradients was also found in Lunenburg Bay by Mulligan et al. (2008, 2010).
The hydrodynamics and sand transport in headland-bay beach systems has been studied at several
other locations, which sheds some light on the current work (e.g. Hsu et al., 2008; Silva et al., 2010). Hsu
et al. (2008) proposed that the stability of a headland-bay beach is determined by the balance between the
incoming and outgoing sediment at the beach, which may be changed by a reduction in sediment supply
or the presence of coastal structures. Silva et al. (2010) further added the role of accommodation of the
sediment within the embayment in the hydrodynamic equilibrium. The presence of shoals in the
headland-bay beach system may result in circulatory current systems due to wave-breaking (Silva et al.,
2010).
In this study, the hydrodynamics and sand transport are investigated in Saco Bay, a headland-bay
beach system in the northeastern United States (Figure 5.1b). It is home to one of the largest sand beach
systems in northern New England and has long been the site of intense sand redistribution. The presence
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of two jetties at the Saco River mouth has profoundly changed the flow patterns and sand movement in
this area (Kelley et al., 2005). Literature on the dominant processes driving hydrodynamics in the bay is
scarce, and there are conflicting theories about sand transport in the bay (Kelley et al., 2005). The few
available studies on sand transport and dispersion in Saco Bay are based on field measurements (Hill et
al., 2004; Kelley et al., 2005; Brothers et al., 2008). Hill et al. (2004) coupled offshore meteorological
data, current meter data and beach profile data to analyze the response of beaches in the cross-shore
direction to various storm conditions. Brothers et al. (2008) assembled hydrographic data, local wind
observations and drifter data to better understand the nearshore sand transport and dispersion once the
sand exits Saco River into the bay. While both studies shed light on sand transport behavior in Saco Bay,
the role of waves, currents, and wave-current interaction in sediment transport under different storm
conditions is not understood. Recently, Zou and Xie (2016) were able to accurately model hydrodynamics
in the bay and identified the importance of waves and wave-current interaction on circulation in the bay
during the 2007 Patriots Day storm.
The main objectives of this study were to: (1) investigate differences in hydrodynamic response
to storms with different tracks, intensity and durations in the bay; (2) identify the contributions of
different forcing terms to storm-induced sand transport; and (3) characterize the spatial and temporal
variations of sand transport flux in the bay during storms. The fully two-way coupled spectral wave and
circulation modeling system SWAN+ADCIRC, together with a combined-flow sediment transport model
were applied to investigate waves, tidal current, wind-driven current, wave-induced current, seabed shear
stresses and sand transport in Saco Bay during three notable storms to address these objectives. The
numerical modeling approach was used to resolve the spatial variation of wave and current fields and
sand transport caused by the complex local bathymetry and coastlines, and to help identify the underlying
mechanisms for sand transport and coastal erosion and accretion.
The chapter is organized as follows: a brief site description of Saco Bay is presented in Section
5.2. The three major storms for intercomparison are described in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, the modeling
system and model setup are introduced. Section 5.5 presents and discusses the response of hydrodynamics
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to the three storms in the bay. The sand transport rate and tidally averaged sand flux during the storms are
discussed in Section 5.6. Conclusions are drawn in the final section.
5.2 Site description
Saco Bay is a small arcuate embayment located on the southern coast of Maine in the United
States (Figure 5.1a). With a 15 km long stretch of shoreline, it is home to one of the largest sand beach
systems in northern New England. The bay is bounded by Fletcher Neck to the south and Prouts Neck to
the north (Figure 5.1b). The coast is characterized by three tidal inlets, i.e., the Saco River, Goosefare
Brook and the Scarborough River. It is also constrained by two jetties at the Saco River entrance at the
southern end of the bay (Figure 5.1b), which were originally constructed for navigation purposes by the
United States Army Corps of Engineers (FitzGerald et al., 2002). Beach erosion and accretion have long
presented a significant issue in the embayment. At the southern end of the bay, the coastline has suffered
from long-term chronic beach erosion, while beach accretion is observed at the northern end of the bay
(Kelley et al., 2005). Conflicting theories have been generated regarding: (1) the source of sand to the
Saco Bay system, (2) the net sediment transport direction and (3) the influence of the two jetties at the
Saco River mouth on sediment transport (Kelley et al., 2005). To resolve these three questions, Kelley et
al. (2005) constructed a sand budget in the bay over different time intervals by compiling the data on past
and present sand transport pathways, fluxes and reservoir volumes. They concluded that (1) the Saco
River is the primary source of sand to the Saco Bay beach system, (2) the net sand movement along the
coast has been from south to north, and (3) the construction of the north jetty at the Saco River mouth has
profoundly altered the sand movement pattern and resulted in significant erosion at the adjacent Camp
Ellis beach over the past century.
The mean tidal range in Saco Bay is 2.7 m, with a spring tidal range of 3.5 m. The mean shallow
water wave height is 0.4 m and waves approach the bay predominantly from the south-southeast (Jensen,
1983). The bathymetric contours generally run parallel to the coastline except near the headlands and
islands (Figure 5.1b and 5.1c). The bathymetric features have a significant impact on the hydrodynamics
and sediment transport in this area.
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Figure 5.1. Location and bathymetry of the Saco Bay. (a) Location of the Saco Bay in the Gulf of Maine.
MA represents Massachusetts, NH represents New Hampshire and ME represents Maine. (b) The Saco
Bay system. (c) Bathymetry in the Saco Bay. Point A is located at the 10-m depth contour and is selected
for the output of the time series of water level, waves, currents and sand transport rate

On the beaches along the Saco Bay coast, the dominant sediment type is medium-to-coarse
grained sand. The mean sand grain size decreases from 700 um in the south to 250 um at the north end of
the bay (Farrell, 1972; Kelley et al., 2005). Medium to fine sand dominates water depths less than 15 m.
At water depths between 5 and 7 m, a similar fining trend is observed along the depth contours and the
sand grain size ranges from 125 um to 250 um (Kelley et al., 1995; Kelley et al.,2005). Barber (1995)
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completed a surficial geologic map of Saco Bay, which shows that sand mainly dominates water depth
less than 15 m (Figure 5.2). In this study, we mainly focused on sand transport potential without
considering morphological change within the bay. The surficial map of Saco Bay by Barber (1995) is thus
adopted to delineate the areas with sand.

Figure 5.2. Surficial geological map of Saco Bay (from Barber, 1995)
5.3 Description of storms
Nor’easters are the primary storms that batter the northeast coast of the United States from
October through April with slow forward speeds and diameters reaching thousands of kilometers (Davis
and Dolan, 1993). Three notable nor’easters, the 1991 Perfect Storm, April 2007 nor’easter and January
2015 North American blizzard, were selected for this study due to their storm intensity, durations and
tracks. While categorized as nor’easters, the three storms had different storm tracks and durations. The
1991 Perfect storm was a very unusual nor’easter that developed off Atlantic Canada on October 29 and
evolved back into a small hurricane late in its life cycle. Forced by an elongated high-pressure system to
its north, the storm moved southward and then westward when it reached its peak and lashed the east
coast of United States with large waves and coastal flooding between October 30 and November 1. In the
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Gulf of Maine, the recorded maximum sustained wind reached 90 km/h with gusts to 121 km/h and the
significant wave height reached 12.0 m. The storm then turned southwest and transitioned into a
subtropical cyclone before executing a loop off the Mid-Atlantic coast and turning toward the northeast
(Figure 5.3).
The April 2007 nor’easter took a dangerous path toward the coastline and swept through the
northeastern United States between April 15th and 18th (Figure 5.3). It stalled just offshore of New York
City on the morning of April 16 and generated persisting strong southeasterly wind in the Gulf of Maine
over two tidal cycles. The storm quickly weakened and moved to the east on April 17. It intensified again
on April 18 and produced strong northeasterly wind in the Gulf of Maine (Figure 5.3).
The January 2015 North American blizzard swept along the coast of the northeastern United
States in late January of 2015. From January 27 to 28, the storm moved northeastward off the MidAtlantic coast to the east coast of Canada (Figure 5.3). The track of the storm maintained a long
northeasterly wind wave fetch across the Gulf of Maine. The other easterly wind wave fetches responsible
for generating large waves were offshore of Nova Scotia, Canada. The presence of a strong elongated
high-pressure system to the north of the region impeded the forward movement of the low-pressure
system, which resulted in a long duration of winds across the fetch area. The strong northeasterly and
easterly wind in the fetch area generated a pronounced storm surge and large waves.
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5.4 Methodology
The simulation of coastal hydrodynamics and sediment transport is complicated and
computationally demanding because it requires: (1) resolving the processes ranging from oceanic to
estuarine scales, (2) accurately representing the geometric and bathymetric complexities, and (3)
incorporation of the nonlinear hydro-morphological interactions. In this study, the waves, current and
sediment transport processes in Saco Bay during three major storms in the northeastern United States
were simulated using a fully coupled wave, tide-surge and circulation model and a combined-flow
sediment transport model. Figure 5.4 shows the integrated model framework developed for this study.
The fully coupled wave, tide-surge and circulation model SWAN+ADCIRC incorporates meteorological
and tidal forcing to obtain coastal hydrodynamics. The simulated wave orbital speed, water level and
depth-averaged current are fed into the bed shear-stress model by Soulsby (1997) and the Soulsby-Van
Rijn total load sediment transport model (Soulsby, 1997) beneath combined waves and currents for the
calculation of enhanced bed shear-stress and total load sediment transport respectively. The features and
schemes of the wave and circulation models, bottom shear stress and sediment transport calculations are
described in this section.
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Figure 5.4. Modeling framework for sediment transport in the Saco Bay
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5.4.1 Wave, tide-surge and circulation models
The fully coupled wave, tide-surge and circulation model SWAN+ADCIRC running on
unstructured triangular mesh (Dietrich et al., 2011, 2012) was adopted for the investigation of coastal
hydrodynamics in this study. The third-generation spectral wave model SWAN (Booij et al., 1999; Ris et
al., 1991) predicts the inhomogeneous wave field due to changes in wind-fetches and seabed. It is
sophisticated for wave simulation in the nearshore and coastal areas by considering shallow-water wave
processes including wave energy dissipation due to bottom friction and depth-induced breaking, and
nonlinear triad-wave interactions.
The vertically-integrated version of the state-of-the-art tide-surge and circulation model ADCIRC
(ADCIRC-2DDI) (Luettich and Westerink, 2004) was used to investigate the coastal hydrodynamics. For
simplicity, ADCIRC is used to refer to its vertically-integrated version in this study. The model solves the
vertically-integrated continuity equation with the Generalized Wave Continuity Equation formulation for
water surface elevation and vertically integrated-momentum equations for depth-averaged velocity.
SWAN and ADCIRC are coupled by including several important nearshore wave-current interaction
processes. The water level and depth-averaged current calculated by ADCIRC are passed to SWAN to
include the modulation of water level on waves, as well as the Doppler effect and wave refraction with
the presence of current. SWAN then solves the wave action equation for wave parameters and passes
wave radiation stress to ADCIRC to address the effect of excess momentum flux exerted on water level
and current. The features and schemes of SWAN, ADCIRC and the coupling mechanism were described
in detail in Xie et al., (2016), Zou and Xie (2016) and Xie et al. (2018).
5.4.2 Bottom stress and sediment transport models beneath combined waves and currents
Both waves and currents may play important roles in sediment dynamics in coastal areas. Due to
wave-current interaction, their behavior beneath combined waves and currents is not equivalent to the
linear sum of their individual effects. Three interaction processes important for sediment dynamics
include: (1) wave refraction due to the presence of current, (2) the enhancement of bed shear-stress due to
the interaction between wave and current boundary layers, and (3) wave-generated current exerted on
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mean flow. The wave effect on mean flow is included by considering the effect of wave radiation stress
on current in the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model. Wave refraction by current and the enhancement of
bed shear-stress are considered here.
5.4.2.1 Bed shear-stresses model
The bed shear-stresses beneath combined waves and currents are enhanced beyond the linear sum
of the wave-alone and current-alone stresses (e.g. Grant and Madsen, 1979, Grant et al., 1984; Davies et
al., 1988). The enhancement of bed shear-stresses due to the interaction between current and wave
boundary layers are important for both circulation and sediment transport (Davies and Lawrence, 1995;
Styles and Glenn, 2000; Xie et al., 2001; Warner et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017). Many
theories and models have been proposed to describe the nonlinear interaction between the wave and
current boundary layers, for example the analytical models of Grant and Madsen (1979) and Fredsøe
(1984), and the numerical models of Davies et al. (1988).
Soulsby et al. (1993) and Soulsby (1995) developed an algebraic approximation for bed shearstresses beneath combined waves and currents. Their data-based method optimized the parametric
coefficients by fitting the model with laboratory and field data. According to Soulsby et al. (1993), the
bed shear-stresses beneath combined waves and currents is estimated by
τm = y(τc + τw )

(Equation 5.1)

τmax = Y(τc + τw )

(Equation 5.2)

̅2
τc = ρCD U

(Equation 5.3)

1
2
τw = ρfw Uw
2

(Equation 5.4)

where τc is the current-alone bottom stress, τw is the maximum wave-only bottom stress, τm and
τmax are the mean and maximum bed shear-stress beneath combined waves and currents. τmax is
calculated to determine the threshold of motion and entrainment rate of sediments, and τm is calculated to
determine sediment diffusion. CD is the drag coefficient for depth-averaged mean current and is obtained
from the logarithmic velocity profile with a given bottom roughness length based on the sediment grain
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size. fw is the wave friction factor and is calculated from an explicit formula given by Nielsen (1992) for
̅ is the depth-averaged mean current, Uw is the wave orbital speed at seabed. The
rough turbulent flow. U
current-alone bottom stress depends on the drag coefficient and depth-averaged current speed by the
quadratic friction law. The drag coefficient increases logarithmically with seabed roughness length and
decreases exponentially with water depth. The maximum wave-only bottom stress is a function of wave
friction factor and wave orbital speed at seabed. Nielsen (1992) used one expression to relate the wave
friction factor with relative roughness of all range. The relative roughness increases the semi-orbital wave
excursion and decreases with the Nikuradse equivalent sand grain roughness. The three non-dimensional
parameters x, y and Y are expressed as
y = x[1 + bx p (1 − x)q ]

(Equation 5.5)

Y = 1 + ax m (1 − x)n

(Equation 5.6)

x = τc /(τc + τw )

(Equation 5.7)

in which the six fitting coefficients a , b , m , n , p and q are functions of relative angle between
wave and current (ϕ) and the ratio between wave friction factor and drag coefficient for depth-averaged
mean current (fw /CD). Here, we only show the expression for a and the analogous expression for b, m , n
, p and q can be found in Soulsby et al. (1993) and Soulsby (1997).
a = (a1 + a2 |cosϕ|I ) + (a3 − a4 |cosϕ|I )log10 (fw/CD )

(Equation 5.8)

The fitting coefficient ai (i = 1,4) and I can be found in Soulsby et al. (1993) and Soulsby (1997).
5.4.2.2 Total load sediment transport model
In coastal areas, both waves and currents are involved in sediment transport calculation. The total
load sediment transport model of Soulsby-Van Rijin (Soulsby, 1997) beneath combined waves and
currents is used in this study. The sediment transport rate is calculated as follows

̅ [(U
̅2 +
q t = As U

1
2

2.4

0.018 2
̅ cr ]
U ) −U
CD rms

(1 − 1.6tanβ)
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(Equation 5.9)

As = Asb + Ass =

D∗ = [

0.005h(d50 /h)1.2 0.012d50 D−0.6
∗
+
[(s − 1)gd50 ]1.2
[(s − 1)gd50 ]1.2

g(s − 1) 1/3
] d50
v2

(Equation 5.10)

(Equation 5.11)

2

CD = [

0.40
]
h
ln (z ) − 1
0

(Equation 5.12)

̅ is the depth-averaged current velocity, Urms is the root-mean-square wave orbital
where U
velocity, As is an empirical coefficient and calculated based on flow and sediment properties through
bedload and suspended load, CD is the drag coefficient in current-alone condition, β is the slope of the bed
in the streamwise direction and is positive if the flow runs uphill, h is water depth, d50 is the median grain
diameter, z0 is the bed roughness length, s is the relative density of sediment, g is the gravitational
̅ cr is the threshold current velocity for sediment
acceleration, v is the kinematic viscosity of water, U
motion based on Shield’s criterion, which is expressed as

u̅cr

4h
0.19(d50 )0.1 log10 ( )
d90
=
4h
8.5(d50 )0.6 log10 ( )
{
d90

for 100 ≤ d50 ≤ 500 um
(Equation 5.13)
for 500 ≤ d50 ≤ 2,000 um

where D50 , D90 are the 50th and 90th percentile particle diameters of the bed material (in meters).
h is the water depth.
The Soulsby-Van Rijin (1997) sediment transport model applies to total load sediment transport
in combined wave and currents on horizontal and sloping beds. Two important assumptions are made
during the parameterization. The first is that the sediment transport direction is determined by currents
and waves only enhance the magnitude of transport. The magnitude of the wave stirring effect is
incorporated as inversely proportional to the bed roughness length through the drag coefficient CD. Based
on this assumption, the model is designed for sediment transport in a current-dominant condition and
cannot model transport directly associated with surface waves (Chen et al., 2015). The second assumption
is that the sediment supply is sufficient, and the vertical structure of the sediment transport is uniform and
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steady in time. This indicates that the model is for calculating the equilibrium sediment transport, which
is not realistic in most coastal areas with varied hydrodynamic conditions and bathymetry. According to
Soulsby (1997), the quasi-equilibrium assumption mainly impacts suspended sediment transport, which
responds much more slowly to changes in hydrodynamics or bathymetry compared to bedload transport.
However, for a relatively coarse-gridded coastal area model, a quasi-equilibrium model could be adequate
depending on the relative value of grid-resolution length scale and the adjustment length scale based on
mean current velocity, water depth and settling velocity of sediment grains. In this study, our main goal is
to estimate the potential values of sand transport in Saco Bay without considering morphological changes
during three major storms, so the adoption of the model was justified.
5.4.3 Model setup
The same unstructured mesh covering the East Coast of United States described in Xie et al.
(2018) was used for the coupled SWAN+ADCIR model in this study. The unstructured mesh was
developed by considering: (1) simplification of the boundary conditions by allowing longer wind and
wave fetches along the Scotian Shelf, (2) representation of resonant modes within the model domain, and
(3) resolving bathymetric and geometric features with various spatial scales. In Saco Bay, the finest grid
resolution is 10 m to accurately represent the geometric and bathymetric complexities in this area. The
two jetties at the Saco River mouth were resolved to include their impact on waves, current and sediment
transport. The islands with length scales ranging from less than one hundred meters to one kilometer in
the bay were also included (Figure 5.5). To more realistically consider the land boundary conditions, part
of the dry land adjacent to the bay was included in the mesh to apply the wet-and-dry algorithm in
ADCIRC.
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Figure 5.5. Model domain and unstructured mesh for hydrodynamical and sand transport simulation. (a)
The nesting model domains, including SWAN model domain covering North Atlantic to provide wave
spectra along the ocean boundary for the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model, and the model domain
covering the east coast of US for the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model. (b) Unstructured grid in the Saco
Bay

Wind at 10 m above the sea surface and atmospheric pressure at the sea surface are required as
inputs for the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model. For the 1991 Perfect Storm and April 2007 nor’easter,
the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR)
(Saha et al., 2010) was adopted. For the January 2015 North American blizzard, the NCEP Climate
Forecast System Version 2 (CFSv2) (Saha et al., 2014) was used. Both datasets were produced by the
same quasi-global, fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-land surface-ice model, which incorporates two data
assimilation systems and two forecast models. While the CFSR dataset spans from 1979 to 2011, the
CFSv2 extends the CFSR dataset beyond the year of 2011. The two datasets output wind at 10 m above
the sea surface and atmospheric pressure at the sea surface globally with 0.5o grid resolution at hourly
intervals.
At the ocean boundary of the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC, major tidal constituents and wave
spectra were prescribed for the three storm events. The harmonic constants of the eight major
astronomical tide constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, P1, O1, Q1) were obtained from the TPXO global
ocean tide model (Egbert et al., 1994). The wave spectra along the ocean boundary were obtained from
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SWAN wave simulation covering the North Atlantic as illustrated in Figure 5.5a. The other model
parameters for the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC were described in Xie et al. (2018).
Following the study by Farrell (1972), Barber (1995) and Kelley et al. (2005), the median and
90th percentile grain sizes of sand were taken as 250 um and 500 um respectively in areas where sand
dominates within the bay for the calculation of bottom stress and sand transport rate. Since our study
mainly focuses on investigating the mechanism of sand transport and sand transport potential without
morphological change during storms, the specification of uniform sand grain size can be justified. We
also assumed that sediment transport is not considered in areas dominated by mud, gravel and bedrock as
delineated on the surficial map by Barber (1995).
To analyze the impact of tide, wind-driven current, waves and their interactions, four cases were
run for each storm: (1) tide simulation only; (2) tide-surge simulation without wave effects; (3) wave
simulation without depth variation and current; (4) a fully coupled SWAN+ADCIRC simulation
including the nonlinear interactions between waves, current and bathymetry.
5.5 Hydrodynamic model results and discussions
In this section, the hydrodynamics at the peak of the three storms were analyzed. The tidal, winddriven, and wave-induced currents were plotted to compare their magnitudes and distributions in the bay.
The wind-driven current was obtained by subtracting tidal current form the combined tide-surge
simulation result. The wave-induced current was obtained by subtracting the tide-surge simulation result
from the flow field by the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model. Wave fields were also shown to determine
the distribution of wave characteristics. The interactions between waves, tide-surge and bathymetry are
then discussed for each of the storms.
5.5.1 April 2007 nor’easter
The storm surge and significant wave height reached their peaks at 14:30 UTC on 4/16/2007
around high tide in the bay during the April 2007 nor’easter (Figure 5.6). The two tidal cycles with high
storm surge and waves (8:30UTC 4/16/2007 to 9:30UTC 4/17/2007) for averaged circulation and sand
transport potential calculation were marked in Figure 5.6 as the shaded area.
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Figure 5.6. The water level and wave parameters at the nearest tide gauge 8418150 and wave buoy 44007
around the April 2007 nor’easter. (a) Water level at tide gauge 8418150; (b) Significant wave height at
wave buoy 44007; (c) Peak wave period at wave buoy 44007. The shaded area is the period that contains
the storm peak.

The tidal current (Figure 5.7a) was minimum in the bay except at two locations: within the
channel between the two jetties at the Saco River mouth into the river, and in the Scarborough River. At
these locations, the tidal current reached 0.2 m/s as water funneled into the river mouths. Along the coast
between the Scarborough River and the north jetty at the Saco River mouth, the tidal current is less than
0.02 m/s in general.
The wind-driven current (Figure 5.7b) was one order of magnitude higher than tidal current and
reached 0.25 m/s at most locations within the bay. The maximum wind-driven current exceeded 1.0 m/s
and occurred in the channel between the two jetties at the Saco River mouth and offshore of Eagle Island
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and Wood Island. While the enhancement of wind-driven current in the channel is mainly due to the
funneling effect, the enhanced current offshore of Eagle Island and Wood Island is mainly caused by the
convergence of flows away from the shore and the geometric complexity of the islands. Between the
Scarborough River and Bay View, the wind-driven current flowed southward. Beyond Bay View, the
southward wind-driven current was diverted offshore before being joined by a small clockwise gyre to the
south of Bay view. The wind-driven current rotated clockwise between Bay View and the north jetty at
the Saco River mouth. Between the southward wind-driven current and the small clockwise gyre, an area
with negligible wind-driven current was present.
The wave-induced current (Figure 5.7c) was closely related to the bathymetry and coastline
geometry in the bay. Strong wave-induced current exceeding 1.0 m/s was identified around islands in the
bay. At the northern end of the bay, a strong wave-induced current from the headland of Prouts Neck
rotated counterclockwise and merged with a small clockwise gyre around Bluff Island and Stratton Island.
Part of the northwest wave-induced current that circulated back from offshore of the two islands was
diverted southwest and veered offshore before being joined by the wave-induced current from the south
of the bay. In the southern part of the bay, the wave-induced current flowed northwards. At the coast
between Ferry Beach and Goosefare Brook, the northward wave-induced current reached 0.6 m/s.
Enhancement of wave-induced current was identified around islands and the headlands. The pattern of
wave-induced current mainly results from the abrupt change of wave height at headlands and islands due
to wave breaking, where large wave radiation stress and gradients are generated. The waves also converge
at the headlands and diverge in the arcuate bay, which results in wave radiation stress gradients from the
headlands into the bay and produces wave-induced current into the bay.
The total depth-averaged current which includes tidal, wind-driven, wave-induced components
and their nonlinear interactions was shown in Figure 5.7d. Along the coast, the depth-averaged current
was mainly driven by two processes, i.e. wind and waves. The depth-averaged current can be divided into
three sections along the coast. In the north of the bay around Pine Point, the southward current from the
Prouts Neck split into an offshore component and a southward component mainly due to the wave effect.
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The southward component continued moving south until reaching the Goosefare Brook and then diverted
offshore. Along the middle part of the shoreline, the depth-averaged current was dominated by the winddriven current. At the coast south of Goosefare Brook, the depth-averaged current was flowing northward
before joining the offshore-diverted current from the north, primarily due to the wave-induced current.
This is because large wave radiation stress gradients are generated due to the abrupt change of wave
height between the headlands and their adjacent areas. In offshore locations, the depth-induced current
followed the pattern of wave-induced current, but the magnitude was larger after combining the winddriven and wave-induced components.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.7. Current at storm peak at 14:30UTC on 4/16/2007. (a) Tidal current; (b) Wind-driven current;
(c) Wave-induced current; (d) Total current.

The significant wave height and peak wave period are shown in Figure 5.8a. The waves offshore
approached Saco Bay from the east to southeast direction. In offshore locations, the significant wave
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height reached 7.0 m. Bottom friction and depth-induced wave breaking dissipated wave energy when
waves propagated to the coastal regions with shallow bathymetry. Wave shoaling, refraction and
diffraction redistributed wave energy due to the bathymetric and geometric features in the bay. In the
north of the bay, significant wave height decreased due to wave diffraction and breaking around Bluff
Island and Stratton Island. In the south of the bay, the same phenomenon occurred around Eagle Island
and Wood Island. In the middle part of the bay with smooth depth contours parallel to the coastline, larger
waves propagated closer to shore.
Figure 5.8b shows the wave orbital speed at the seabed. Wave orbital speed at seabed is
influenced by wave height, wave period and water depth. While the wave orbital speed at seabed
increases linearly with wave height and in the shape of hyperbolic tangent function with wave period, it
decreases exponentially with water depth. Large wave orbital speed at seabed of 1.6 m/s occurred around
the islands in the bay due to the abrupt change of bathymetry. Medium wave orbital speed was identified
in the middle part of the bay. The wave orbital speed at seabed in the middle part of the bay reached 1.4
m/s between water depth of 5.0 m to 10.0 m due the shallow bathymetry. It decreased due to reduced
wave height when the water depth was less than 5.0 m. The distribution of wave orbital speed at seabed in
the bay has strong implications for sand transport.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8. Waves at storm peak at 14:30UTC on 4/16/2007. (a) Wave height, period and direction; (b)
Wave orbital velocity.
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5.5.2 1991 Perfect Storm
During the 1991 Perfect Storm, the storm tide and significant wave height reached their peaks at
23:30 UTC on 10/30/1991, which was two hours after the high tide (Figure 5.9). The two tidal cycles with
high storm surge and waves (14:00UTC 10/30/1991 to 15:00UTC 10/31/1991) for averaged circulation
and sand transport potential calculation were also marked in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9. The water level and wave parameters at the nearest tide gauge 8418150 and wave buoy 44007
around the 1991 Perfect Storm. (a) Water level at tide gauge 8418150; (b) Significant wave height at
wave buoy 44007; (c) Peak wave period at wave buoy 44007. The shaded area is the period that contains
the storm peak.

The tidal current at the storm peak (Figure 5.10a) was less than 0.03 m/s at the coast except
within the channel at the Saco River mouth and at the mouth of the Scarborough River. The magnitude of
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tidal current increased offshore from 0.03 m/s to 0.06 m/s. Around the Wood Island and Fletcher Neck,
the tidal current was significantly enhanced and reached 0.2 m/s.
The magnitude and pattern of wind-driven current at the storm peak of the 1991 Perfect Storm
was different from that of the April 2007 nor’easter (Figure 5.10b). Except in the lee of Prouts Neck and
the south jetty at the Saco River mouth, the wind-driven current was quite uniform at water depth less
than 15.0 m and flowed southward with a magnitude of 0.2 m/s in the alongshore direction. At water
depth larger than 15.0 m, the wind-driven current gradually decreased to be negligible. No gyre in the bay
was identified due to wind effect.
The wave-induced current at the peak of the 1991 Perfect Storm presented a similar pattern as
during the April 2007 nor’easter (Figure 5.10c). However, unlike that at the peak of the April 2007
nor’easter, the wave-induced current from Prouts Neck flowed toward the southwest along the shoreline
until it turned offshore in the southeast direction. The clockwise gyre around Bluff Island and Stratton
Island separated while circulating toward the coast and merged with the southeast offshore flow. From
Old Orchard Beach to Goosefare Brook, the wave-induced current was negligible at the coast. In the
south of the bay from Fletcher Neck to Goosefare Brook, the wave-induced current flowed northward
along the coast. In this part of the bay, the wave-induced current was from Fletcher Neck and was
enhanced by the presence of islands. Around Eagle Island, the clockwise wave-induced current circulated
toward the east and joined the offshore southeast current from the northern part of the bay.
The total depth-averaged current is shown in Figure 5.10d. The total depth-averaged current
followed the distribution of wave-induced current in the bay in general but was enhanced or weakened by
the tidal and wind-driven currents. In the northern part of the bay between Prouts Neck and Old Orchard
Beach, the total depth-averaged current was enhanced at the coast because the wind-driven and waveinduced currents were in the same direction. Between Goosefare Brook and the Saco River mouth, the
total depth-averaged current was weakened due to the counterbalance between the wind-driven and waveinduced currents. Offshore, the total depth-averaged current was mainly enhanced by tidal current.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 5.10. Current at storm peak at 23:30UTC on 10/30/1991. (a) Tidal current; (b) Wind-driven
current; (c) Wave-induced current; (d) Total current.

The wave fields at the storm peak are shown in Figure 5.11. While the distribution of significant
wave height was similar to that at the peak of the April 2007 nor’easter, the wave height at the peak of the
1991 Perfect Storm was smaller. Offshore of Saco Bay, the wave height barely reached 7.0 m and was
mainly coming from the southeast direction. Strong wave refraction happened while waves propagated
into the bay and the wave direction was perpendicular to the depth contours and coastline. The peak wave
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period in the bay was larger in comparison to that during the April 2007 nor’easter, indicating longer
waves were present in the bay that could affect the seabed at relatively large water depth.
The wave orbital speed at seabed also presented a similar pattern as was observed during the
April 2007 nor’easter. While wave height is smaller in the bay because smaller waves were generated
offshore during the 1991 Perfect Storm, the wave period was larger. Because wave orbital speed increases
both with wave height and wave period, the reduction of wave orbital speed due to decreased wave height
was offset by the increased wave period. The effect of wave period exceeded that of wave height because
higher wave orbital speed was found at the coast during the 1991 Perfect storm than during the April 2007
nor’easter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11. Waves at storm peak at 23:30UTC on 10/30/1991. (a) Wave height, period and direction; (b)
Wave orbital velocity.

5.5.3 January 2015 North American blizzard
The January 2015 North American blizzard storm surge reached its peak an hour after falling
mid-tide in Saco Bay at 13:30 UTC on 1/27/2015 and the wave height reached its peak around rising midtide at 18:00 UTC on 1/27/2015 (Figure 5.12). The two tidal cycles with high storm surge and waves
(6:00UTC 1/27/2015 to 7:00UTC 1/28/2015) for averaged circulation and sand transport potential
calculation were marked in Figure 5.12. Unlike the April 2007 nor’easter and the 1991 Perfect Storm,
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during which the peak surge and peak wave height happened simultaneously or close in time, the gap
between the peak surge and peak wave was 4.5 hours during the January 2015 North American blizzard.
As peak sand transport occurred when wave height reached its peak in the bay as described in Section 5.6,
the snapshots of current and waves were plotted at 18:00 UTC on 1/27/2015 when the wave height
reached its peak.
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Figure 5.12. The water level and wave parameters at the nearest tide gauge 8418150 and wave buoy
44007 around the January 2015 North American blizzard. (a) Water level at tide gauge 8418150; (b)
Significant wave height at wave buoy 44007; (c) Peak wave period at wave buoy 44007. The shaded area
is the period that contains the storm peak.

The tidal current in the bay was maximum and water surged into the bay because it was around
flood tide (Figure 5.13a). Large tidal current was identified at the northern and southern ends of the bay.
To the north, the magnitude of tidal current increased to 0.1 m/s at the mouth of Scarborough River due to
the funneling effect. The same phenomenon occurred in the channel bounded by the jetties at the Saco
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River mouth. In the middle of bay, the tidal current decreased from 0.06 m/s offshore to less than 0.02
m/s at coast.
The wind-driven current was significant and reached 0.4 m/s in the bay at the peak of the January
2015 North American blizzard (Figure 5.13b). In the lee of Prouts Neck, the main part of the wind-driven
current continued in the longshore direction while a small part moved northward before circulating back
and joining the longshore current again. Between Pine Point and the Saco River, the longshore winddriven current decreased from the coast to offshore except around islands where it was enhanced by a
channeling effect due to the conservation of mass. At the coast, the wind-driven current reached 0.4 m/s.
Between the Bluff Island and Stratton Island in the north of the bay, and Eagle Island in the middle, an
area with negligible wind-driven current was found. The reduced magnitude of wind-driven current is
mainly due to: (1) the shadowing effect of Bluff and Stratton Islands, and (2) the large local water depth.
The wave-induced current at the peak of the January 2016 North American blizzard presented
similar patterns as that during the two other storms in this study (Figure 5.13c). At the coast, the waveinduced current was only significant in the lee of Prouts Neck and north of the Saco River. Around Prouts
Neck, wave energy converged at the headland and diverged along the adjacent concave coastline,
generating longshore wave radiation stress gradients exerting on mean flow. The wave-induced current
flowed from the headland into the bay. The same physical process took place at Fletcher Neck at the
southern end of the bay and complicated by the presence of islands. The wave-induced current flowed
northward to the north of the Saco River except the clockwise gyre around Eagle Island. The southward
wave-induced current from the north met with the northward wave-induced current from the south in the
middle of the bay and formed a jet current flowing offshore.
The total depth-averaged current at the peak of the January 2017 North American blizzard was
mainly determined by wind-driven and wave-induced currents (Figure 5.13d). However, the two
components have disproportionate impact at the coast and in the offshore. At the coast from Prouts Neck
to Pine Point, the wave-induced current was dominant due to the large wave radiation stress gradients
from the headland to the inner bay. From Pine Point to Bay View, wind-driven current was dominant and
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flowed southward. Between Bay View and the Saco River, both wind-driven and wave-induced currents
were important and they partially cancelled out their effects because they travelled in opposite directions.
However, southward current remained adjacent to the coast between Bay View and the Saco River. A
small counterclockwise gyre with 0.3 m/s current speed formed in this area as well. North of Eagle Island,
a region with negligible current existed due to the counterbalance between wind-driven and wave-induced
currents. A jet was identified offshore of Eagle Island due to mass conservation in the bay.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.13. Current at storm peak at 18:00UTC on 1/27/2015. (a) Tidal current; (b) Wind-driven current;
(c) Wave-induced current; (d) Total current.
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The wave distribution in the bay at the peak of the storm was similar to that during the 1991
Perfect Storm (Figure 5.14a). Offshore, the significant wave height reached 7.0 m. Wave energy was
dissipated by bottom friction as waves propagated into the bay with shoaling bathymetry. While the
incoming significant wave height at the offshore side of the bay was similar during the January 2015
North American blizzard and the 1991 Perfect Storm, the significant wave height was smaller at the coast
in comparison to the 1991 Perfect Storm. This was mainly due to the tidal modulation of wave height at
coast. For the 1991 Perfect Storm, the wave height reached its peak two hours after high tide while the
water level was still above the mean sea level, the peak wave height during the January 2015 North
American blizzard happened around rising mid-tide.
The wave orbital speed at seabed during the storm peak is shown in Figure 5.14b. At the coast,
the wave orbital speed at seabed is smaller than during the other two storms due to decreased wave height
modulated by tide level. Otherwise, the distribution of wave orbital speed at seabed was similar to that
during the other two storms.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14. Waves at storm peak at 18:00UTC on 1/27/2015. (a) Wave height, period and direction; (b)
Wave orbital velocity.
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5.6 Sand transport model results
In this section, modeling results of sand transport rates at the peak of each storm are described
and discussed. The distribution of current-induced bed shear-stress, wave-induced bed shear-stress and
bed shear-stresses with the co-existence of waves and currents were calculated to identify the main
mechanisms responsible for sand transport in the bay. The maximum and mean combined wave-current
shear-stresses were investigated to determine the threshold of motion and sand diffusion respectively. The
time series of water level, waves, currents and sand transport rate were also computed to determine the
roles of different components of hydrodynamics in sand transport. As stated in Section 5.4.3, we only
considered sand transport in areas where sand dominates in the bay.
5.6.1 Peak sand transport
5.6.1.1 April 2007 Nor’easter
Sand dominates the seafloor with water depth less than 10 to 15 m in Saco Bay, where the seabed
shear-stress and sand transport rate were computed. The distribution of current-alone bottom stress
calculated by Equation 5.3 (Figure 5.15a) followed the pattern of depth-averaged current (Figure 5.15a).
The current-alone bottom stress was also larger at the coast with shallower water depth than farther
offshore. The maximum current-alone bottom stress occurred at locations with maximum depth-averaged
current speed. In the lee of Prouts Neck, the current-alone bottom stress reached 0.3 N/m2. Large currentalone bottom stress also occurred north of Eagle Island and the north jetty at the Saco River mouth. At
other locations, the current-alone bottom stress was moderate (0.15 N/ m2) or negligible.
The distribution of the wave-alone bottom stress as calculated by Equation 5.4 is well correlated
with the wave orbital speed at seabed (Figure 5.15b). At water depths from 10 to 15 m offshore of the
coast between Old Orchard Beach and Goosefare Brook, the wave-alone bottom stress reached 5.5 N/m2.
The wave-alone bottom stress decreased shoreward between 10 m and 5 m depth contours due to the
decreased wave orbital speed at the seabed. At water depth less than 5 m, the wave-alone bottom stress
increased mainly due to the shallow water depth, which counterbalanced the effect of decreased wave
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height on the wave orbital speed at the seabed. At other locations in the bay, the wave-alone bottom stress
was moderate (3.0 N/m2).
The bed shear-stresses beneath combined waves and currents are nonlinearly enhanced beyond
the linear summation of the current-alone and wave-alone bed shear-stress. The maximum combined bed
shear-stress distribution calculated by Equation 5.2 followed that of the wave-alone bottom stress but was
enhanced by current and the nonlinear interaction between waves and current (Figure 5.15c). Between
Pine Point and Goosefare Brook, the maximum combined bed shear-stress reached 6.0 N/m2. Large
maximum combined bed shear-stress also occurred adjacent to the north side of the north jetty at the Saco
River mouth. At other locations, the maximum combined bed shear-stress was moderate with a magnitude
less than 4.0 N/m2. The maximum combined bed shear-stress determines the threshold of motion and
entrainment rate of sediment. It is reasonable that the distribution of the maximum combined bed shearstress is well correlated with that of wave-alone bed shear-stress since waves are primarily responsible for
setting sediment into motion in coastal environment.
In contrast, the mean combined bed shear-stress over one wave period calculated by Equation 5.1
followed the distribution of current-alone bed shear-stress (Figure 5.15d). The mean combined bed shearstress reached its maximum value of 1.1 N/m2 in the lee of Prouts Neck, to the north of Eagle Island and
the north jetty at the Saco River mouth. Offshore of Old Orchard Beach between 5 m and 10 m water
depth, the mean combined bed shear-stress was slightly lower with a magnitude of 0.9 N/m2. The mean
combined shear stress was moderate and even negligible for the rest of the bay.
The total load sand transport beneath combined waves and current at the peak of the April 2007
nor’easter is shown in Figure 5.15e. The distribution of total load sand transport was well correlated with
that of mean combined bed shear-stress and depth-averaged current speed. Between Prouts Neck and
Ocean Park, the total load sand transport was toward the southwest along the shoreline and reached 0.008
m3/m.s before splitting into a continuing alongshore component and a southward component which
brought sand offshore. The alongshore total load sand transport component continued beyond Goosefare
Brook and then turned offshore to the north of Eagle Island, where the total load sand transport reached
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its maximum in the bay with a magnitude of 0.01 m3/m.s. Between the north jetty at the Saco River mouth
and Bay view, the total load sand transport is northward along the shore. It then turned eastwards and
merged with the offshore sand transport component from the north of the bay offshore of Bay View.
Figure 5.15. Seabed shear-stresses and sand transport rate. (a) Current-induced bed shear stress; (b)
Wave-induced bed shear stress; (c) Maximum combined bed shear stress beneath waves and currents; (d)
Mean combined bed shear stress beneath waves and currents; (e) Sand transport at the storm peak at
14:30UTC on 4/16/2007.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Figure 5.15 Continued

(e)

To identify the dominant hydrodynamic processes for total load sand transport in the bay, the
time series of tide level, surge level, significant wave height, wave orbital speed at seabed, tidal current,
wind-driven current and wave-induced current were plotted at the selected point A (Figure 5.1c). The
results are shown in Figure 5.16. During the April 2007 nor’easter, the peak surge occurred around rising
mid-tide while peak wave height occurred around high tide. The wave orbital speed at seabed was in
phase with the significant wave height. The peak total load sand transport (0.01 m3/m.s) occurred between
the time interval of peak wave orbital speed at the seabed and the maximum depth-averaged current speed
from 15:00 UTC to 20:00 UTC on April 16th. During this time interval, the wave orbital speed decreased
gradually from 1.2 m/s to 1.0 m/s, while the depth-averaged current speed increased from 0.4 m/s to 0.6
m/s. This result indicates that both waves and depth-averaged current contributed to total load sand
transport at the selected point. The contribution of tidal current to the total depth-averaged current was
negligible. The depth-averaged current was mainly attributed to wave and wind effects, with waveinduced current contributing to more than wind-driven current. When the depth-averaged current reached
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its peak of 0.6 m/s, the wave-induced component was 0.4 m/s and wind-driven component was slightly
less than 0.2 m/s.
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Figure 5.16. The time series of water level, wave height, current speed and sand transport rate at point A
during the April 2007 nor’easter. (a) Tide level and surge level, (b) Significant wave height and wave
orbital speed at seabed, and (c) Different current components and sand transport rate. The three vertical
black dashed lines mark the peak of the surge level, wave orbital speed at seabed and total load sand
transport respectively.

5.6.1.2 1991 Perfect Storm
The distribution of current-alone bottom stress (Figure 5.17a) at the peak of the 1991 Perfect
Storm was similar to that during the April 2007 nor’easter, however the magnitude throughout most of the
bay was lower. The current-alone bottom stress between Prouts Neck and Old Orchard Beach at water
depth less than 5.0 m was negligible, mainly due to the negligible depth-averaged current in this area.
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Along Old Orchard Beach, the current-alone bottom stress reached 0.27 N/m2 and gradually decreased
southwards along the coast. Between Ocean Park and Bay View, the current-alone bottom stress was
again negligible with the presence of small depth-averaged current. The maximum current-alone bottom
stress of 0.3 N/m2 occurred to the north of Eagle Island and adjacent to the north jetty at the Saco River
mouth.
The wave-alone bottom stress in the bay (Figure 5.17b) was one order of magnitude higher than
the current-alone bottom stress. High wave-alone bottom stress (4.4 N/m2 to 5.0 N/m2) occurred in the
middle section of the bay where large waves approached the shoreline due to the smooth depth contours.
In the north and south sections of the bay, the presence of islands and headlands decreased the significant
wave height at the coast, which resulted in smaller wave orbital speeds at the seabed and, in turn, lower
wave-alone bottom stress (2.2 N/m2 to 3.3 N/m2).
The maximum combined bed shear-stress at the peak of the 1991 Perfect Storm is shown in
Figure 5.17c. Significant enhancement of bed shear-stress due to currents and wave-current interaction
occurred to the north of Eagle Island and adjacent to the north jetty at the Saco River mouth. To the north
of Eagle Island, the maximum combined bed shear-stress reached 6.0 N/m2. In the rest of the bay, the
maximum combined bed shear-stress was increased by approximately 0.5 N/m2 in over the wave-alone
bottom stress.
The mean combined bed shear-stress (Figure 5.17d) was significantly enhanced relative to
current-alone bottom stress due to waves and wave-current interaction in the bay. Between Pine Point and
Ocean Park, the mean combined bed shear-stress ranged between 0.5 N/m2 and 1.0 N/m2. South of Ocean
Park, the mean combined bed shear-stress first decreased and then increased between Ferry Beach and the
Saco River mouth. The maximum value of the mean combined bed shear-stress occurred to the north of
Eagle Island and adjacent to the north jetty at the Saco River mouth.
The total load sand transport is shown in Figure 5.17e. In the northern part of the bay between
Pine Point and Ocean Park, the total load sand transport was in the southwest direction along the coast.
Further south beyond Ocean Park, the magnitude of total load sand transport decreased and gradually
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turned eastwards. To the north of Eagle Island, the total load sand transport reached its maximum value of
0.01 m3/m.s. Between the north jetty at the Saco River mouth and Bay View, the total load sand transport
was in the northward direction along the coast before being turned offshore and merging with the
eastward sand transport from the north of the bay. Unlike the total load sand transport during the April
2007 nor’easter, two small scale sand transport features occurred at the coast that could change the local
sand transport pattern. Between Pine Point and Old Orchard Beach, a small part of the total load separated
from the main southwest total load sand transport and formed a clockwise sand transport gyre. The
magnitude of the small clockwise gyre reached 0.004 m3/m.s. In the south of the bay, a counterclockwise
total load sand transport gyre formed between the north jetty at the Saco River mouth and Ferry Beach.
Though small in magnitude, the counterclockwise transport gyre may have implication for total load sand
transport in this area over the life cycle of the storm due to its cumulative effect over time.
Figure 5.17. Seabed shear-stresses and sand transport rate. (a) Current-induced bed shear stress; (b)
Wave-induced bed shear stress; (c) Maximum combined bed shear stress beneath waves and currents; (d)
Mean combined bed shear stress beneath waves and currents; (e) Sand transport at the storm peak at
23:30UTC on 10/30/1991.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 5.17 Continued

(c)

(d)

(e)

During the 1991 Perfect Storm, the peak of storm surge, significant wave height and total load
sand transport happened within 3.5 hours at the selected point A as shown in Figure 5.18. The peak storm
surge happened close to the low tide due to the modification of water depth on surge level and the timing
of the storm. The peak significant wave height and wave orbital speed at the seabed occurred two hours
before the peak surge around falling mid-water. Unlike the total load sand transport during the April 2007
nor’easter, which varied little over 9.0 hours, the sand transport was single-peaked and correlated well
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with the depth-averaged current. The wave-induced and wind-driven currents were the main components
of the total depth-averaged current. The total depth-averaged current was in phase with the wave-induced
current. At the peak of total load sand transport (0.01 m3/m.s), the total depth-averaged current was 0.45
m/s. The wave-induced and wind-driven currents were 0.30 m/s and 0.15 m/s respectively. While the
contribution of tidal current on the total depth-averaged current was small, the modulation of tidal level
on the wave-induced current, and thus the total load sand transport, was significant. After the total load
sand transport reached its peak, it fluctuated inversely with tide level.
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Figure 5.18. The time series of water level, wave height, current speed and sand transport rate at point A
during the 1991 Perfect Storm. (a) Tide level and surge level, (b) Significant wave height and wave
orbital speed at seabed, and (c) Different current components and sand transport rate. The three vertical
black dashed lines mark the peak of the surge level, wave orbital speed at seabed and total load sand
transport respectively.
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5.6.1.3 January 2015 North American blizzard
The distribution of the current-alone bottom stress (Figure 5.19a) was well correlated with the
depth-averaged current at the peak of the storm. The current-alone bottom stress was larger at the coast
than in offshore areas except between Pine Point and Old Orchard Beach. The current-alone bottom stress
reached its maximum value of 0.3 N/m2 at several locations in the bay, including in the lee of Prouts
Neck, between Old Orchard Beach and Ocean Park, to the north of Eagle Island and adjacent to the north
jetty at the Saco River mouth. Values were slightly lower at the coast between Ferry Beach and Camp
Ellis.
The wave-alone bottom stress at the peak of the January 2015 North American blizzard (Figure
5.19b) was lower than during the 1991 Perfect Storm peak, primarily due to smaller wave height at the
coast modulated by tide level during the January 2015 North American blizzard. The wave-alone bottom
stress was larger at water depth between 5.0 m and 10.0 m than at water depth less than 5.0 m. Offshore
of Goosefare Brook, the wave-alone bottom stress reached its maximum value of 5.0 N/m2. At the coast,
the wave-alone bottom stress ranged from 2.5 N/m2 to 4.5 N/m2.
The maximum combined bed shear-stress (Figure 5.19c) followed the pattern of wave-alone
bottom stress distribution. The maximum combined bed shear-stress was higher at greater water depth
than at smaller water depth. The maximum combined bed shear-stress reached 6.0 N/m2 to the north of
Eagle Island. At other locations, the maximum combined bed stress varied between 2.0 N/m2 and 5.0
N/m2.
The distribution of the mean combined bed shear-stress (Figure 5.19d) was similar with that of
the current-alone bottom stress, however, its magnitude was significantly enhanced by the combined
waves and currents. The mean combined bed shear-stress reached its maximum (1.1 N/m2) at the same
locations as those of the current-alone bottom stress.
The total load sand transport is shown in Figure 5.19e. The southward alongshore current from
the Prouts Neck to Saco River mouth enabled the southward alongshore total load sand transport from
Prouts Neck to Bay View before the total load sand transport turned eastward and merged with the
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offshore total load sand transport component from Old Orchard Beach. Between the Saco River and Ferry
Beach, the magnitude of total load sand transport is small, however a counterclockwise sand transport
gyre was formed.
Figure 5.19. Seabed shear-stresses and sand transport rate. (a) Current-induced bed shear stress; (b)
Wave-induced bed shear stress; (c) Maximum combined bed shear stress beneath waves and currents; (d)
Mean combined bed shear stress beneath waves and currents; (e) Sand transport at the storm peak at
18:00UTC on 1/27/2015.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Figure 5.19 Continued

(e)

At the selected point A, the peak wave height and peak total load sand transport lagged the peak
storm surge due to modulation by the tide. Dual peaks of depth-averaged current speed and total load sand
transport occurred during the storm. As during the April 2007 nor’easter, the total load sand transport
during the first peak remained steady for 5 hours between 15:00UTC and 20:00UTC on April 27th.
During this period, the depth-averaged current decreased gradually, which was complemented by the
increased wave orbital speed at seabed. In contrast to the other two storms, the magnitude of wind-driven
current was larger than wave-induced current during the first peak of the total load sand transport. At the
first peak, the depth-averaged current speed reached 0.4 m/s, in which the wind-driven and wave-induced
currents were 0.2 m/s and 0.15 m/s respectively. The total load sand transport decreased sharply with the
depth-averaged current speed at 23:00UTC on April 27th. The decrease of the depth-averaged current
speed was mainly attributed to the counterbalancing effects of the wind-driven and wave-induced
currents. While the wind-driven current consistently flowed southward alongshore at point A, the waveinduced current flowed northward between 21:00UTC and 23:00UTC on April 27th due to the extension
of the wave-induced clockwise gyre around Bluff and Stratton Islands toward shore, which countered the
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wind-driven current. After 23:00UTC on April 27th, the wave-induced clockwise gyre retreated offshore
and the wave-induced current resumed its southward flow alongshore at point A, which enhanced the
depth-averaged current and the total load sand transport.
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Figure 5.20. The time series of water level, wave height, current speed and sand transport rate at point A
during the January 2015 North American blizzard. (a) Tide level and surge level, (b) Significant wave
height and wave orbital speed at seabed, and (c) Different current components and sand transport rate.
The three vertical black dashed lines mark the peak of the surge level, wave orbital speed at seabed and
total load sand transport respectively.

5.6.2 Averaged flow field and sand transport flux
The tidally averaged flow fields can be used to identify the main physical processes driving
overall sand transport in coastal systems. Because the magnitude and direction of sand transport change
over the tidal cycle, this approach was used to account for the net transport of sand caused by the storms.
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In this section, the wind, significant wave height, wave orbital speed at seabed, tidal current, wind-driven
current, wave-induced current, total depth-averaged current and sand transport rate were averaged over
the two tidal cycles spanning the peak of each of the three storms. The averaged flow fields were
compared to identify the most important drivers of sand transport.
5.6.2.1 April 2007 Nor’easter
The averaged wind over the two tidal cycles containing the storm peak in Saco Bay (8:30UTC
4/16/2007 to 9:30UTC 4/17/2007) is shown in Figure 5.21a. During the two tidal cycles, the wind speed
reached about 13.0 m/s in the entire Saco Bay and was coming from the northeast to east direction. In
contrast, waves mainly came from the southeast during the storm (Figure 5.8a) because their generation
was dominated by offshore swells. The wave height reached 6.5 m at the offshore and gradually
decreased in the bay due to bottom friction. The wave height contours were in parallel with the depth
contour in the bay due to wave refraction and depth-induced breaking. Between the 5.0 m and 15.0 m
depth contours, the significant wave height ranged from 2.5 m to 5.0 m. The averaged wave orbital speed
at seabed was greatest at water depths less than 15.0 m along the coast, where the decreasing wave height
was counterbalanced by the decreased water depth. The maximum wave orbital speed at seabed reached
1.5 m/s and occurred around the islands in the bay, where the bathymetry changed abruptly.
The tidal residual current (Figure 5.21d) was negligible compared to the averaged wind-driven
and wave-induced currents. At most locations in the bay, the tidal residual current was less than 0.01 m/s.
Only at inlets and around islands in the bay, did the tidal residual current reach 0.03 m/s. Around Bluff
Island and Stratton Island, the tidal residual current rotated counterclockwise. The same rotary feature
was observed in the south of the bay around Eagle Island and between the seaward end of the jetty at the
Saco River mouth and Fletcher Neck.
The averaged wind-driven current (Figure 5.21e) during the storm peak flowed southward along
the coast before reaching Bay View, where it gradually turned southeast. Between Bay View and the
north jetty at the Saco River mouth, the averaged wind-driven current rotated clockwise and merged with
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the southeast flow at approximately 5.0 m depth at Camp Ellis. The magnitude of averaged wind-driven
current ranged between 0.12 m/s and 0.20 m/s.
The magnitude of the averaged wave-induced current (Figure 5.21f) was small within water depth
less than 5.0 m except at the north and south ends of Saco Bay. At both headlands, the significant wave
height changed drastically along the coast due to the interaction between waves and bathymetry, resulting
in large wave radiation stress gradients that drove the longshore current from the headlands into the bay.
The maximum wave-induced current reached 1.0 m/s around islands and at the headlands. One large
clockwise wave-induced circulation persisted over the two tidal cycles at the storm peak due to the
interaction between waves and bathymetry. The shoreward wave-induced current of the gyre split into
two components, one rotated back into the gyre and the other joined the southwest flow before gradually
turning to southeast, which formed an offshore jet-shaped flow. Another large wave-induced clockwise
gyre occurred between the north jetty at the Saco River mouth and Goosefare Brook. Four secondary
gyres existed within the large gyre. The northward wave-induced current originated from Fletcher Neck
and separated into a continued northward component and an eastward component due to the interaction
between the bathymetry and current. The northward component circulated around Eagle Island and turned
eastward to join the jet-shaped flow from the north. The eastward component gradually turned north
following the depth contour. Between Camp Ellis and Ferry Beach, a weak secondary counterclockwise
gyre was formed.
The averaged total depth-averaged current (Figure 5.21g) was mainly composed of wind-driven
and wave-induced current. While the circulation pattern of the total depth-averaged current resembled that
of the wave-induced current, the interaction between current, waves and bathymetry produced some
differences. At water depth less than 5.0 m along the coast between Prouts Neck and Goosefare Brook,
the dominant component of the total depth-averaged current was wind-driven current, which ranged
between 0.10 m/s to 0.22 m/s. In the rest of the bay, the wave-induced current was larger than the winddriven component. The offshore jet-shaped flow was enhanced because the wave-induced and wind-
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driven currents were in the same direction. The counterclockwise gyre between Ferry Beach and Camp
Ellis was maintained during the peak of the storm.
The pattern of averaged sand transport flux (Figure 5.21h) was similar to that of the averaged
total depth-averaged current. The averaged sand transport flux was significant within water depth less
than 10.0 m in the bay. To the north of Goosefare Brook, the averaged sand transport was toward the
south of the bay along the coast and reached its maximum of 0.005 m3/m.s at approximately 8.0 m depth
between Pine Point and Old Orchard Beach. After reaching its maximum, the averaged sand transport
split into a continued southwest alongshore component and a southward component. The continued
alongshore component turned eastward after reaching Goosefare Brook and merged with the northward
averaged sand transport from the south of the bay. At most locations, the averaged sand transport was
about 0.0025 m3/m.s. Following the averaged depth-averaged current, a weak counterclockwise averaged
sand flux existed between Ferry Beach and Camp Ellis. The magnitude of the corresponding averaged
sand flux was 0.0008 m3/m.s.
Figure 5.21. Averaged wind, waves, currents and sand flux over the two tidal cycles between 08:30UTC
4/16/2007 and 09:30UTC 4/17/2007 when the storm was at its peak. (a) Averaged wind, (b) Averaged
significant wave height, (c) Averaged wave orbital speed at seabed, (d) Tidal residual current, (e)
Averaged wind-driven current, (f) Averaged wave-induced current, (g) Averaged depth-averaged current,
(h) Averaged sand flux.
(a)

(b)
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5.6.2.2 1991 Perfect Storm
The wind, waves, currents and sand transport rate were averaged over the two tidal cycles
containing the storm peak in Saco Bay (14:00UTC 10/30/1991 to 15:00UTC 10/31/1991). The averaged
wind is shown in Figure 5.22a. The averaged wind was from the northeast during the storm peak. Except
in the lee of Prouts Neck where the wind speed was approximately 8.0 m/s, the averaged wind speed in
the rest of the bay ranged between 12.0 m/s and 13.0 m/s. The averaged wave height (Figure 5.22b)
decreased from 6.0 m in offshore areas and gradually decreased while moving shoreward. The wave
height distribution was mainly affected by wave refraction due to water depth, as well as bottom friction
and wave breaking. The averaged wave orbital speed at seabed (Figure 5.22c) was large and reached 1.3
m/s between Pine Point and Bay View mainly due to shallow water depth at the coast. Other locations
with large wave orbital speed at the seabed included at the headlands and around the islands.
Similar with that during the peak of the April 2007 nor’easter, the tidal residual current (Figure
5.22d) was at least one order of magnitude lower than the averaged wind-driven and wave-induced
currents. In the middle of the bay with smooth coastline, the tidal residual current was almost zero. The
tidal residual current reached 0.05 m/s locally at the Scarborough River, Saco River and around islands
due to the modification by local bathymetry.
The averaged wind-driven current (Figure 5.22e) was flowing southward along the coast at water
depths less than 15.0 m. The magnitude of the averaged wind-driven current decreased gradually from 0.2
m/s at coast to 0.1 m/s at about 15.0 m water depth. Unlike the averaged wind-driven current pattern
during the peak of the April 2007 nor’easter, no rotary wind-driven circulation was found adjacent to the
north of the north jetty at Saco River mouth. The averaged wind-driven current reached its maximum of
0.3 m/s around Wood Island and Fletcher Neck.
The averaged wave-induced current is shown in Figure 5.22f. At most locations within water
depth less than 30.0 m, the averaged wave-induced current was either larger or comparable to the
averaged wind-driven current. The only exception was between Old Orchard Beach and Goosefare Brook
when the water depth was less than 10.0 m, where the averaged wind-driven current was approximately
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0.2 m/s and the averaged wave-induced current was less than 0.1 m/s. Both the magnitude and
distribution of the averaged wave-induced current during the peak of the 1991 Perfect Storm resembled
that of the April 2007 nor’easter. The averaged wave-induce current system was featured with the
“double-gyre and offshore jet-shaped flow”. It reached the maximum value of 1.0 m/s at the headlands
and around the islands.
The averaged depth-averaged current is shown in Figure 5.22g. This presented a similar
distribution pattern to the averaged wave-induced current. The enhancement of the averaged total depthaveraged current by the combined wind and wave effects was significant. The distribution of averaged
sand transport flux during the peak of the 1991 Perfect Storm (Figure 5.22h) was similar to that of the
April 2007 nor’easter, however, the maximum averaged sand transport flux was larger. Two locations
with large averaged sand flux included 5.0-10.0 m water depth between Old Orchard Beach and Ocean
Park and to the north of Eagle Island. Between Old Orchard Beach and Ocean Park, the averaged sand
flux reached 0.0056 m3/m.s. North of Eagle Island, the maximum averaged sand flux was 0.009 m3/m.s.
Between Ferry Beach and Camp Ellis, the averaged sand flux rotated counterclockwise and the magnitude
reached 0.0015 m3/m.s.
Figure 5.22. Averaged wind, waves, currents and sand flux over the two tidal cycles between 14:00UTC
10/30/1991 and 15:00UTC 10/31/1991 when the storm was at its peak. (a) Averaged wind, (b) Averaged
significant wave height, (c) Averaged wave orbital speed at seabed, (d) Tidal residual current, (e)
Averaged wind-driven current, (f) Averaged wave-induced current, (g) Averaged depth-averaged current,
(h) Averaged sand flux.
(a)

(b)
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5.6.2.3 January 2015 North American blizzard
The wind, waves, currents and sand transport rate were averaged over the two tidal cycles
(6:00UTC 1/27/2015 to 7:00UTC 1/28/2015) containing the storm peak in Saco Bay during the January
2015 North American blizzard.
The averaged wind (Figure 5.23a) during the peak of the January 2015 North American Blizzard
was the largest among the three storms within Saco Bay. The wind was from the north to northeast during
the storm peak and reached 17.0 m/s throughout most of the bay. However, the averaged significant wave
height (Figure 5.23b) was the smallest among the three storms. The dominant waves within the bay were
mainly swells generated from offshore in the Gulf of Maine and propagated into the bay from east to
southeast. At the offshore of Saco Bay, the averaged significant wave height was 5.0 m. While the peak
significant wave height during the January 2015 North American blizzard was comparable to that of the
1991 Perfect Storm, the averaged wave height within the bay was smaller during the January 2015 North
American blizzard, which was mainly related to the shorter duration of high winds generating large waves
in the Gulf of Maine during the January 2015 North American blizzard. The averaged wave orbital speed
at the seabed (Figure 5.23c) followed the same pattern as the other two storms, however the smaller wave
height resulted in lower wave orbital speed at the seabed. The wave orbital speed reached its maximum at
approximately 9.0 m water depth offshore of Goosefare Brook except at the headlands and around the
islands.
The tidal residual current (Figure 5.23d) was small. The tidal residual current reached its
maximum of 0.03 m/s in the inlets and around islands in the bay due to the modification by local
bathymetry. The magnitude of tidal residual current was small compared to averaged wind-driven and
wave-induced currents. The averaged wind driven current (Figure 5.23e) was large in the bay except in
the lee of Prouts Neck. It flowed southward within the 25.0 m depth contour in general and the magnitude
ranged from 0.1 m/s to 0.5 m/s. Between Old Orchard Beach and Ferry Beach, the averaged wind-driven
current was larger than 0.25 m/s with water depth less than 10.0 m. The distribution of the averaged
wave-induced current during the peak of the January 2015 North American blizzard (Figure 5.23f) was
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similar to that of the two other storms. The averaged wave-induced current was smaller than the averaged
wind-driven current from Pine Point to Bay View at water depth less than 15.0 m except around the
islands. In the north end of the bay, the wave-induced current ranged between 0.2 m/s to 1.0 m/s between
Prouts Neck and Pine Point due to the large wave radiation stress gradients caused by the abrupt change
in significant wave height along the coast. A similar process occurred in the south of the bay, where the
wave radiation stress gradients produced a large alongshore wave-induced current from Fletcher Neck
into the bay. Two wave-induced gyre systems caused by the interaction between waves and bathymetry
occurred within the bay. One was located around Bluff and Stratton Islands in the north end of the bay
and the other formed between the north jetty at the Saco River mouth and Goosefare Brook. The two gyre
systems resulted in an offshore jet-shaped flow. The averaged total depth-averaged current (Figure 5.23g)
was the superposition of wind-driven component, wave-induced component and the interaction
component among current, waves and bathymetry. Between Pine Point and Goosefare Brook, the winddriven component was dominant at water depth less than 10.0 m. From Bay View to the north jetty at the
Saco River mouth, the northward wave-induced current was partly offset by the non-uniform southward
wind-driven current, resulting in counterclockwise total flow with a magnitude of 0.35 m/s. Three small
clockwise gyres were presented further offshore adjacent to the counterclockwise gyre between Bay View
and the north jetty at the Saco River mouth.
The averaged sand transport flux (Figure 5.23h) was smaller in magnitude than during the April
2007 nor’easter and 1991 Perfect Storm. By comparing the total current and wave field, it mainly resulted
from smaller wave height during the peak of the January 2015 North American blizzard. The longshore
southward averaged sand transport flux extended further south to Bay View before it turned eastward to
the offshore. The maximum averaged sand transport flux of 0.005 m3/m.s occurred adjacent to the north
of Eagle Island. Between Bay View and the north jetty at the Saco River mouth, the counterclockwise
averaged sand transport flux reached 0.0015 m3/m.s.
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Figure 5.23. Averaged wind, waves, currents and sand flux over the two tidal cycles between 06:00UTC
1/27/2015 and 07:00UTC 1/28/2015 when the storm was at its peak. (a) Averaged wind, (b) Averaged
significant wave height, (c) Averaged wave orbital speed at seabed, (d) Tidal residual current, (e)
Averaged wind-driven current, (f) Averaged wave-induced current, (g) Averaged depth-averaged current,
(h) Averaged sand flux.
(a)
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5.7 Hydrodynamics and sand transport during different storms
As discussed in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, the spatial and temporal patterns of waves, currents and
sand transport presented both similarities and differences during the three storm events studied here. In
this section, the detailed features of hydrodynamics and sand transport during the April 2007 nor’easter,
the 1991 Perfect Storm and the January 2015 North American blizzard were compared and analyzed.
5.7.1 Hydrodynamics features
Even though the three storms investigated in this study had different storm tracks and durations,
the storm wind and waves approached Saco Bay from a similar angle. During the three storms, the waves
and currents shared some common features in Saco Bay.
The tidal current in the bay was less than 0.05 m/s and was negligible relative to the wind-driven
and wave-induced currents except at the Scarborough and Saco River mouths, where the tidal current
reached 0.2 m/s due to the funneling effect.
The wind-driven current flowed southward because winds were blowing from north to east during
all three storms. At straight coastlines with no cross-boundary flow, the simplified depth-integrated
momentum equation can be applied to estimate the depth-averaged current (Pugh, 1996), where the
magnitude of current is proportional to the square of wind speed and inversely proportional to water
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depth. The wind-driven current along the coast was highest (0.4 m/s) at the peak of the January 2015
North American blizzard due to the high peak storm wind speed. It was moderate during the April 2007
nor’easter and 1991 Perfect Storm, which had lower peak storm wind speeds. The patterns and
distributions of wind-driven current were also correlated with the wind direction relative to the coastline.
A clockwise wind-driven circulation was formed between Bay View and the north jetty at the Saco River
mouth at the peak of the April 2007 nor’easter, while no such pattern was predicted at the peak of the
1991 Perfect Storm or the January 2015 North American blizzard. The coastline of Saco Bay is concaveshaped, with the apex of the curve between Goosefare Brook and Bay View. During the April 2007
nor’easter, the wind was coming from the east at the storm peak, which resulted in southward wind and
wind-driven current components to the north of Bay View and northward wind and wind-driven current
components to the south. The clockwise wind-driven circulation merged with the southward wind-driven
current from the north of the bay to achieve both mass conservation and momentum balance. In contrast,
during the 1991 Perfect Storm and January 2015 North American blizzard, the winds were blowing from
the northeast and north respectively, which resulted in consistent southward alongshore wind and winddriven current components before they were blocked by the north jetty at the Saco River mouth causing
the wind-driven current to veer eastward.
The wave-induced current presented strong interaction between waves and bathymetry. During
the three storms, large waves propagated from the southeast into the bay. This was consistent with a
previous study by Jensen (1983). Wave energy converged at the headlands at both ends of the bay and
diverged along the concave-shaped coastline within the bay. Wave radiation stress gradients proportional
to the square of wave height produced high mean flows from both ends into the bay due to the larger
wave heights at the headlands and smaller wave heights within the bay. The pattern of wave-induced
current was complicated by the interaction between waves and bathymetry in the bay. In the north of the
bay, the presence of Bluff and Stratton Islands resulted in a clockwise wave-induced circulation around
the islands. Part of the gyre was diverted to southwest when it circulated toward the coast. The southwest
flow joined the alongshore wave-induced current originating from Prouts Neck and veered southeast. In
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the south of the bay, the northward wave-induced current generated around Fletcher Neck was split into
several branches by the islands and jetties at the Saco River mouth before they all joined the southeast
flow from the north of the bay and formed a jet-shaped offshore current. At least two secondary clockwise
wave-induced circulations were also formed in the south of the bay, with one around Eagle Island and the
other to the north of Wood Island.
The total depth-averaged current was mainly composed of wind-driven current, wave-induced
current and the interaction between currents, waves and bathymetry. The flow pattern and distribution of
the total depth-averaged current mimicked that of the wave-induced current but presented local variability
due to the presence of wind-driven and interaction components. A transition between the dominant
driving mechanisms was predicted in the bay, in which the wind-driven current dominated between 5.010.0 m depth, and wave-induced current was more significant around headlands and islands and
responsible for the circulation patterns within the bay during the three storms. The local variability of
total depth-averaged circulation was mainly caused by the relative intensity of the wind-driven and waveinduced currents. At the peak of the April 2007 nor’easter, the wind-driven clockwise circulation was
joined by the northward wave-induced current between Bay View and the north jetty at the Saco River
mouth, resulting in northward total flow. The total depth-averaged flow patterns in the same region at the
peak of the 1991 Perfect Storm and January 2015 North American blizzard were more complicated. At
the peak of the 1991 Perfect Storm, a weak counterclockwise depth-averaged circulation was observed at
water depth less than 5.0 m between Bay View and the north jetty at the Saco River mouth. With more
intense wind-driven current at the peak of the January 2015 North American blizzard, the northward
wave-induced current between Bay View and the north jetty at the Saco River mouth were cancelled out
and a counterclockwise gyre with 0.3 m/s was predicted. The local variability of total depth-averaged
current strongly influenced sand transport in this area.
The waves in Saco Bay were dominated by large swell waves generated in the Gulf of Maine.
The swells approached the bay from the southeast during all the three storm events. Wave refraction
redistributed wave energy within the bay and the wave direction gradually became perpendicular to the
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depth contour lines. Wave energy was also dissipated by bottom friction and wave-induced breaking as
waves approached the shoreline. The significant wave height was larger in the middle of the bay with
greater water depth, and smaller to the north and south. While the significant wave height was larger at
greater water depth, the wave orbital speed at the seabed was larger at water depth less than 15.0 m. As
explained in Section 5.5, the wave orbital speed at seabed is related to both wave height and water depth.
Since the wave orbital speed at the seabed increases linearly with wave height and decreases
exponentially with water depth, it increases more quickly with decreasing water depth than with
increasing wave height. The banded distribution of wave orbital speed at the seabed can thus be
explained. The wave orbital speed first increased due to decreased water depth as waves propagated into
the bay and then decreased as waves approached the coastline where significant wave height decreased
due to depth-induced breaking. Large wave orbital speed at seabed was also observed around islands due
to the abrupt change in water depth.
The pattern of averaged wind-driven current, wave-induced current and wave fields over tidal
cycles resembled those at the storm peaks. The magnitude of the tidally averaged fields differed from
those at the storm peaks mainly due to the storm duration and tidal modulation in the bay. During the
April 2007 nor’easter, large waves and high storm surge persisted in Saco Bay for approximately one
tidal cycle. While no strong tidal modulation on significant wave height, wave orbital speed, storm surge
level and wind-driven current was observed, the wave-induced current fluctuated inversely with tidal
level. The wave-induced current was largest around low tide and decreased with increasing tidal level.
During the 1991 Perfect Storm and January 2015 North American blizzard, the storm durations were
shorter, resulting in lower averaged currents and wave fields.
5.7.2 Sand transport features
The storm peak sand transport rates were highly correlated with the flow and wave fields and
their associated bed shear-stresses. The distribution of the total load sand transport rate mimicked that of
the depth-averaged current, indicating that the sand transport rate was strongly dependent on local
bathymetry. The bed shear-stress is also a strong indicator of the capacity of sand transport associated
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with a coastal environment. Beneath combined waves and currents, the distribution of bed shear-stress
followed that of current-alone bed shear-stress, but the magnitude was enhanced by waves. The total load
sand transport at the storm peaks closely followed the distribution of mean combined bed shear-stress.
At the peak of the April 2007 nor’easter in the northern part of the bay, total load sand transport
went southward along the coast to Bay View while in the south, sand moved northward. The southward
and northward flows merged between Bay View and Goosefare Brook and diverted offshore. Similar sand
transport patterns were observed at the peak of the 1991 Perfect Storm and January 2015 North American
blizzard to the north of Bay View, however local variability of sand transport occurred due to the
distribution of total depth-averaged current. At the peak of the 1991 Perfect Storm, a weak
counterclockwise sand transport was formed between Bay View and the north jetty at the Saco River
mouth at water depth less than 5.0 m, which was responsible for bringing sand back to this area. Sand
transport was insignificant at water depth less than 10.0 m to the south of Bay View during the January
2015 North American blizzard, which was mainly attributed to a failure to exceed the threshold velocity
for the sand grain size used in the model beneath the combined waves and currents.
The tidally averaged sand transport flux resembled that at the storm peaks. In Saco Bay, the net
sand transport was from southward alongshore between Pine Point and Bay View. Net offshore sand
transport was identified at two locations during the April 2007 nor’easter and the 1991 Perfect Storm, (1)
at approximately 10.0 m water depth offshore Between Old Orchard Beach and Ocean Park, and (2) at
approximately 10.0 m water depth off Bay View. During the January 2015 North American blizzard, net
sand transport was only observed at approximately 10.0 m offshore of Bay View. Between Bay View and
the north jetty at the Saco River mouth, the net sand transport was different during the three storms.
During the April 2007 nor’easter, net sand transport was northward at water depth larger than 5.0 m.
Similar northward net sand transport occurred during the 1991 Perfect Storm, however, a
counterclockwise net sand transport was observed at water depth less than 5.0 m between Bay View and
the north jetty at the Saco River mouth. The counterclockwise net sand transport between Bay View and
the north jetty at the Saco River mouth extended to 10.0 m water depth during the January 2015 North
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American blizzard. Brothers et al. (2008) found that Saco Bay is not a closed system in terms of sand
transport. Sand can bypass the headlands enclosing Saco Bay and escape from the nearshore. Also,
downwelling happened at the coast during nor’easters, which results in a net sediment transport away
from the beach. The sand transport pattern described by Brothers et al. (2008) was confirmed in this
study.
The timing of the peak total load sand transport is dependent on the timing and relative magnitude
of the wave orbital speed at seabed and the total depth-averaged current. During the April 2007
nor’easter, large total load sand transport persisted for approximately one tidal cycle, which was mainly
due to the combined effect of total depth-averaged current and wave orbital speed at seabed. At least three
combinations of depth-averaged current and wave orbital speed at seabed may result in large sand
transport: (1) both moderately high depth-averaged current and wave orbital speed at seabed, (2)
moderate depth-averaged current and high wave orbital speed at seabed, and (3) high depth-averaged
current and moderate wave orbital speed at seabed. While large sand transport rates during the 1991
Perfect Storm and January 2015 North American blizzard did not last over one tidal cycle, the relative
importance of total depth-averaged current and wave orbital speed at seabed is still true.
5.8 Conclusions
In this study, the fully coupled wave, tide-surge and circulation model SWAN+ADCIRC and the
Soulsby-Van Rijn total load sediment transport were applied to investigate the hydrodynamics and sand
transport during storms in Saco Bay, Maine. While the durations and tracks of the three storms
investigated were different, the hydrodynamics and sand transport shared some common features. The
large waves generated in the Gulf of Maine approached Saco Bay from the southeast during the three
storms and were strongly affected by local bathymetry while propagating into the bay. Due to wave
refraction, the significant wave height contours gradually became parallel to the depth contours. Wave
energy was also dissipated by bottom friction and wave-induced breaking as waves propagated at shallow
water depths. Unlike the wave height distribution, the wave orbital speed at the seabed was larger at the
coast (water depth < 15.0 m) than offshore. While the wave orbital speed at the seabed increases linearly
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with wave height, it decreases exponentially with water depth. In shallow water, the increase of wave
orbital speed with decreasing water depth was greater than the decrease of wave orbital speed caused by
decreasing wave height. The wave orbital speed reached 1.6 m/s at the coast and around islands with
abrupt changes in bathymetry.
During all three storms, tidal current was dwarfed by the wind-driven and wave-induced currents
except in the Scarborough River and Saco River mouths, where the approaching water was funneled into
the river channels. The wind-driven current was strongly affected by the local winds, bathymetry and
coastline geometry. In an idealized scenario with a straight coastline and constant water depth, the
magnitude of wind-driven current is proportional to the square of wind speed and inversely proportional
to the water depth when the equilibrium state is reached. Here, the direction of the wind relative to the
coastline resulted in different patterns of wind-driven current. During the 1991 Perfect storm and January
2015 North American blizzard, the winds were from northeast and north respectively, resulting in
southward alongshore wind components and thus southward wind-driven current along the whole
concave-shaped coastline. However, during the April 2007 nor’easter, the wind was from the east and a
southward alongshore wind component was obtained to the north of the apex of the coastline between
Goosefare Brook and Bay View, while northward alongshore component to the south of the apex. This
generated a clockwise wind-driven circulation between Bay View and the north jetty at the Saco River
mouth.
The wave-induced current was the result of strong interactions between waves and bathymetry.
From the bay scale, the wave-induced current was generated at both headlands enclosing the bay and
flowed into the bay. The local pattern of wave-induced current was complicated by the presence of
islands and coastal structures. In the north of the bay, a clockwise wave-induced circulation was
generated around Bluff and Stratton Islands. In the south of the bay, the wave-induced current was
northward alongshore before veering offshore. At least two secondary clockwise wave-induced gyres
were formed between Goosefare Brook and the north jetty at the Saco River mouth. Due to the
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convergence of wave-induced current from both ends of the bay, a jet-shaped offshore flow was formed
in the middle of the bay.
The total depth-averaged current mimicked that of wave-induced current, however the magnitude
varied with both wind and wave effect. At water depth less than 5.0-10.0 m, the wind-driven current was
dominant, while wave induced current was more significant at headlands and around coastal structures
and islands. The tidally averaged wind-driven current, wave-induced current and wave fields resembled
those at storm peaks, however, the magnitude varied due to tidal modulation and storm duration.
Both the instantaneous sand transport at storm peaks and tidally averaged sand transport flux
were correlated with waves and flow fields and the associated mean combined bed shear-stress. Beneath
combined waves and current, the bed shear stress was enhanced nonlinearly in comparison with current
alone and wave alone conditions. The total load sand transport followed the pattern of mean combined
bed shear-stress and total depth-averaged current, however the flow field and sand transport may not be
the same because the threshold velocity for the sand to move may not be exceeded beneath the combined
waves and current. The movement of sand over time is dependent on the timing and relative magnitude of
the total depth-averaged current and the wave orbital speed at seabed. The net sand transport was
southward between Pine Point and Bay View during all three storms. To the south of Bay View,
variability of net sand transport was observed during the three storms. A counterclockwise net sand
transport was identified at water depths less than 10.0 m between Bay View and the north jetty at the Saco
River mouth during the 1991 Perfect Storm and January 2015 North American blizzard, however no such
pattern was observed during the April 2007 nor’easter. Net offshore sand transport occurred between Old
Orchard Beach and Bay View at the convergence zone.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
6.1 Contribution to knowledge
Both coastal flooding and sand transport rely on the accurate prediction of water level, waves,
and currents at the coast, which can be achieved by (1) resolving bathymetry and coastline geometry with
refined grid sizes at the coast; and (2) considering the interactions between tide-surge, current, waves and
bathymetry through wave radiation stress and bottom friction. This work has demonstrated that the
interactions between tide-surge, waves and bathymetry have a significant impact on coastal waves,
circulation and water level in the Gulf of Maine; and the interactions exhibit strong temporal and spatial
variability in response to storms along the coast. Wave-induced current has the same order of magnitude
as wind-driven current during storms and varies with water level and local water depth. Wave height and
period are modulated by water level and are affected by current refraction. The inclusion and appropriate
representation of the interaction processes is thus important along coastlines with complex configurations,
such as that of the coastline of the Gulf of Maine.
The integrated modeling system has been successfully applied to predict coastal flooding due to
wave overtopping at seawalls in Scituate, Massachusetts, by validating the predicted wave overtopping
volume with that of field measurements. The inclusion of interaction between tide-surge and waves
improved the accuracy of wave overtopping prediction at the study site. The effect of sea level rise and
seawall crest level on wave overtopping were investigated. The work has shown that a much larger
elevation of seawall height than sea level rise will be required to cope with future storms as the sea level
rises, mainly due to the development of larger waves approaching the coast. The integrated atmosphereocean-coast modeling framework can thus provide guidance for risk assessment and decision making as
communities decide how to prepare and respond to change.
Sand transport and its response to different storm characteristics in an arcuate bay has been
carried out using the integrated modeling system. Sand transport is closely linked with waves and
currents. This work has shown that the waves, currents and sand transport in the bay share some common
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features with different storm durations and tracks because of the dominant influence of local bathymetry
on waves, currents and sand transport. Wind is the other important factor influencing hydrodynamics and
sediment transport. The direction of wind relative to the coastline results in different patterns of winddriven current. The wave-induced current demonstrates strong interactions between waves and
bathymetry. Generated at both headlands, the wave-induced current flows into the bay and its local
pattern is complicated by the presence of islands and coastal structures. A jet-shaped offshore waveinduced current is formed due to the convergence of flow from both ends of the arcuate bay. The role of
wind-driven and wave-induced current for sand transport varies depending on water depth and coastline
geometry. The wind-driven current dominates in shallow water, while the wave-induced current
contributes more at headlands and around coastal structures and islands. Both the instantaneous sand
transport at storm peaks and tidally averaged sand transport flux were correlated with waves and flow
fields. The sand transport follows the pattern of mean combined bed shear-stress and depth-averaged
current; however, the flow field and sand transport may not be the same since the threshold velocity for
moving the sand may not be exceeded beneath the combined waves and current. The difference in net
sand transport during nor’easters mainly results from different flow patterns due to the counterbalance
between wind-driven and wave-induced current.
6.2 Conclusions
Coastal resources management relies on the accurate description of coastal hydrodynamics,
geomorphological and ecological processes. Numerical modeling provides an efficient and effective tool
to investigate and understand these processes. Integrated modeling systems which resolve physical
processes with varied spatial and temporal scales are now the state-of-the-art method to help facilitate
coastal resilience and adaption in a changing climate.
In this study, an integrated atmosphere-ocean-coast modeling system that links physical processes
ranging from open ocean to surf zone scales has been developed for the Gulf of Maine to investigate
coastal hydrodynamics, flooding due to wave overtopping, and sand transport during severe storms. The
modeling system includes a hydrodynamic model, a wave overtopping model and a sediment transport
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model. The modeling system allows a comprehensive understanding of coastal processes by including: (1)
the interaction between tide-surge, waves and bathymetry, (2) coastal flooding due to wave overtopping at
seawalls, and (3) sand transport in response to different storm characteristics. The modeling system can
be applied to provide guidance to steer important decisions and investment, such as: (1) to gain an insight
on the potential change in coastal processes, e.g. the frequency and intensity of coastal flooding, beach
erosion and accretion in a changing climate; (2) to help with aquaculture siting and (3) to help with future
coastal resilience and adaptation.
6.3 Future work
Although the current work has developed a useful integrated modeling system and applied it to
investigate coastal hydrodynamics, coastal flooding due to wave overtopping, and sand transport in the
Gulf of Maine, further work can be done to either improve and generalize the modeling system and to
advance the understanding of coastal processes in greater detail in other locations along the coast.
The presence of surface waves modifies the roughness length on the ocean surface, which may
affect the generation of storm surge. It is thus important that the effect of wind-generated surface waves
be parameterized in the hydrodynamic model for more accurate storm surge prediction. Also, even though
empirical formulas for wave overtopping are used in the current work due to their robustness and
computational efficiency, they are tested with limited field and experimental data, and are only valid with
certain structure configurations. Numerical models like RANS-VOF model are more sophisticated and
can incorporate the effects of complex shoreline geometry. In the future, the RANS-VOF model should
be linked with the coastal hydrodynamic model to generalize the application of the integrated modeling
system for coastal flooding prediction due to wave overtopping. Thirdly, the modelling system in this
work simulates total load transport using an empirical sediment transport formula, which assumes an
equilibrium state for sediment concentration in the water column and may overestimate the sediment
transport flux. The formula also only calculates longshore sediment transport without considering crossshore transport due to wave effects, which is important for beach erosion during storms. In the future, the
suspended sediment transport and bedload transport can be simulated individually with different
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algorithms, e.g. the suspended sediment transport can be computed with the advection-diffusion algorithm
for passive tracer, and bedload transport can be achieved by resolving the bottom boundary layer with the
coexistence of waves and current. Morphological change due to sediment redistribution would have to be
incorporated for the long-term prediction of the change of coastlines. Long-term sand transport in the
Saco Bay can be simulated to investigate the sand transport pathways and predict long-term coastline
change. Last but not the least, field measurements of sediment characteristics need to be carried out to
better represent the spatial distribution of sediment, which will provide more detailed information on the
sediment grain sizes as a model input. Field measurements of sand transport will also be required for
model validation purpose.
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APPENDIX A: THE FLOW CHART FOR WAVE OVERTOPPING PREDICTION
The following flowchart illustrates the procedure to use the wave overtopping model for
overtopping predictions for seawalls with the submerged or emerged foot. All the equations refer to the
equations in Section 4.3.3 of the main context.

Where hwall is the height of the wave wall, R c is the crest freeboard, γb is the influence factor for
a berm, ξm−1,0 is the breaker parameter.
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